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,'burches... .Belfast Board of Movements for a Steamer Route “Down the
|L U3° Base Ball-Obituary. .The
Reach” and for a Good Roads Day.
Mote to Germany. .News of
A regular meeting of the Belfast Board of
Personal.
1
Vlv Look at the Pacific Expo- Trade was held on Friday evening in the new
l% \n V political Points. .Washington rooms at the Court House with a good attend!
Sport Clothes..The Sardine ance. It was voted that a
Boys’ convention,comMn.. Profit in Spinach.
posed of the Agricultural clubs formed by the
and Girls’ Clubs. .Our Dreadi !
Rank With Best in the University of Maine in Waldo county .should be
:"J!‘
,t the World. .LaFollette Law held in this city, the date to be the latter
part
pacific Mail. .Poultry Breeding, of June. An interesting program will be
^animations for Teachers’ State given at that time and it expected that there
(.riit^ates.
will be speaking by members of the
Agriculr!als. Waldo County W. C. T.
I
invention. .North Waldo Pomo- tural Department of the University of Maine,
-M,.
News of Broke. .Transfers moving pictures in one of the local
3
picture
Estate. .Wedding Bells. .Of
v.a
1,1
.Tne Chil- houses, a banquet and other interesting fearest to Auto Tourists.
tures. Residents of the
of Maine.
city will be requested
P. Aid Svofciety
to entertain the boys
Belfast.
during their stay in BelMews
Court. .Pittsfield Personals.- fast. The committee having the program in
V .nate Deaths.
^ 1
..Graduating Exer- charge are Messrs. O. E, Frost, S. A.
V‘nt
Parker,
Resignation Morris L.
V^ ai Unity. .Bryan’s
Slugg, C.B. Holmes and Wilson Ellis.
not a Belgium.. LiterSouth
Ihc
The
committee having under consideration
News and Notes. .Annual Enthe resumption of the steamboat route
aVlil,ment of S-. of V. and Auxiliary,
from
Farmers. .Wedding Bells,
for
this city to Brooklin and
[acts
Sedgwick reported
iiunty Correspondence. .Concerning
that they were making progress and
'■
expected
York LetU‘n'e Record Hens. .NewJune
to make the purchase of a suitable
8, 1915.
boat, in the
Maine Crop Report
is
event
that
a
Kicking.
sufficient
amount of stock was
V.mcolnville
Stockton Springs.. Ship subscribed in the city, and that there was
eiirsp1'! t.
the
;
Price Current..
Belfast
rhe
best
M-is
of encouragement for
taking up the
.Died.
Porn. Married.
stock. The plan is to buy the steamer Anna
Belle, or some other boat of similar size, and
have her run daily from Brooklin to this
rhe Churches.
city,
making the Reach landings and landings at
in
the
last
make
the
Islesboro, taking
mail to Islesboro. It is
tn
Sunday
1

ut

agreed
part of the Coombs Brothers
that in the'event this is done they will discontinue their landings at Warren’s
Landing and
! run direct to Castine from this city, and that
they will also carry the mail from this city to
Castine. The committee were instructed to
proceed with their investigations and to
buy a
boat if it was deemed best and sufficient stock
was taken, and were
given full power to put
the working of the route into
operation. Mr.
Ben D. Field resigned from the
committee and
the new committee stands as follows:
Frank L.
Whitten, James H. Howes and RalphJ.,

Jay at the Unitarian church

on

Wilson’s topic next Sunday
urch will be “Thorns in the

V,,...

usual service at the Uni:ic*xt Sunday morning, with

the
jf
..

Sunday

pastor.

Scientists hold

services

in

street, Sunday morning at
v\ cdnesday evening at 7.30
wn;c‘ all are welcome.
\

?

school at

;

mu

the

Coop-

1

er.

mm.thy Chase Lodges, F. and
>•.
Chapter, O. E. S., will at-

f

1

Sunday at the
by Rev. A.

rvice next

with

arc!■

Congregational
-nag

j,,
..

at

here last winter and the
report was
accepted and the committee discharged. The
report showed that in every way,
fiFair held

sermon

service, with sermon, will

g

-!

Morris L. Slugg, president of the Belfast
Food Fair, presented a report on the Food

10.45.

church

next

Bible echool at 12.

a
30 Thursday evening, sufci-isy Obstacles to Christian Ser-

..

nancially

and

success.

H.

his report

as

socially,
otherwise, the fair was a great
H. Coombs, treasurer, presented

follows:

Received from receipts at the door.$
Received from confetti.
Received from prizes
....

Received from check room.
Received from booth space.

church this week the services
This, Thursday, at 7.30 p.
meeting; Sunday, at 10.45 a. m.,
-.'■we. with sermon by the pastor;
at noon; Christian Endeavor at
,idg evening service at 7.30 p. m.
'.vs:

...

$1,332 88

Labor.$

iru-.sury.”

It is ‘‘Go to Church Sun-

Mr. Sellers will

Ici-u- ■>«;

regular morning
speak in East North2 p. m. The regular church
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30,

ireti t

meeting of the Probationer’s

received and

riday evening

and

no

hebers will

t Sunday

at

!

there will be

238 20

Supplies. 169 41
Music.;. 210 00
Advertising...
84 58
Groceries...
14 93
R«nt.. 125 00
Trucking and freight.10 89
Frizes..'.
57 25
Penobscot Bay Electric Company.
85 70
Premiums on fancy work.
10 00

,.

for the children and
^ tc them before the

285

15
93
20
60
00

EXPENSES

ipjrc W ;|...iiist church next Sunday, Rev.
filers will speak in the morning on
(‘or quest,” and in the evening
3m
W-

910
47
81
8

Balance

on

The reports

an

hand in
or

$1,005 96
the bank.$ 326 92

tne several

the committees

committees
were

were

discharged

-----—

appointed to haVe
charge of the movement:
Messrs M. L.
Slugg, w. J Clifford, C. W. Wescott, M. L. Towle and E. S.
Pitcher. The committee was
empowered to fill all vacancies, to
ave full
charge of the day's program, to call
any others to the committee
and to select the
day and carry the
undertaking to success.
bis movement
certainly should have the support of all residents of the
city. It has been
tried with great success
throughout the West,
and in our own State
many places have found
it much to their interest.
Wilson Ellis reported for the advertising
committee that Mr, Clifford was to set advertising boards on the water front during the
week and that the
big sign to be set in Burnham will be placed in
position this month.
The committee ori the proposed Boys Convention met in the rooms of the Waldo Trust
Company on Tuesday evening with Prof. Ralph
P. Mitchell of the University of Maine and
arranged for the entertainment of the boys in

11dUC.
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THE PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO.

Mary Maude, daughter of the late Congress'

Seth L. and Elizabeth Arnold Milliken,
died about 7 a. m.t Tuesday, June 15th, at hei
home in thf Johnson house, No. 36 Church
street. She had been in ill health for several
years with diabetes and Bright’s disease,
which caused heart failure at the last. She
had borne her effliction with remarkable fortitude and grace and was perfectly calm and
willing to go, freely discussing with intimate
friends all the final arrangements.
Everything possible was done to overcome her disease and to make her
comfortable, but she
failed rapidly at the last and was awaiting the
arrival of her only brother on the morning boat
when she quietly entered upon her last
sleep.
Miss Milliken was born in Augusta,
Sept. 27,
1860, and came to Belfast with her parents
when very young. She was educated in the
public schools and finished at the Allen school
this city. Contrary to the general impression
in West Newton, Mass. In her earlier
years
the conference or convention of the Boys_Agrishe had a beautiful voice and had
studied
cultural Clubs of Waldo County will not be held
voice culture in Boston for several
winters
in June, but has been arranged for the first
under different teachers, but
mostly with
week in the month of November, when the
John Hodgdon, well known here. In her
girljudging of the potato crop raised by the boys hood she was
prominent in musical circles as a
will be made and an exhibit|given of what the
and in local operas and
soloist,
cantatas, takboys have been doing in the farming line, toing leading parts. Naturally bright and active
gether with the awarding of the prizes.
she possessed a high degree of
intelligence
Agricultural Clubs have been formed in and was a
life-long student, unusually fond of
Waldo County under the direction of the Agri- literature
and art, and was for
years a devoted
cultural Department of the University of
member of the History and Art
classes. She
Maine in the towns of Belmont, Swanville, was
frank and outspoken on all
subjects, and
Lincolnville, Brooks, Jackson and Freedom. her loyalty to her friends was
never questionAt the meeting of the committee the following ed.
Fork years she was almost inseparable
for
was
arranged,
piogram
from her life-long friend and
companion, Miss
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5th.
Mary Johnson, who died nine years ago, and
10 00 a. m. Escort delegations from Maine it
was in the latter’s home
and room that she
Central depot to the Opera House by Belfast
passed away. AH her life she had been a conBoys band.
stant attendant at the
Universalist church,
10.30. Address of welcome by Mayor Chas. and was
always interested in its allied
R. Coombs.
although never uniting with them. She re11.00. Address, “The Relation of the School cently became a
member of the Belfast Womto the Home,” by PayEon Smith, Stafe Superans Club and
attended its literary department
Schools.
of
intendent
as long as her
health permitted. She had
Social hour at Masonic club.
^ 1.30.
travelled a good deal in her oirn
country and
in
Farmm. Address, “Opportunities
at the outbreak of the
^ 2.00 p.
war whs in
Germany
ing for the Young Man,” by Dean Leon S.Mer- with a friend. She
spent many winters with
rill of the University of Maine.
Her father in Washington, D. C.and
for several
Acdrese, “Successful Potato seasons was his
2.40 p. m.
Mr. Milliken died
secretary.
Growing in Waldo County,” by Clarence A. in Washington in 1897. She is
survived by her
in
work
Demonstration
Farm
of
Day.i charge
aged mother, to whom she
gave constant and
the University of Maine.
devoted attention in
every way, and by one
3.00. p. m. Address, “Successful Poultry Cul- brother, Seth Mellen Milliken of New York
in
PoulCity. The funeral will take place at her late
ture,” by W. C. Monabam, Instructor
home tomorrow,
try Husbandry at the University of Maine.
Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock,
3.30 p\ m. Address, “Parcel Post Market- conducted by Rev. Ashley A. Smith of
Bangor,
ing,”by J, C. Orcutt of the Boston Chamber of assisted by Rev. Arthur A. Blair of this city.

I

i

uommerce.

4.00 p.
Address, “Belfast and Waldo
County” by Hon. Orlando E. Frost of Belfast.
4.15. p. m. Illustrated lecture at the Belfast
Opera House, by Prof. Ralph P. Mitchell of
the University of Maine. At the close of the
lecture there will be moving pictures and
music and then the young people will adjourn
to the Coliseum where they will have an hour
m.

of roller

skating.
SATURDAY,

6 th.
Delegations will meet at the Belfast Opera
House at 8 a. m., where the prizes for the successful potato growers of Waldo County will
be awarded by s. Augustus Parker of the Bel
fast Board of Trade.
Following the presentation ot the prizes the
NOVEMBER

Hattie

Jane Lanpher Pray died June
10th, in

Belgrade, aged

62 years, 6 months and 2

days

She was the last surviving member of
thefamily
of Elisha and Maria
Savory Lanpher and was
born in Searsport, Dec. 8, 1852, and lived there
when she

was

Rome, Maine,

Sehrsport

on

until

married to Frank S.

Pray of
April 28,1872 and they lived in
1873, when they went to the

State of Ohio, and lived there about a
year
a half.
Then they came back to Searsport and lived until 1883, when they moved to
Belgrade Lakes, where she spent the remainder of her life. She left, besides her husband, two children, Mr. F. Adelbert Pray
and
Mrs, Hattie Marie Yeaton, both of
Belgrade Lakes, Maine. She had been a
great sufferer for many years, but still she
was active to the end,
being a kind and dutiful wife and mother. Her death was a
great
shock to the community as it came
very sudand

-ehearsal

of “The New

Minister.”

M.

Coombs!

in

Progress

at their Plant in

East Belfast.
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Mrs. Lizzie Webber of Monroe is the
guest
her daughter, Miss Lida Webber.
Mrs. George W. Frittbee visited her
sister,
Mrs. Sarah Boynton, in Freedom the
past
week.

Camps, Smithfield,

repairs.
The dam is not at what is familiarly known
as “Hiramdale Falls,” but is several hundred
feet up stream. The falls are now a thing of
the past/and the river will also be dry, practically, below the dam unless in case of an
overflow. The company will plant grass seed
on the river banks.
The pond above the dam
will be a very large one as the basin is
deep
and it will extend nearly to the hedge on the
Mill road and cover the dam at the old axe
factory site. The debris will be removed before the pond is flooded.
The sections of penstock, covering a length
3,700 feet, have been lowered over the banks
to the river. They are 5 feet in diameter at
the dam and 4 1-2 feet at the water wheel,
and are 32 feet in length.
At present they are
on wooden skids for about 100 feet below the
dam and these skids are to be replaced by
cement trestle work and covered with a shed.
Below the dam to the pond they will be covered with earth. This care is taken to
prevent
freezing. There will be a standpipe, at the
power house 7 1-2 feet in diameter and 103
feet above high water mark. This is for two
purposes: to relieve the pressure when the
!

gate is shut off and as a reserve for variations
The water wheel is from the S.
power.

j in

|

Morgan Smith Company, York, Penn., is 650
horse power, and connects with a 425 kw.
Wellington generator. The old wooden power
house has been taken down and an addition
of cement, brics: and iron conforming in style
with the new station will be built later in the
season.
The penstocks have had three coats
of paint and a crew is digging a bed along
the river to receive them. The work will be
rushed until completed, when the plant will be
one of the best
equipped in New England,
and capable of serving: a large territory.
BASE

Mrs. James H.

Howea went to Campello,
Mass., Monday to visit her daughter,
Mrs,
Richard P. Whitman.
Mias J. A. Wiggin is
spending the week
with Mrs. Frederick W.
Brown at her summer
home on
Cottage street,
Charles O’Connell, who
only recently recovered from a
grip cold, is again confined to
his home on Park street
by illness.
Walter Clements and bride of
Belfast visited his uncle, F. D.
Woodman, in Winterport,
Sunday, making the trip in their auto.
Mrs. Jesse Peabody and
son, Dr. Erline Peabody of Tbomaston, were guests over

Sunday

of

City Marshal and Mrs. George W. Frisbee.
Mrs. Walter B. Kelley of St.
Anthony Park.
Minn., and little daughter, Katherine, are
guests of the Hon. and Mrs. William B. Swan.
Mr. and Mrs. D.

F. Stephenson went to

Waterville, Tuesday, to attend commencement
Coburn. Their son Milton is one of the
graduates.

at

Richard E. Shaw has returned from New
York to visit his parents, Mr.
and Mrs*
Walter C. Shaw. He will leave next
Saturday
for Panama.
Miss Frances Pol has returned
to her home
from New York for a time and is
visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernhard Pol, at the
Bangor House.

Francis H. Clergue and his sister, Miss Gertrude Clergue of Montreal,
formerly of Bangor, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bernhard Pol at
the Bangor House.
Dr. Clair Brown, Dr. Nora
BrowD, Dr. Kidder and Mrs. Nason of Waterville were
guests
over Sunday of Dr. Edith
Kidder, retulfeing
home Sunday evening.
Mr. H,

BALL.

L. Wcuueuck will »an luuay fioiri
Nassau, N. P., on the S. a. Mexico for New
York, having had his most successful season

at

Leonard L. Gentner of
Providence. R. I., ie
the Windsor Hotel.

Benjamin Robinson is visiting his
daughter
Mrs. Roy Copeland, in
Albion.
Earl Chamberlain was in
Bangor several
days the past week, the guest of
friends.
George W. Carver of EaBt
Orange, N. J iB
visttmg relatives and friends in Belfast
and
vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Smith
of

last Saturday morni
Farm.

arrived
Brook

jr

Hartford,Conn,

and

are

at

Pear

Arthur C. Whitney left
Saturday for Seat
Harbor and will be
employed during the summer at Seaside
Inn,

Mayor and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs
left
Monday for a few days’ pleasure trip to Portland and
vicinity.
Mrs. B. F. Wells has
returned from Auburn
where she had been the
guest for two weeks,
of her son, B. F.
Wells, Jr.
Mrs. Leroy A. Webber returned
Friday from
weeks’ visit in Keonebunk with
Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford L. Wilband.
a

two

Lydia M. Sleeper of Los Angeles,
Calif., formerly of this city, is spending a week

here
guest of Mrs. James S. Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Howard
of Williamstown, Mass., arrived Saturday and are
at their
cottage at The Battery for the season.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S.

the

Sperry

Orlando. Florida, are

and

family

of

at their cottage on
Northport campground to remain until
October.
Miss Jane Brown arrived last
Saturday from
Boston to remain until the first
of August with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
W'. Brown.
Mrs. Phcebe Crawford and
her mother, Mrs.
Sarah Dunbar, are guests of
Mrs. Dunbar’son, Edward H. Dunbar, in
Plymouth, Mass.
Mr
and Mrs. Clarence
W. Proctor and
daughter. Annie V., left Tuesday to
spend the
summer vacation with
relatives in Windham.
Mrs. Mary C. Colcord Miss
Hattie Colcord,
Mr. and Mrs. Ross
Beckwith of this city and
Mrs. Melvin
Cunningham of Belmont autoed
to Belgrade lakes
Sunday to attend the funeral
of their aunt, Mrs. Hattie
Pray.

Misses Mabel A. and
Margaret M. Craig,
Mount Holyoke College, South
Hadley, Mass., will visit their uncle, Frank J

students at

Starrett, in Springfield, Mass., before
ing home for the summer vacation.
Dr. D. P. Flanders

was one

at the

of the

return-

speakers

Augusta House on Monday at the meetsince coining to Nassau, and later will come to ing of the Maine Homeopathic Medical Society. His subject was “Some Reminiscences.”
Maine for the summer.
The base ball team of the Leonard & BarHe is the oldest active
member in the’ society
Miss Rosamond Woods of Troy took the
rows Athletic Association has organized with
in ’67.
joining
of Queen Elizabeth
part
in
the
pageant,
W.
H.
Peters manager and Harold B. Ladd,
Mr. and Mrs. C.
Chipman Pineo returned
“Progress of Woman,” presented at Pittsfield
The battery will be Charles A.
captain.
June 15th by about one hundred students of the last Sunday morning from a trip to New York.
Wheeler, pitcher, and Mr. Ladd,catcher. Other
will
visit Mr. Pineo’s people in Nova
They
M. C. I. It was a brilliant success.
members are H. W, Peters, Charles Borey, E.
Scotia before leaving for their new
home in
Dr. and Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens arrived San
E. Flanders, M. E. Roberts, M. O. Dickey, H.
Jose, Costa Rica. Central America, where
H. Brown, Perley Barrey, Charles Bergin, W, home last Friday from Poland Springs, where Mr. Pineo will
represent the Royal Bank of
J. Brown, Bert Benner, Harold Robinson, Dr. Stevens attended the meetings of the Canada.
Maine
Medical
H.
Association.
Mrs. Stevens had
George
Darby. The first game will be
played on the Congress street grounds Satur- been absent two weeks, visiting relatives in
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Portland.
day, June 19th, with the Castine Locals, Dickerson and Newell the battery.
A parade will
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson,Mrs. George O. Bailey,
Osceola Council Sewing Circle held their
be formed in on High street opposite the city
Mrs. George F. Ryan and Miss Lilliam V.
Ryan meeting in the Red Men’s hall last Friday
building the following order: The Belfast went to Bangor by boat
Tuesday morning to evening, A picnic supper was served to a
Band. J. Lee Patterson director; officers and attend the
sessions of the Unitarian Conferlarge number.
members of the Association; Castine team and
ence.
Several auto parties were planned to
The Rebekahs of this district,which includes
fife and drum corps. The line of march will
attend the Wednesday evening session.
Belfast, Searsport, Unity, Monroe and Castine,
be to Main, up Main to Church, over Church
Mrs. Amos Clement, who is spending the held a district
to Grove and disband. It is hoped the public
meeting in Castine Tuesday,
season at Seaside Inn, Seal
Harbor, was in June 15th. The degree staff of Aurora Lodge
will attend to show their interest in this local
Belfast for several days last week. She went
of Belfast conferred the
degree and the trip,
organization, Admission to the bail grounds
to Orono Saturday to join her
daughter, Miss was made on the steamer Golden Rod. Supper
is 15 cents; ladies free.
Louise,a student of the W'aynflete school,Port- was served at Castine on arrival of the
boat.
ROCKLAND 9; BELFAST 2.
land, who was the guest of he* brother. Dr.
S. K. W hiting Chapter. O. E. S, of Castine
The Rockland locals
Next Saturday’s Game, Shoe Factory Team
vs. Castine Locals.

defeated the

Belfast

locals, 9 to 2, at Rockland,June lltb, in
batting gariie. The score:
Innings.1 23 4567
Rockland.....0
Belfast.0

0
0

2
0

5
0

2
2

heavy

a

RHE
2
7 3

0—9 14

0
0

0—2

Batteries, Cottrell, Rokes and Alperin; JohnCurtis and Hale.

son,

COLBY 8; BATES 7.
exhibition game at Gardiner June 13th
Colby defeated Bates by a score of 8 to 7.
Colby and Bates tied in one of their regular
championship games and it had been claimed
by some that this game should be played off

In

an

before the championship was determined, as a
defeat would tie Colby with Maine for first
place, <$ut this game is not reckoned in the
championship series.

Amos A. Colcord and others interested in
Belfast base ball team went to Camden

the

Wednesday evening
and

team

to

arrange a
Mr. Colcord

meet

the

summer

Rockland

schedule

of

raised sufficient
money to warrant hiring what players are
needed and several have been engaged.
It
is expected that a game will be played here
Saturday, June 26th, with the Rocklands.
games.

NEWS

OF

has

THE

GRANGES.

James

D. Clement.

after their
ed to

Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth of New
York arrived last Friday in their
touring car
and are at their cottage on the North Shore
for the season. Their daughter and
husband,
Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Tartoui, will come later.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Dawes of New York are not
coming this season and their cottage is to let.

ah

Dr. and Mrs. Adelbert Millett, Dr. and Mrs.
Eugene L. Stevens, Dr. and Mrs. Harry L,
Kilgore of this city, Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild of Searsport and Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Porter of Fairfield attended the annual
meeting
the Maine Medical association at Poland

of

Spring last week, and were entertained by
Rickers at the Poland Spring House.

the

u::11;.—

ii

Fa.,

rp..i*.*,.11

;i_

expected to arrive here about
June 20th and will go to Isola Bella for the

phia,#

are

summer

season.

family

Rye,

of

Frederick

New

30th to occupy their

York,

will

cottage

Hoisington

visit them June 28th and
served.

a

supper will be

and

arrive about the
on

the

Grange, Swanville, is to extend an island above, which is Hog island on
invitation to Granite Grange, North Searsport, while Isola Bella (beautiful island)
to

business meeting June 10th, listeninteresting talk by Mrs. Charles
Noyes Thirteen dollars was received from
the collection of dollars earned
by the members and original verses accompanied seme of
the dollars, the reading of which made a lot of
fun,

Ethola W. Frost, teacher of music in
Acadia Seminary, Wolfville, N. S., has been
visiting in Worcester and Norton, Mass., and
with Miss Myrtle E.
Frost, a student at
Wheaton College, will arrive tomorrow, Frito
day,
spend the summer with their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. O. E, Frost.
Miss

Comet

adjoining
the

chart,

is Seal is-

Mr. and Mrs. Hudson (the latter formerly Miss Edith G. Folwell) arrived last Satland.

a

very

Garfield lodge, I. O.O. F and Mizpah Rebeklodge of Winterport observed Sunday, June
6th as Memorial day, the program
consisting of
selections by a quartet and an able address at
their hall by W. W. Cutter of Westbrook,
grand
secretary of the I. O. O. F. After the exercises
at the hall a procession was formed, led by the
Winterport band, and many Odd Fellows and
members of the Rebekah lodge marched to Oak
Hill cemetery, where the graves of the deceased of both orders
warm

in

a

and

were

pleasant

well-regulated

Each member

and

decorated. The cay was
the occasion passed off

manner.

of

Palestine Commandery
Kt. Templar, has received a copy of a circular
issued by Trinity commandery of Augusta giv-

ing the details of the parade to be given in that
city on St. John’s Day, Thursday, June 24th..
when Trinity is to entertain six neighboringcommanderies.
station

The

parade will form at the
morning trains, and.

arrival of the

on

will march at
Sir Charles

10:30, under the command of Em.
Tilden of Augusta with a staff

K.

of aides

comprising one from each Commandery—each Commandery accompanied by a band..
Palestine Commandery, with the Belfast band

will leave

the

morning train,
At the regular meeting of Morning Light urday from Atlanta, Georgia, and were met at
Waterville, where they will transfer to a specGrange, Monroe, Saturday evening, June 12th, the steamer landing by the launch Orion, ial train in
waiting, and with the Skowhegan.
the third and fourth degrees were conferred which took them to their summer home at
and Waterville Commanderies proceed to Auon two candidates and a short program was
the
Cove,
Saturday
formerly
Joseph Heal
gusta in advance of the regular train. Claregiven, including a report of the North Waldo place.
mont of Rockland is to make the trip by autoPomona and delightful music by Sadie Wells
In addition to the degrees before mentioned mobile.
and May Bussey. The roll call was answered
as conferred at the University of Maine last
Waldo Lodge, 1. O. O. F,, observed Odd Felby the "mental qualities most admirable in week were the
following: Olive Erdine Coombs, lows Memorial Day last Sunday morning unThe question box was well
man and woman.”
North Islesboro and Gladys Treat, Winter- der the
direction of Maurice W. Lord, W. A.
supplied with a great variety of questions and
port, B. A.; Loren Prescott Stuart, Thorndike, Macomber and Samuel Adams.
Forty memproved both interesting and amusing. Saturthe members of the Senior
Technology.
Among
bers met at Odd Fellows hall anu at U a. m
day evening, June 19th, will be Children’s
class who won general honors were Ray Harmarched to Grove cemetery, where a circle
Night.
rison
Lii.dgren, Belfast, Raymond Henry was formed in tiie main avenue and the folBecause of the storm there was a small atWest
Fogler,
Rockport and Ethel Mae Grey lowing order of exercises carried out:
Hymn.
tendance at the meeting of Seaside Grange last Penobscot. Ansel A.
Packard of Belfast won,
“Nearer My Gcd to Thee,’' by male quartet.,.
Friday night and the degree work was postpon- the King's oratorical contest. The contest
Messrs. Arthur N. Johnson, Frank R. Keene.
ed to tomorrow, Friday, night and the evening consisted of the
writing and delivering ol Elbridge S. Pitcher and Earl L. Talbot; mewas given to business, readings and
quotations. original essays of from 1,500 to 2,000 words
morial address by Noble Grand, A. H. Morse
The following resolutions of respect were The winner is awarded a
prize of $25. Mr reading the names of deceased brothers, over
adopted.
Packard’s selection was “Civilization’s Debt tc
one hundred, by the secretary, Samuel Adams
Whereas, the Divine Master, in His infinite the Engineer,” which he delivered in a
very
brief address and prayer by chaplain, Alton K..
wisdom, has taken from us our worthy brother
manner.
Packard
Mr.
will
be
capable
a memJ. W. Knight; therefore, be it
Braley; several verses of appropriate poetry
Resolved, That while we deeply deplore his ber of next year’s Senior class.
by the secretary; hy mn, “Abide with Me,” byloss from our order, we are consoled with the
Walter M, Brackett, the dean
quartet, and benediction by the chaplain. This
belief that he has gone to that Great Beyond
among Bostor
where sickness or sorrow can never enter.
artists and one of the oldest active artists ir closed a most impressive mtmor.a! service.
Resolved, That we, the members of Seaside this
country, was the guest of honor at a dinnei The brothers were in regalia and M, 0. Dickey
Grange, extend to the bereaved fam-ly our at the Boston
Art Club Monday evening, June was the standard bearer and Ben Parker drumheartfelt sympathy, that a copy of these resolutions be placed on our records as a tribute 14th, to celebrate Mr. Brackett's 92nd birthmer.
his
to
memory, one sent to the family, and day, He was born in Unity, Me., June
14,1823
one to the local papers for publication
Graduation At The E. M. C. Seminary.
The dinner was planned by the Knights of the
Elijah Ritchie, ) Committee
Round Table, of which club Mr. Brackett is t
Harold McKeen,
on
The baccalauieate seimon was
delivered
[•
Ada Sholes,
) Resolutions member, and was served in one of the largt Sunday night. June 13th, in the Methodist
Whereas, our esteemed sister, Eliza Frost, private galleries of the club, which had beer:
Frederick
K. GamChurch, Lucbsport, by Rev.
an honored member of our
ble of Grtce Mtihoaiti ihuich ol Bangor beorder, has been
for the occasion with
ilsgs and flow- fore the East Maine Conference Seminary
called from the fields of earthly labor to eter- decorated
ers. Mr. Brackett was one of the founders oi
nal rest; therefore, be it
graduating class. Monday night the MontResolved, That .in her death Seaside Grange the Art Club, more than sixty
gomery prize speaking took place; Class Day
years ago, and
has lost a respected member. That we deepand elocution recital
and graduating
has served in the past as its
president. It ie exercises, Wednesday.Tuesday,
ly deplore her loss and will cherish her memhis
custom
to
remain
in
as
a
sister
Boston
with
each
ory
summei
pleasure.
Resolved,That a copy of these resolutions be until his birthday anniversary, which his
Many will read with regret the brief anspread upon our records and and sent to the friends always help him to
celebrate. The nouncement this week of the death, June 6th,
local papers for publication.
Elmira McKeen, ) Committee birthday over, Mr. Brackett leaves for the
of William A. Bragg of Lincolnville, a former
I^MMl
Canadian woods to fish and paint
Elnora Hayes, V
on
throughout county commissioner and a man held in the
A. D, Hayes,
) Resolutions the summer.
highest regard by all who knew him.
v

--

~

PERSONAL.

from the Portland Company arrived
are employed in
connecting the
sections of penstock from the new dam of the
Penobscot Bay Electric Co. tc the power staHarry H. Upton of Colby College arrived
tion. The dam at the lower Sherman mill
Saturday to vieit at the home of Capt J. O.
site, so-called, is completed and represents a Hayes.
large outlay. It is composed of rock, beach
Mr. and Mrs. E. Q. Frost are
Bpending a
gravel and cement, is 289 1-2 feet in length
week in their old
homes. Palmyra and Pittson the crest and 25
feet deep in the center.
field.
There are two gates, one to connect
directly
Miss Alice Condon is the
with the penstock on the east side and the
guest of her brothother on the west to use in case of freshet or ers, Frank and Arthur Condon, at Birch Point
and

1

^
^Welcome

PERSONAL.
of

crew

Monday

societies!

the funds turned over to the general fund.
L. Slugg, chairman of the Christmas tree
members, of the convention will be taken on a
n,'ht:;r.: v w ill be every member canvass
committee, reported as follows:
tour of inspection through the various plants
ricsted to be prepared when the
iii art
“In accordance with the vote of the Belfast
of the city’s industries, visiting the shoe facBoard of Trade, that its President select a
tory, sardine factory, sash and blind factory,
1; me morning sesBion, June 9th, of the number of citizens to serve on a committee
caused by valvular heart troufactories and the plant of the Coe- denly, being
ciothing
st itate convention in Auburn, for the purpose of holding a
Municipal Christ- Mortimer Co., where Superintendent Morris ble. The funeral was held at her late home on
m:n'i;.mending the attitude of Presi- mas Tree, I would report that the following L.
June 13th, at 1 30 p. m.. Rev. AlexSiugg will give a short address on “Commer- Sunday,
ilit- present war, were adopted. citizens consented to serve and
by their untir- cial Fertilizers,” with working demonstrations. ander Stuart of Mt. Vernon officiating. The
i:e? v ns further pray that the President
floral tributes from her friends were
ing efforts the work was carried to a success- At the close of this
many
tour, which will occupy all
his ideal of a nation’s service to
ful end: Rev. A. A. Blair, Rev. W. F. Sturteand beautiful. The interment was in Pine
the forenopn, the convention will be closed.
m
jun peace. A resolution endorsing
Rev.
H.
S.
Grove
vant,
Pearl, Rev. H. B. Sellers, Rev.
cemetery. No. 2, Belgrade.
It is particularly planned by the members of
«:■
'•as also adopted.These officers were
William Vaughan, Hon. R. F. Dunton, Miss
the committee to make this one of the strongIt is with a feeling of sadness blended with
ka.
ient,George E.Fogg,Portland; vice Anne M.Kitlredge,Mrs. Amos Clement,Mrs El- est
boys’ meetings which has ever been held a sense of gladness that we pay this
Kcnit.i rot. J, Murray Carroll of Lewiston, bridge S. Pitcher, Mrs. Charles
simple
Bradbury, Mrs. in t/ie State,and the program shows that the tribute to our
personal friend and neighbor,
B A A.
air of Belfast; secretary, Rev. A. James C. Durham, Mrs. Edward S.
Wadsworth, committee have succeeded in securing the best Osgood Woodbury, who
peacefully passed from
Br&diey. Wood fords; treasurer, W. B, Cool- Mr. Orrin J. Dickey, Mr. Charles R.
speakers in their various lines. It will be a the seen to the unseen Friday night, June
s' Portland; trustee, M. M. Johnson, HalMr. W. G. Hatch, Mr. Roscoe
Black, Mr. S. A. meeting that no boy in Waldo County who is a 4tb,
74
1
aged
month and 28 days, after
years,
Kli; auditor, Philip S. Turner, Portland.
Parker, Mr. E. B. Gilchrest, Mr. O. E. Frost,
member of these clubs can afford to miss, and
long suffering from cancer of the throat. Mr.
Penobscot Lodge, K. of P. of Searsport and Mr. James H. Howes, Mr. W. B. Woodbury, the
will
be
as
to
the
program
interesting
Woodbury was born in Waldo April 6, 1841,
Mr. Wilson Ellis, Dr. Carl Stevens and
Wr Cross
Morris
Lodge of Belfast attended sergrowh-ups and the city boys. It is planned and was the last of a family of 8. When a
T. Sl.inro*8 at the Methodist church last Sunday
tnat the city schools should be dismissed, so young lad of 14 he came to
Northport to re“This committee of 25 organized with
WMg. About 60 were present in regalias
Morris far as the boys are concerned,
during the side with his uncle, and for 60 years had been
icacgc*:. The line of march was formed at L. Slugg as chairman. Rev. A. A. Blair as sec- meeting of the conference.
a well known and
highly respected resident,held
ha; and preceded by little Wentworth retary and Charles R. Coombs, treasurer.
Residents of the city will be invited to en- in esteem by all his townspeople. He married
"The citizens of the city were
Kclea? of Fairfield, a visitor in the
requested to tertain one or two boys over night and
city, as
already Miss Melissa Creamer of Northport, and her
»er
boy, carrying a beautiful basket of contribute money, clothes, toys and they re- a surprising numbers of volunteers have come death 12 years ago was a
great loss and grief
to-, marched to the church in a
We
sponded
received $294 81, in
splendidly.
body and
forward and there will be no trouble in hous- from which he never fully recovered. Four
reserved for them. There was money, many articles of clothing, both new
the
entire
The
children
sum
survive
ing
of $2C0
him: Mrs. Emma A. Creamer
delegation.
and second hand, and many toys.
k-6
usi by the
regular choir and an apwill be awarded Jo the boys taking part in this of Northport, Myra A. of Boston, Clarence
O.
“We used part of the money to purchase
^
sermon by Sir Knight Rev. Horace
contest, and each boy who competes will be and Clara B who reside on the home place,
The Larger Brotherhood.” At seventy dinners for the poor of the city, which
entitled to a diploma from the University of and two grandchildren. The tender care and
was so
distributed by the merchants that,
service the K. of P’s. marched
j
Maine, whether he wins a money prize or not. affection so lovingly bestowed upon their
so far as
we
concealed
the
possible,
for
their
annual memorial
lery
thought Only boys who actually compete for records in father greatly softened the pain and
distress
of
charity.
deceased
members.
f
potato-growing wiil be awarded prizes. Re- of him who so fondly loved and cherished
“Candy and nuts were purchased, these to- duced
Lay was observed at the North
rates will be made on the boats and them, for no man ever took such pride and
with an apple, were placed in small
church last Sunday and the gether
trainsi.
delight in the company of his children as he,
stocking
shaped bags, 400 being prepared
r was given over to
and it is in this
I
them, with
happy^hume that his presence
in this manner by young ladies of the
: 3n tiie center of the church for
city, THE SECOND NOTE TO CERMaNY will be so sadly missed. Rev. W. F. Sturteand distributed by Santa Claus at the tree.
The decorations were in yelThe latest American note to Germany con- vant of Belfast officiated at the funeral Mon“The tree was placed in Post-office
scd th—re was a
Square
profusion of buttercups:
cerning the sinking of the Lusitania was made day afternoon, June 7th, speaking very feeland
with
decorated
several
*D,Jhundred
was by the
electric
regular church choir,
public June 11th, and has been generally ac- ingly of the deceased, clothed in words of the
with a star at the top, and at 7
p. m., on
Allowing program was carried out: lights,
most tender pathos enriched with
gems of
cepted as likely to lead to a solution compatiChristmas eve it was lighted
prelude, Miss Stoddard; invocation;
wi^h appropriate ble alike with interests of both
eternal truths that will long live in the minds
and
Germany
8
in
which the Belfast Band, the
Prayer; Gloria; responsive reading; ceremonies,
of
the
mourners as well as of the
large comschool children, the singers of the various the United States. Although friendly in char
by the primary class; recitaacter it firmly renews previous demands that pany of friends and nt ighbors present to pay
“■ atherine
churches, and from the appearance of the
Brown; verses, three from the
the German government give assurances that their last respects to a just and upright man.
number, in the crowd, all the citizena of the
ry class;
recitations, Tom Parker, Jessie
American lives and vessels shall hereafter be And now, as they miss the familiar face, and
&od Lillian
city, participated.
Davis; dialogue, Miss Grace
hear no more the welcome voice, they are
The note further delares that in
"Not only did we have a successful Christ- safeguarded.
.81 s class; recitation, Annie V. Proctor;
the view of the American government, the con- sustained and encouraged by the truth that
mas tree, but we also carried out the
ifcb Hali’e
work of
class; recitations, Margaret
tention that the Lusitania was carrying contra- all is well with him, and sweet to contemplate
an Associated Charities,
proving conclusively band of
Marguerite IngallB; address by
|
war, or that theee munitions were ex- that
that
this
was
a
much-needed organization in
raden S. Pearl on
“Life’s lingering labors and itB sufferings done.
Growth;” hymn
a
the city of Belfast, and as a reward for the ploded by torpedo,“are irrelevant to the ques- Where
waving boughs make music on the air,
j dil‘ion;postlude, Miss Stoddard.
tion of the legality of the methods used by the
labor and time given we have the
Sweet with soft gales and boly melodies.
pleasure of German naval authorities in
the
live
whom we call dead in our despair."
of
sinking
vesthe
They
fleeting
Baptist, Methodist knowing that an Associated Charities was
sel.”
G.
L,,-'-'ati"nal churches was held in the formed, and that the work of this
organiza^
“It is upon the principle of
*ast Sunday
humanity,” the
J
evening under the tion, to which we turned over the unexpended
Mrs. Margaret (Barnes) Williams died June
note adds, “as well as upon the law founded on
Belfast W. C. T. U. and was money, amounting to $51.34, will
7th at her home in Winterport after a week’s
8]j
carry to the this
,M!principle that the United States must illness with
The Baptist choir furnished homes of the poor of our
city every day in stand.”
pneumonia at the advanced age of
rv 3:'e was
opened with invocation the year, the joy and happiness that it was our
82 years. Mrs. Williams was the eldest daughinforms
The
note
Germany that it must have
1{ Sellers. Miss Helen Brier
privilege to endeavor to carry at the Christter of the late James and Margaret
“'r.
(Cox)
been misinformed when it assumed that the
^ wo Glasses,”
by Ella Wheel- mas season of 1914.
r,«,
Barnes. She was born in Liverpool, Eng.,
Lusitania carried guns, but the opportunity is
v.
Charles R. Coombs, treasurer of this comHaraden S. Pearl read the
March 16, 1833. In 1851 she was married to
Ij,
given to Germany to submit any evidence that
and 'Tiered'
prayer. Mr. Sellers mittee, reported that he had received in conGeorge Williams of Plymouth, Eng. In 1859
^
did not execute their
R
officials
American
tasks
remarks explaining the
Mr. Williams brought his wife and little son
purposes tributions for the tree and program the sum of
c-Hection. Rev. Walter F. Sturtevant $294.81 and that he had paid out the sum of thoroughly in inspecting the Lusitania before Ziba to America and established a
home in
^ 1
sailing.
^ra* Emma H. Howland of
where he died in 1873, leaving the
Boston, $243.47, leaving a balance of $51.34, which had
What action the United States will take in Winterport,
,V- G. T. U. organizer, who made been turned over to the Associated
l
widow
bereft
of
in
this
Charities. the event that
kinship,
country. Until
Germany refuses to give such
of
Both reports were accepted and the comher last sickness Mrs. Williams was
evening, speaking of the
remarkably
assurances is not indicated in the note.
rit of Gie
mittee
of
and
the
their concerted
discharged,
thanks of the Board
alert and active for one of her years. She posUnion,
tior
A reply from Germany is not expected for a
the
extended.
r-..
special call of the late Miss
sessed a quick intelligence, a kindly nature and
week or two.
was highly respected by all.
Mrs. Williams is
Glard and others who have done
The committee on rooms
Jrj.
reported that they
survived by two sons, Ziba R. Williams of
pl; ced them in the foremost had hired the grand jury room in the court
b;£:
Winterport, and George Williams of Bangor,
Graduation at Hampden
flCan women. The service closed house and that arrangements had been made
Academy.
and by a daughter, Mrs. E. B. Page. The
ill
funeral was held Wednesday afternoon.
ringing America and the for the rent at $30 per year and additional ser&*<],,.
The Hampden Academy baccalaureate
serJ'rir- Sturtevant.
vice df the janitor. The
report was accepted mon was delivered before the graduating class
\
Lizzie M., wife of D. A. Goodrich of Danin the Congregational Church
and the committee was instructed to-move the
Sunday afterJune 13th, by liev. Benjamin T.
Sta*e Of Trade.
vers, Mass., passed to the great beyond June
Livingsfurniture from the Black block to the new noon.
ton of the Columbia Street Cnurch of
Bangor
1st, aged 59 years. She was the daughter of
exhibition was. held
(;
Wednesday the late G. W. and Mary T. Prescott $>f Libbistribatlve trade affected by quarters. They were requested to ask of the The junior
will take place
County Commissioners the privilege of a suit- night and graduation exeraMes
F
an<*
^
r®*n*.
fct Ur f
Crop pioepects al- able
this, Thursday, evening.
erty. She is survived by her husband; by one
sign on the building and on the door.
8«od. Corn an exception,
brother, J. W. Prescott of Liberty; by one
C. W. Weecott reported having made good
Crop
War
orders
P°SBibl*.
nephew, E. N. Presqott, and by one. niece
if.’ loduBi..
Mackerel Plentiful.
in raising money for gravelling
progress
Some
Mrs. Minnie Gerald c£ Unity. Mrs. Goodrich
.speeding
up.
lines,
S“|J tonh.r
Jtwelrl' and coal, very slack. Northport avenue and said there should be a
L 'ler
It is reported that the Cape or Nova Scotia haa been in poor health for a long time, but
e*ceeds
Metal
with
rare courage she kept about until the
year ago.
«tive atTi888
Good Roads Day as outlined by W. J. Clifford shore remains densely filled with
mackerel
last few weeks, when she was confined to her
L*?r new »,„rJ8,I1k prices. -Railroad storing at a previous
to Cape Sable, and
schools,
Liverpool
It
was
the
that
the
meeting.
expression
room and suffered great pain.
She was
baoke rail orders,placed.
L ”8s
are excellent for
blaming second read# to render assistance to those inalways
b“‘in of the Board to hold a Good Roads Day in the prospects
need
fares from that shore, something never
done and the poor andt unfortunate never calledton
near future} and the
was
^
followingfcommittee
[ before^*•
her inly"*„ Ml
star,t

Improvements

man

~

-v,^7rrn„JN UMBER ‘24.

on

June 24th for

Early Look at the Pacific
Exposition.

-An

[From a former resident of Belfast ]
“Unusual
yes, they said it
“most unusual weather” which we
—

was
ex-

perienced when we picked our way under the dripping palms and across the
flooded pavements to the waiting hotel
’bus that evening

we

reached Los An-

geles.
“Unusual,” too, when we arrived at
the fine, new railway station in San
Diego and looked out upon streets down
Above all,
which rivers were running.
“most unusual” to land at the ferry station in San Francisco in what seemed al-

A Sure

is taking the “L. F.” Atwood’s
for dyspepsia and it is helping
him. We do not feel that we can get along
I have taken it for headache and
without it.
it has cured me entirely.
Mrs. Abram C. Luce,
R. F. D. No. 40, Box 56.

brown and

were

a

35c bottle

at

ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

CARLE & JONES,

Who by

S3=NO WAITING TO SEND.

tions of

dry.

the orange trees stood upon rich,
Here and there, a few
green carpet3.
even

Sport

Clothes and Others.

dogs.

selecting motor coat it is well to
have in m;nd the many uses for it in
other directions. One can find a whole
In

completely hidden and the effect is most
pleasing. Through this wall one enters

General McReynolds held

Attorney

that the five per cent rebate
ative. The Customs Court,

a

waB inoperthe great Court of Honor. I have often
coats in this category
bright heads.
having no host of smart
how
does
the
San
Francisco
been
asked
'When the clouds lifted, as they did for
consideration for partisan necessities, capable of giving the utmost service,
compare with those of Chicaour pleasure, most beautiful were the Exposition
it is operative, not only for our yet pretty enough to top a frilly frock on
and St. Louis? The distinguishing says
views in all directions. Srow-covered go
but for the ships ot all the most a cool evening at a resort when a dressier
ships,
of the Panama Exposition is the
mountains against the bluest of skies, feature
favored nations. Mr. Underwood put and more dainty wrap wTould be neither
compact arrangement of its buildings, the rebate
as comfortable or appropriate.
Golfine
orange and lemon trees heavily loaded
section in his tariff bill as a
without being in the least degree crowdwith fruit, perfect roadways bordered by
bluff. Now the bluff has been called, coats with pretty flowered silk linings
ed. The plan is wonderfully well balancare among the best garments ot this
palms.
and it will cost $20,000,000.
ed and the coloring gives a warmth and
oi
class. The golfine is like corduroy, only
wno coum complain wnen an traces
The
finer and more flexible, and it comes in
dust were so completely washed away? richness those white cities lacked.
Washington Letter.

early poppies

We

raised their

most fortunate to have many

were

perfect days for our sight-seeing.
One in particular, when we rode by automobile to Point Loma for the view of
San Diego Bay and the wide sweep of
ocean beyond.
The Mediterranean was
such

never more

blue nor the air more

Another ride to Tia Juana

side,

can

the Mexi-

on

gave us beautiful
and the ride back

3cenery,

balmy.

mountain

along

Silver Strand at sunset showed

us

the

Coro-

nado Beach Hotel and its

lovely gardens.

One day, sufficed for

look at the San

a

Diego Exposition. The white buildings,
largely in mission style, stand in a beautiful park just outside the city, and from
this hill one has glimpses of the blue

beautiful

tints

of

cream

and

blue,

rather prettier shades in all the fashionrose and green are combined to produce
Washington, D. C.. June 14, 1915. able colors, from Mandarin yellow, and
a marvellouB effect.
The beauty of the The C_urt of Customs Appeals has just vivid
coral tones to dull rich amethyst
indirect lighting at night is difficult to added another act to the comedy of errors and clive
Breens, that appeal to those
describe. Under the rays ot the “scintil- in which the Democratic administration who like
quieter tones. Blues of all
lator” as well as in the sunlight, the takes the star part.
shades, and copper browns and grays are
The Court has rendered an opinion on all in the
great Tower of Jewels sparkles with
running and fashionably worn.
thousands of diamonds, ruby,and emerald the construction of the provision in the
These are rivalled by wools with soft,
pendants. These are said to be of Aus- Underwood tariff law intended to give a
velvety surfaces in checks and plain
tiarn glass.
five per cent discount in customs duties colors which are the ideal selection where
Large trees, palms, shrubs and flow- on merchandise imported in American a really warm weight is desired, though
ers are massed about the buildings, soft- vessels, and has virtually declared that
sweaters are usually donned for this purening and beautifying all. Lagoons, the effect of the provision gives a whole- pose under the lighter weight wraps.
fountains and groups of statuary must sale discrimination in favor of ships of
bilk btripes raddiih.
be seen.
They can hardly be described. foreign countries.
The
sweater in striped effects is
silk
the
at
the
of
The first structure
In a recent article attention was direcright
perhaps most favored this season, though
main entrance is the Press building; on ted to this classic
then

blunder,

of the the left itB twin, the Y. W. C. A., where
buildings have fine arcades, where one in addition to rest and assembly rooms
ear walk when the sunshine is too warm is a fine cafeteria, much appreciated
for comfort. Unlike the middle west, and well patronized because of the exin California shade always means cool- cellent food served at moderate prices.
One is struck by the absence of Euro-ness.
Several large buildings are devoted to pean exhibits, though space is reserved
wonderful displays of California’s fruits and placards announce that exhibits are
and vegetables, and most elaborately on their way. But Japan is here, and
decorated with grains of every kind. represented in nearly every building by
Great heaps of oranges and apples creat- her products and manufactures, her Red
ed a desire for fruit, only satisfied by Cross exhibit and wonderful works of
drinking the delicious orange juice and art. All are ready and complete.
sweet cider, made “whileyou wait.”
In the Art Palace are many fine paintIn one building, hourly illustrated lec- ings sent from Europe for safekeeping.
tures are given telling of California’s at- The exhibit here, while not yet finished,
tractions and advantages. Correspond- is exceedingly interesting and beautiful.
ing to the “Midway” at Chicago, the Prominent in the group of State build“Pike” at St. Louis and the “Zone” at ings is our Boston State House on a
San Francisco, is the “Isthmus” of San smaller scale. The large hall, with its
Diego. One of the best attractions is fine staircases and rich, red hangings
of the

waters

Desert,”

“Painted

the

harbor.

where

a

large

group of Indians from New Mexico and
Arizona are carrying on the occupations
of

ev

ryday

Pottery, bead-work,

life.

pretty rugs and baskets are being made
When feet are a little w'eary it is

here.

had

beautiful homes and

sumptuous winter hotels show its prosperity. While there, we attended the
Presbyterian church of which Dr. John
Balcom Shaw is pastor. A large congregation filled the building to its utmost

Political

the courts. It

went to the First

Sunday
Congregational Church,

One day,

we

Day.
found ourselves on the

way to

Claremont,

College,

before

we

the seat of Pomona

learned the

was to

meeting there. However, as loy'il Corgregatioralists that did not deter
us from going on, and we had the pleasure of listening to Dr. R. R. Meredith’s
hold its

fine lecture upon Abraham Lincoln, of

attending

war

ground for

a

of

to us, but it
would be worth that to ask any man to

leave New York and sojourn in Texas!
Dean’s Rheumatic
and

Neuralgia.

Rills

for

KUeumatlslu

Entirely vegetable.

Safe.

NEW PERFECTION Oil Cookin 1, 2, 3, and 4 burner sizes
are sold by hardware, furniture and

THE SARDI'E SITUATION.

stoves

[Eastport Sentinel, June 9th,]
the favorable tides of last
week, as was expected, there was an ap-

Following

department stores everywhere.

preciable increase in the catch of sardines, and the tactories have been busier,
than at any time for a month as a result. The tides are now “off”, however,
and the supply of fish is correspondingly
lighter. The size of the herring is slightly larger, but very few, if any, mustards
are being put up.
At Portland, large
catches are being made of the largest
kind of herring, but there seems to be
no medium school between the two extremes in size.
Prices at the weirs remain the same.
The market nn the canned goods is about
$2.40 for keyless oils, with some of the
biggest factors quoting more than that,
and making larger shipments than at
any
time during the season. One independent
is
said
to
have
packer
quoted $2 35. but
that is not at present the market. The
situation is absolutely contradictory with
regard to values, the present prices
being below the cost of production, in
the face of a small pack, the impending dullness during June and July, the
awakening prosperity and greater buying power of the country at large, and
the probability, so stated on the best of
authority, that very large orders may
soon be placed in Europe to replenish the
food supply of the men in the field.
It
is certain that no food couid be more convenient or nourishing, expense considered, than the American sardine.

regularly for a reasonable time, will
really correct chronic constipation.
Pinkleta contain no poisons or harmful drugs.
Write the Dr. Williams Medicine
Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., for free sample or
a
get full-size, 25-cent bottle of Pinkleti
from your own druggist.

more

Something new. The PERFECTION
Water Heater. Gives you plenty of
hot water and makes you independent in summer of the hot, inconvenient coal range.

I

PER^^ION
For best results use SOCONY
brands of kerosene oil.
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK

tions for

having placed it

The President declares that if private
capital does not supply adequate lines of
shipping to South America, the Government will have to do it.

Private

capital

for such

readily forthcoming
enterprise if there could be any surety of profits, or even if there could be
would be

an

If it is proper for the Democratic press
The Panama Exposition grounds are and members of the Democratic adminmot far from the center of the city, per- istration to shout themselves hoarse in
haps fifteen minutes ride by’trolley, on laudation of the alleged achievements of
■the bay and inside the Golden Gate. A the Democratic party, why ie it improp-

Farm

;

from twelve million to fifteen million dollars. Who gets the benefit of this refund? Eventually by far the larger part
of it will find its way into the coffers of
foreign manufactures.
Unless the United States Supreme
Court reverses the decision of the Court
of Customs Appeals, these millions of dollars must come out of a treasury already
facing a huge deficit resulting from gross
management by the present administration.
Senator

Johnson

on

black, purple or navy blue that
plaid ribbon girdle, while the silk
cap worn with this has a bewitching garniture of rubber cherries, that defy sun
and wave to do their worst, but always

auit in

an

after-dinner speaker at the University
of Maine Commencement here this afternoon, said concerning the resignation of
Secretary Bryan: “It shows that Mr.
Bryan haB rather pulled apart from President Wilson. I have hoped that the President would have the solid support of his
Cabinet in the present crisis. I am sorry
that Mr. Bryan felt called upon to resign, but I have the utmost confidence in
President Wilson’s ability to handle the
present situation in a manner befitting
the honor and dignity of the country,”

*««
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refund of customs duties estimated at

there.

Plumbing

Flower

In harmony with the decision of the
court of Customs Appeals there will be a

his way to the’office.he would at once
denounce some one of the warring na-

:

than one-half of all

dutiable imports.

a

■lpeasant welcome.

The oven of the NEW PERFECTION Oil Cookstove becomes a fireless cooker merely by pulling a
damper. Saves fuel. Saves extra steps
from stove to cooker. Saves time.

just ordinary figures.
That $172,000 looks good

their way into the circulation.
The use of the
gentle, laxative pills,
inklets, will not only banish these unpleasant symptoms quickly but, if used

red upon foreign ships a valuable privilege intended only for our own ships.

is to the Democrats!

With

piece
missionary Home, and of any guarantee that it was not to be hamenjoying a twilight organ recital at the pered and ridden with an excess of gov■church before returning to the pretty Inn ernmental and
legislative interference
for the banquet. A full but pleasant day. and
But, as things are, j
regulation.
Any one desiring a quiet, reBtful home whoever puts his money into transportafor the winter months would surely aption enterprises, virtually puts it into
preciate Claremont Inn, with its delight- the hands of a Democratic bureaucracy
ful surroundings.
to manage.
W e took the desert route via Barstow
Those industrious agents of the present
for San Francisco. From Los Angeles to
San Bernadino we seemed to be riding national administration who are so zealthrough gardens and orchards close to ous in proclaiming the restoration of
the foot-hills and not far from the snow- good times should adhere to facts. The
capped mountains. Beyond San Berna- placing of a few orders for railroad cars
dino only the great, barren side of the and locomotives seems to have thrown
them into such an ecstacy of joy that they
range, then the desert. But when we
awoke the next morning all was fresh blind themselveB to the actual situation
and green again. As we crossed the bay, as shown by comparisons. The Boston
News Bureau points out that in the first
through the mists could be seen the roofs
four months of 1914 the railroads bought
a nd towers of the new San Francisco, more
cars and 476 locomotives, while in
41,5u0
substantially built than the old. It seems
same period of the present year they
-to be a city of hotels awaiting the crowds the
cars and 224 locomo-sure to come this year.
Still, as in other bought only 10,047
This
shows
the kind of revival of
tives.
Boast cities, there seems to be no attempt
at extortion.
Free busses to hotels, business we are enjoying as a basis for
all the shouting of the defenders of tne
very reasonable rates, and courteous
Democratic
regime.
treatment from all, give the tourist a
the dedication of

fireless cooker w ere
oil cookstove.
How much more would you use it!
How many steps you’d be saved!
How many more good things you
could cook!
your
SUPPOSE
just part of your

i

After all its labored adjustment of tariff rates the Demand a half millions for the last six ocrats, in this single paragraph proposmonths of 1914. “Postmaster General ing a five per cent discount, practically
Burleson attributes the postal deficit to destroyed the effect of all preceding
the war,’’ adds the official statement. schedules, and in the same breath conferour

Congrega-

tional Club of Southern California

of the more aristocratic sweaters.

the

showing

considerably

typically managed Democratic
institution by announcing a deficit of six
as a

ing

seat

shown that

that the discount provision reduces duties five per cent upon

Dr. William E.

fine, large

was

foreign vessels.
statistics

structure of gray stone. Here, too,every
was taken.
We were told that no
pastor in the city is more beloved than is

a

tremely popular

foreign trade, and that there are not over
fifty American vessels. As a “favor” to
our own ships the Democratic Congress,
according to this decision, gave an
EQUAL BOUNTY TO 5,500 competing

Points.

seeming self-complacency they lay
at its door all the evil results of their
own maladministration.
We suppose
that if Mr. Burleson should some morning slip on a banana skin as he was mak-

we

real silk and cost half as much, are exand copy every wrinkle

ex-

debate in

The Post Office Department takes its

place

How useful the

capacity.
The next

American

method of

In its decision the Court referred to

in the fifteen years since I
Fine boulevards, bor-

palms,

aiding

a vague

FIRELESS COOKING
RIGHT IN THE OVEN

It is estimated
per car is about $800.
that the total amount of money realized
from the season’s crop will be about
$172,000, which is a tidy sum to have.
Besides the spinach shipped, many thousands of barrels are to be canned, and
when all this is done the owners of the
big farm will have no fault to find with
their year’s work.”
There!
Now are you convinced? Is
there any reason for anyone going to the
Klondike when such a Golconda lies within everyone’s reach?
The only thing
that bids us pause is the fear that it
work
out
like
may
;some of the enormous salaries “movie” stars are said to
receive, which, after they are dead or
through with the game, dwindle down to

SAS ON THE STOMACH

last there.

dered with

vague idea about

[From the Schenectady Union-Star.J
Let’B raise spinach! According to some
Texas reports, it has every other “getrich-quick” scheme“beaten to a frazzle.”
You wouldn’t think, to look at the insignificantlooking dish of “greens,” that
there was a fortune in it, would you?”
Then read this, taken from the perfectly
impeccable Utica Press:
“There is a 1500-acre spinach farm in
Texas which did a pretty good business
the past winter and this sp ing. The
spinach crop aggregated approximately
215 carloads. Each car contained ln00
barrels of spinach, and the average price

Bathing Suits.
during
Congress Republicans had given
Following the general trend of fashion
repeated warnings that, apart from its bathing suits are more elaborate in cut
policy, the phraseology of the five per and coloring than ever before. Apparcent section was meaningless and should
ently no material is too elegant, no trimbe corrected to accomplish its purpose.
ming too fine to tempt the dancing waves,
The decision of the Court of Customs and make a picture of its
pretty wearer.
Appeals completely confirms these state- Silks and satins, in plain tones, vivid conments, and rubs it in by saying:
trasting stripes, or printed floral effects,
“The wisdom or expediency of the are all used for these
costumes, and every
policy is a matter into which we may not conceit employed for milady’s dry land
inquire nor have we the right to suspend get-ups, is repeated from scalloped edges,
the operation of the statue because we pipings, braids and fancy buttons to conmay think its purpose is not adequately trasting lacings and Puritan collars in
and the inviting reception rooms, make a accomplished.
scrim that stands the salt spray reasonmost attractive meeting place for New
It will be recalled that the language of ably well. Small ruffles in overlapping
the five per cent discount section provid- rows, three on the skirt and two at the
England visitors.
When colicky paina
On the “Zone” one can visit Yellow- ed that “nothing herein shall be so con- edge of the fichu collar trim a taffeta
accompany the
presence of gag on the stomach the need
stone Park, the Grand Canyon or Yo- strued as to abrogate or in any manner
ot a gentle laxative to
clear away the
semite by merely paying the entrance impair or affect the provisions of our
offending food residue ia imperative. If
the condition of
fee. The Japanese village has many at- treaties with foreign nations."
constipation is not
tractions and is free to all. Late in the
quickly corrected a coated tongue, erupIt appears from the opinion of the Custions on the skin, headaches and backas
a
toms Court that there are at least 5,500
season, jinrikshas are promised
aches soon show that the
poisons have
novel means of'locomotion.
treaty nation vessels in the American
found

Much of the way the ocean is
in full view'. Los Angeles has grown

wonderfully

solid colors, with contrasts in belts, collars, cuffs or vests, come in the greatest
possible variety of attractive styles. The
mercerized kinds which look exactly like

and by careless guess
work had thrown the whole matter into

hours.

was

a

shipping, adopted
tending such aid,

pleasure to step into one of the “eieetriquettes” and slowly roll about the
grounds. These are a novelty, a wicker
seat for two people, raised but a few
inches from the ground and controlled
While I cannot say, as did a friend of
jy a lever. Any novice can guide one mine, that at the sight of the beauty of
and the moderate pace does not inter- the great Exposition I burst into tears,
still it is a marvelous exhibition, greatest
fere with sight-seeing.
The pleasant ride from San Diego to of its kind and well worth the long trip
Los Angeles takes but four and a half across the continent.
a

pending

before the Customs Court. The slovenly
methods by which it was enacted were
referred to, showing that the Democrats

Most

leea of count, full circular models in
this class, but not as a rule so well carried
is the moderate cuts.
The simple, well made type of dress
variously known as a Palm Beach or
Porch Dress, is coming to be a great
favorite with discriminating women who
like simplicity combined with style in cut
and perfection of finish. These gowns
take the place of the smart utility serge
which is the standby of almost every
Frenchwoman as well as a host of Ameri:ans, for between season wear.
Verona Clark.

PROMT IN SPINACH.

their blood on the altar of free wool
than ever lost.it through the depreda-

your nearest

arrangement have all the
the time.

special

patterns all

against dogs, why not aid further by
pointing out the seriousness of the menace of free wool? More sheep have shed

My husband
Medicine now

Buy

10c. and 15c.

verdure covered the hills and

lovely

a

Secretary of Agriculture, D. F. Houston, urges enactment of laws in all the
States to protect sheep from the depredations of dogs. But why stop there?
There are three well-known enemies of
the sheep—death, dogs and Democracy.
Since the Department of Agriculture has
long supplied remedies sgainst sheep
diseases, and now proposes protection

Motor Coats, Sweaters.
Coif Skirts and
store, or write today for a free sample.
Bathing Suits in Latest Mode.
FREE.—“Ye Olde Songs,” words and music
The degradation of Congress in these
of sixty popular songs sent free on receipt of
latter days of the “new freedom” has
[Correspondence of The Journal,]
3 outside yellow wrappers from the bottles,
together with your opinion of our Medicine.
been made the subject of comment by a
New York, June 14, 1915. If ever
"L. F.” MEDICINE CO,
Portland, Me. writer in ‘LaFollette’s Magazine, who the world outdoors calls irresistibly, it is
points out that the Democratic machine on a typical June day, and as women on
almost as much addicted to
beautiful wall of green, at least twenty that dominated the House in the sixty- this Bide are
as their English cousins,
feet in height, separates the grounds third Congress was the worst ever. And life in the open
no part of the well-balanced outfit is
he
show
that
then
on
to
“the
lower
goes
from the street. This is made by placing
more important than the sport clothes.
boxes filled with growing vines and cover- branch of Congress has descended to the
level in leg‘shoes-soled-while-you-wait’
Motor Coats That Serve Other Uses.
wire
one
on
of
ed
with
annetting,
top
Now
other. As the plants grow the boxes are islation. It is all done by a few leaders.

a

winter fields

Remedy

You think with your head, but you
work with your stomach. You feed
your stomach, but your stomach feeds
jour brain, blood and muscle with the
food .which it must first digest. When
the stomach goes wrong, the head goes
wrong. When you get a sick headache,
help your stomach with “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, and your head will
Here is
soon clear add stop aching.
one of many letters to prove it:
Waterville, Maine.

cloud-burst, against which umbrellas were of little avail. Then I re
membered the remark of a Western
friend who visited Boston one fall: “Ten
days of rain are too much. I shall never
come East again in October.”
But if one will plan to visit California
in early February, during her annual
houseeleaning season, what else can one
expect? On previous visits 1 had never
seen
Summer and
green California.

most

er for Republicans to show the failures
of that party and the m isleading nature
of its political propaganda?

HELPS HEADACHE

r

PRESTON’S

Livery, Boarding & Transient

A. A.HOWES & CO.

Si

W ashington street inst oft Nain street. 1 have
double bitches, hucl.boards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. \
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13
Is situated

on

attractiveness by the many acces\V. G. PRESTON. 1
sories made to go with them, and which
Groceries,
i'hi
■
—
a
—.Mr————
their
to
■u—Hm—i———r-rm
effectiveness. An
add greatly
ill-selected cap, hose that does not match
Drugs and
up with the suit, Bhabby, clumsy shoes,
careless
LET your crops
or worst of all,
grooming that
Medicine.
Y
allows unsightly hairs to remain on the
They will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Alan :
c
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine
j
arms or face when it is no trouble at all •
I
<
JACKSON & HALL BELFAST AOENTS.
to get rid of them, spoil anyone’s appearOfficers Maine Medical Society.
'
ance. For over sixty years the select few
NHV\
THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY,
The Maine Medical Society in annual have been using X Bazin depilatory pow- |
session at Poland Springs June 10th der, which works perfectly for this purelected officers as follows: Dr. E. H. pose and can be had at any well-stocked
Holt of Portland, president; Dr. H. F. toilet
department.
Mason of Calais, first vice president; Dr.
Golf Skirts and Beach Dresses.
<
Harry A. Snow of Milo, second vice presflat, 6 rooms
A first floor rent with modern improveident; Dr. John B. Thompson of Bangor,
Furnished
ond floor, set tubs, hot tr j
For the extra skirt that fittingly acFor
barn
connected.
and
ments
The
1916
particulars
meeting
minutes’ walk from postoffice,
secretary-treasurer.
companies a tailored shirt topped by a New York
will be held in Portland.
salt water. Suitable for suomie
apply at
of
MRS. E. L. MAi«
sweater or sport coat, there are practiSTORE
THE
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DRUG
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of
last
16tf
11 Bay View St., lMa?!>
summer
of
350
From
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cal models to suit any taste, and in these
Take a
times when the flare has taken all the
bushels per here.
world by storm it is remarkable how
to market change)
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many plain skirts of very modest width
CENTS A BUSHEL.
SEVENTY-FIVE
who
can
are worn by people
buy whatLET FOR THE SEASON A 7-ROOM
1
An up*Btairs tenementat No. U
Delivered at Farm in Hope.
furnished cottage, delightfully situated
Pleated styles, with
desire.
ever
they
It will act as a laxative in the
Water in the in Frye Block. Apply to
on the North Shore, Northport.
KRli)fiSi
HERBERT! E. HARDY,
^
MRS. SARAH F.
the pleats either at front and back, or
i
cottage and water closet. Apply to
morning
Stockton.22tf
lOtf
A. A. HOWES, Belfast.
Hope, Maine
14
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New York
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27,000 Tons Each, Carry
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Ten Fourteen-inch

Built to Foil Attacks From
Torpedoes. 3!
New Pennsylvania

Bigger Yet..

Guns.

>

i

By FREDERICK R. TOOMBS.

THE

Dreadnoughts of the United

States

the
most powerful fighting ships of
the world.
They combine all
the essential elements of destructive
men-of-war as laid down by the recommendations of the leading marine

navy

are

among

At the head of the list of Uncle
Sam's Dreadnoughts come the battle
ships New York and Texas.
These
mighty terrors of the sea are considered the last word in warship construction and nr» popularly referred to as
super-Dread uough ts.
Ranking next to the New York and
the Texas as to size (these craft each

7.
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these, however,

are

in every locality, and
inetimes have to resort to
9
to interest the young*
f
K dcl work. The State club
silington, for example, was
a rather difficult problem
r
I,,
ty of Bellingham, north of
•t r.u;
Much of that country is
Federal Government and
ir:
holders, and is mostly
*; uin
large forests. Here the
:
v:ng the boys interesting
.1 work was solved by
angora goat. The large
art- pleased to have goats
forests, as they clean up
ft...
ji
:.: ovth, and the State agent
this kind of club is the
Wfc
:or
for that part of the coun-•

■

of agents adapting
is the cano.i
ci Washington and Oreing the Columbia River.
.: is of tons of salmon have
annually. At present 25
_•’ members each are eantiming what has hereofore
>o a well-preserved article

ample

■

s

•cumstanees

b
6

a.t
»

clubs

members grow
During the second year
IF
their gardens in half and
> h.:.!-5 and a few other
crops.
> ar they have more crops,
toithe combinations are tomatoes,
=■
beets; and tomatoes, peppers,
•
After these have been mas1
cn
begin to fill their gardens
i'ert- •,.. vegetables and fruits. In
*'■■:•'' y tne time a club girl is ready
’■•" -c. school or
college she will
“s
id permanent garden or ornew

■

,f this club work is by no
! to the members themf the county agents have
best possible introduc'd
of the members’ pariically every club it has
it some of the parents
the members invariably
is of the boys in their
The yields and p ofits
in are the best possible
the
value of their
been said, for example,
orn-club boy in one comfor sound corn culture
than five years of public
■

■

“h b’Ultl have accomplished.
way the success of the
;f 1-ame
a canned
products has paved
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women

r*tate simple

county agents

to

useful lesBons in
the mothers. It is an easy
‘Of an
agent who has gained in
.s- hi- confidence of the farm famswtiro the introduction of a num-
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stmpie but important improve1
household management.
^
movement of organizing
I,
home canning clubB in
VJWer
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i)°, itanti
an
outgrowth and extension
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isi-,/
The club project is conj
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and these may be grown
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by. some

else and puranning purposes. It is deV to teach better methods
and to aid in the utilizaproducts of the farm, orm'
carden. Among the other
ubs are to cultivate closer
tween mother and daughinterests and'activities, to
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for the direction of girls’
h,!r, f
Nnri a? etab*on with mothers, in the
their vacation periods.
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Candidates
^
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Ink u,'Ve

one

fastest
“The Texas looks more like a cruiser
than a battleship so far as general
outline of hull is concerned. She has
a breadth of ninety-five feet and a
draft of twenty-nine feet. Her coal
bunkers have a capacity of 3.000 tons,
giving her a cruising radius of o.OOO
miles without replenishing her bunkers.
Her boilers are combination coal
and oil burners, and oil is carried in
tanks in ihe double bottom.”
Had the Titanic been constructed as
the Texas and Now York are construct
ed she could have withstood the im
pact with the iceberg and very probably would have reached port. At any
rate, naval men figure that the Texas
would survive a similar accident
The Texas and the New York cost
about S10.000.000 each

Photo by American Press Association.
ADMIRAL

DBYVEY, CHIEF OF THE ENTIRE
NAVY'.

displace 27.000 tons and have 28,100
horsepower) are the following:
Arkansas, 20.000 tons, 28,100 horsepower, twelve twelve-inch guns; Wyoming, 20,000 tons, 34,950 horsepower,

twelve twelve-inch guns; Florida, 21,825
tons,
28.000
ten
horsepower,
twelve-inch guns; Utah, 21,825 tons,
New Efficiency Plan.
28,000 horsepower, ten twelve-inch
Secretary Daniels announced recent
guns; Delaware, 20,000 tons, 25,000 ly his adoption of an innovation in the
horsepower, ten twelve-inch guns; navy which was regarded by the naval
North Dakota, 20,000 tons, 25,000 horse- service as the greatest single step topower, ten twelve-inch guns. Also we ward a more efficient strategical operahave eight battleships of 10,000 tons tion of the fleet and better prepared
and 1G.500 horsepower of the class of i ness of the navy for war that had been
the Connecticut and the Louisiana.
| taken in years.
What the secretary did was to put
Their Batteries.
These all carry from four to eight j Into effect a new plan for the making
of the war games and strategical
twelve-inch guns and batteries of up
which constitute the basis of
exercises,
inch
eight
guns.
The
The new super-Dreadnoughts now in the training of the fleet for war
of this change of plan
course of construction or authorized by j great importance
lies, however, not so ranch in its effect
congress will carry fourteen inch guns.
The Pennsylvania, keel laid in 1912.
will have an enormous battery of
twelve fourteen-inch cannon, and she
will displace over 31,000 tons.
Her
horsepower will also exceed 31,000.
Truly a leviathan of the deep in every
sense of the expression!

j

1

Dreadnoughts Described.
The New York and the Texas are
sister ships, so the following description of the Texas by a prominent
writer will apply to both craft:
“The Texas is a wonderful ship.
She is long, narrow and gracefuL Her
hull drops toward the stem In lines
which suggest remarkable speed, and
her fighting tops and masts are just
high enough to give her a well pro-

portioned appearance.
“The Texas lias the largest main battery of guns in the world. Ten four- J
teen-inch heavy firers are placed in j
five turrets, two forward and three in j
the stern.
She is 505 feet long, displaces 27,000 tons of water and has
capacity for both coal and oil driven
engines, ner speed was guaranteed at
twenty-one knots an hour, but she can
make nearer twenty-three. She carries
forty-eight guns of various sizes and
Her
four submerged torpedo tubes.
enlisted crew is made up of 1,000 men.
with sixty-three officers.

1

Protection From Torpedoes.
“The Texas marks many departures
In warship construction In the United
States, a new system being used In
hull design which makes her practically unsinkable, there being three hulls
placed one within the other and all below the protective deck. These hulls
»re designed to save the vessel from
destruction by torpedoes, and naval officers believe that they will serve their

Photo

NUd»

'f»rt1

Mountains,

be'nK 40 cents, per
Fa>rfleld Review.!

the

bar-

by Ai.-t.ric.an Press Association.

the character of the war games as
In the farreaehing consequences It Is
certain to have on the policy and organization of the navy.
Heretofore the war games have been
.repared by the commander in chief
of the fleet and his staff—that is, the
element which had to carry out the
strategical exercises was required to
map out its owji work. Orders issued
by Secretary Daniels gave approval to
on

purpose.
“This battleship also is the first to
carry fourteen inch rifles, ten of those i
Immense guns being mounted in five
war game plans prepared jointly by
electrically controlled turrets, mounted the general board of the navy, the Naon the main deck on the center line, j
val War college and recommended by
Two of the turrets are located forward,
For the first
the aid for operations.
so
elevated
that
the
second
the
being
time, therefore, the war game plans
and
first,
fire
over
the
three
are |
guns
were the result of a co-ordination of
located aft, with the center one so ele- ;
the various elements of the navy.
vated that it can shoot over the top of j
This Is regarded as marking the beginThat will I
the extreme after turret.
ning of a new epoch.
give the Texas a fire of four big guns
It was predicted that the execution
dead ahead and four dead astern. All
of this plan in the future would result
ten can be fired on either broadside.
in the establishment of a general staff
“Besides these guns, there are twentyfor the navy and that a working mafive five-inch rapid fire rifles to protect

j
!

j

Apart from

on

the few concerns

engaged

army

]**

C^variety
i°.'v> Green

..

TWELVE INCH GUNS OF THE WTOMINQ.

orders, business is- very dull with
New England footwear manufacturers,
«ke*iii‘Pe a candidate for renomina- and some traveling salesmen have cut
l(ip th,.
short their trips because of the unsatiste rY,,|JUblican ticket at the pri- factory results obtained.
Backward
June.
ll*.
weather conditions have caused retailers
of
Houlton
has
Hersey
Sent t
to buy conservatively, and this has nat
nomir1S- caniiidacy for the Kepubaffected the demand in wholesale
iJleu,Bmation for the United States turally
branches. Domestic trade in leather
continues slack, and reports of heavy export orders are in many cases exaggeratAt°ostook Potatoes.
ed.—Dun’s Review June 12th.
^
of potatoes is being

...

"*

The Shoe Situation.

Guernsey of Dover,
Congress from the
district, has announced

by the company is to be scattered unless
the law is changed before that time. The
Pacific Mail company, one of the greatest
of American steamship
companies, capitalized at $20,000,000 will probably wind
up its affairs and sell all of its ships.

j1

Wages are a big
tion of steamships.

Credit to Admiral Fiske.
The new plan is the result of more
than two years of effort on the part
of numbers of the highest officers of
the navy, and its accomplishment by
the secretary is in large part due to

Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch! Scratch!
The more you scratch, the worse the itch. Try
Doan’s Ointment. For ectema, any akin itching. BOe a box.
j

People Say

To Us

of

European

nice

Photo by American Press Association.
ONE OP

THE

K

Rear Admiral Bradley Fiske. former
uid for operations, who has represented prominently during this administration the ideas of the progressive and
reform element in the naval service.
Admiral Fiske resigned as aid foi
operations a few weeks ago, but remained at his post until Secretary
Daniels selected an incumbent for the
new bureau of operations.
The new
chief of operations is Rear Admiral
William S. Benson.
Admiral Fiske
recommended to the secretary the acceptance of tlie plans for the May war
game drawn up by the war college and
the general board.
Admiral Fletcher
and Rear Admiral Winslow, commanding the war college, are both heartily
in favor of the new order.
i
One of the advantages of the new
scheme is that it will undoubtedly
result in the better education of the
naval service with regard to war and
its strategy. At present the commander in chief and his staff by making
up the war game deprived themselves
of participation, inasmuch as they know
all about both sides of the game.
Under the new plan the commander
In chief will have to participate in the
game, as he will be given only such
knowledge as he would ordinarily have
in time of war. Furthermore, the admiral of the fleet and his staff have not
had the time to devote to the preparation of war games, so that they necessarily have not been as scientifically
drawn as will be the case in the future.
A second advantage seen in the new
plan is that each war game will have
a relation to preceding ones.
Thus it
is believed there will be built up what
the United States navy has always
lacked, a continuity of policy with reIt is bespect to war preparations.
lieved also that the usefulness of the
war games and strategical exercises
can be expanded by having them prepared by groups of expert officers in a
position to give special attention to
them.
Real War Experience.

all_

YOUR HAIR NEEDS

PARISIAN SAGE

If your hair is full of dandruff, thin, streaky,
dull and never will do"up to look pretty, you
can
almost immediately if move the cause,
making it beautiful, thick and fluffy by the use
before and after each meal. 25 c a box.
of Parisian Sage, one of the most helpful and
City Drug Store.
nvigorating hair and scalp tonics known.
Parisian Sage not only saves your hair but
furnishes the nourishment needed to make it
Merrill, Colby Captain.
grow long, abundant, and radiant with life.
Just one application removes every trace of
Irving W. Merrill. ’16, of Somerville. dandruff and stops scalp itch—your hair bebeen
has
elected
of
the comes soft and fluffy with an incomparable
Mass.,
captain
beauty and charm.
Colby track team for next year. Merrill gloss,
You cannot be disappointed with this harmwon the quarter-mile event in the last less and delicately perfumed tonic, and it costs
a trifle at A. A. Howes A Co a.
;t:j n.‘j;.

*&G»ua$l$L Dyspepsia
Tablet

B
»
B

All from William Tell and all
always good because this is
the all ’round flour that keeps
the cook in a good humor.

S

Extra nutritious and goes
farther—a secret of Ohio Red
Winter Wheat and the special
of milling yours only in

B
B
B

B
H

—

B

FOR SALE AT YOUR CROCERS
ruULIKI

BKfcfcUlNlj.

Community Poultry-Breeding
in Virginia.
County High
Distributes Purebred Eggs.

Bankrupt’s Petition

The 80 members of the

School Club

Middletown,

Va., county high-school poultry club have

for

In the matter of
Daniel C. Webster,

Discharge.
In

\

Bankrupt,

Bankruptcy.

Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
Daniel C. W’ebster of Freedom, in the
County
of Waldo and State of Maine, in said
District,
respectfully represents, that on the 23rd day of
January, last past; he was duly adjudged bankrupt {under the Acts of Congress relating to
bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all
his property and rights of
property, and has

To the

shipped 1,500 settings of purebred Barred
Plymouth Rock eggs so far this season.
The club represents a new idea in poultry work—community poultry breeding. fully complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court
oration; K. Gladys Ballentine, prophecy; It offers
touching
great opportunities for the im- his bankruptcy.
Marguerite C. Converse, class will, and
of
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
Lila V. Townsend gave the class key to provement
poultry stock, as well as
by the Court, to have a full di.>charge from all
the juniors. The annual alumni meet- the
marketing of poultry and eggs, and debts
provable against his estate under said
ing and banquet took place this evening. can easily be adopted by
of
the
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exmany
William B. Hinkley, ’95, of Canaan, N. schools
cepted
A
by law from such discharge.
agricultural
teaching
subjects.
H., was toastmaster. The other speak- single flock of about 30
Dated this 4th day oi< June, A. D. 1915.
purebred Plyers were Dr. John W.
the
DANIEL C. WEBSTER,
prinHatch,
mouth Rocks forms a nucleus for the
cipal; Horace M. Farnham and Fred L. distribution throughout the district of
Bankrupt.
Laird, ’80, of Montpelier; Earl R. Davis, eggs for hatching. The students have
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
’91, of Barre, and F. E. H. Gary, ’79, of formed a
and
are
District
of
furnished
Maine, ss.
poultry club,
Boston. Miss Virginia C. Peter sang.
But
eggs from these purebred fowls.
On this 12th day of June, A. D. 1915, on
the students are not the only ones to reading the foregoing petition, it is—
benefit from the flock. Their parents
and anyone within the county can obtain
The remark of [the Hon. Samuel Fes- a setting of eggs for hatching, in paysenden of Connecticut, that “God Al- ment for which they return in the fall
Just So.

mighty ;hates a quitter”

does not

apply

to

Mr. Bryan. He is not a quitter, he is
traitor.—Portland Press.

a

of the chickens hatched from the
eggs. The members of the club and
other individuals who obtain eggs to
one

start

raising purebred stock, howpver,

have to pledge themselves to hatch eggs
from this source only. Thus from this
single flock there is built up in the com-

munity practically

one

of poultry.
The care of the

purebred strain

poultry is part of the
schoolhouse janitor’s work, and thus the
poultry

is systematically cared for by
attendant rather than under a hit-ormiss plan where a number of school
children "try their hand” at feeding the
fowls.
Two male birds are kept with the 30
hens only during the breeding season,
and eggs are sold in the open market
when not sold to club members or individuals for setting.
To prevent inbreeding, however, the roosters of a different
strain
be
substituted each spring.
may
;
One of the United States Department of
Agriculture’s specialists will this fall
visit the school and farms in the
vicinity
of Middletown, and help select the best
poultry for breeding purposes. These
breeders will be retained on the farms
on which they were
grown, and thus the
farmer or school child who has once obtained a setting of eggs will not need
again to apply at the school for more.
The school club members are
very enthusiastic about their work and at the
fall and winter shows carry off most of
the prizes. ,At the first egg show held
last year, some 50 dozen eggs were exhibited and the student competition was
keen. Another show was held this year
one

For Sale
Sand and gravel delivered at
a

reasonable price.
CHAS. M. HALL,
Tel. 306

bear sport 4 ve

While in Portland

Stop

1

at the

1

PREBLE HGUSE

S

40 Rooms with running water.
25 Rooms with private baths.

|

European Plan, $1.00 per day np.
Plan, $2.50 per day up.

An

passes the door.

FRANK M. GRAY,

Manager.

I

for Summer Hotels

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
to

those

make a change ir location for
life.

desiring
a new

to

start

in

Undeveloped

Water Power

Unlimited Raw Material
AND

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications regarding locations
are invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to', any agent! of, the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD,
PORTLAND. NAINE.

And it is further Ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Halb,
Judge of tne said Court, and the seal thereof,

at

Portland,

in said

June, A. D. 1915.

District,

on

the 12th

day

of

[L. S.]

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.

ORRINJ. DICKEY,
Notary Public,
REAL

ESTATE

Titles Investigated
Deeds Executed

Cottages, Farms,

Nummer Homes and

Rents.
Pythian Block,

Belfast, Me.

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of
trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at the stable, corner of Main
and Cross streets, and they will receive
prompt attention. Telephone connection..

I W. W. BLAZO,
126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

For Sale

AT THE

8.30 to 8.40 a. m. Preliminaries.
8.40 to 9.20 a, m.
Reading,
9.20 to 10.10 a. m.—Arithmetic.
10.10 to 11.05 a. m.—Grammar.
11.05 to 12.00 m.—History.
1.00 to 1.45 p. m.—Nature Studies.
1.45 to 2.30 p. m.—Civil Government.
2.30 to 3.15 p. m.—School Laws.
3.15 to 4.00 p. m.—Geography.
4.00 to 4.45 p. on.—Physiology.
4.45 to 5.00 p. m.— Spelling.
No candidate Bhall be examined in
any subject at any other time than that
set for it in the above program.
Candidates desiring certificates must, therefore, be present at the beginning and
through the entire time devoted to the
examination.
No candidate will be granted a certificate, who shall fail to fill out a preliminary application blank and transmit the
same to the office of the State
Superintendent of Public Schools at Augusta.

SPECIAL PRICE OF

$39.00
-AT-

JACKSON & HALL’S

—

MilljSites, Farms,Sites

give opportunity

granted.

for

—

Locations

and

candidates

building; MonroeHigh school; Northport—residence W.
P. Greenlaw; Thorndike—Washington
school; Unity—High school. The examinations will be strictly in accordance
with the following program:

Quarries,
Factory

l!===i

of

Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
upon the same on the 23rd day of July, A.
D. 1915, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District*
and that all known creditors, and other
persons
in interest, may appear at the said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

Brooks—new school

3m21

jj

examination

Teachers’ State Certificates of Elementary Grade will be held on Saturday,
June 26, 1915, at the following places in
Waldo county: Belfast—High school;

American

car

A schoolhouse also may be made the
for collecting eggs fresh from
any
part of the the country within a fair distance, as the school children come daily
to the school, and can easily bring the
fresh eggs witn them. These eggs can
be marketed in the city and bring special
special,prices, because they can be guaranteed as strictly fresh.
The poultry club in addition affords a
chance to exchange breeding fowls and
to introduce new blood into the flocks. It
also provides a valuable outlet for the
energies of the young folks who are interested in things pertaining to the farm.
EXAMINATIONS FOR TEACHERS
STAIE CERTIFICATES.

House Just put in first class order.

Every

in May.
center

...

bft

Banquet.

Montfelier, Vt., June 9. Scrub exercises this morning opened the program
of Commencement Week at
Montpelier
Seminary. The Class Day exercises bewith
an
gan
address of welcome by
Maurice E.
Walbridge.
George M.
Tucker gave the class history; Olive
Walker, poem; Martin E. Jeronime,

SUBMARINES.

But what is considered the greatest
advantage is that there will be built up
under the new plan a body of officers
who will be doing in time of peace
just what some one in the navy would
have to do in case the United States
were at war.
It Is expected that the
war plan section of the general board
will be enlarged and the work of the
war college be brought into closer cooperation with the fleet and with the
bureau of operations, so that all elements necessary to operation of the
fleet in actual war will be working
harmoniously in time of peace.
With the new methods in operation
it is declared that all the navy will
lack in the way of organization for
war will be the co-ordination of the
elements concerned with the material,
construction and supply of the fleet
with the elements having to do with
its operation.
No type of naval craft has figured so
prominently in the present great conflict in Europe as has the submarine,
and for that reason it is safe to say
that no ships in the recent review in
the Hudson attracted more attention
than the little underwater fighters of
the Atlantic submarine flotilla, under
Commander Yates Stirling, Jr.
Some
of these little battleship wreckers sailed more than 1,200 miles under their
own power in order to appear in the
presidential review, a feat that Is in
itself a record breaker for vessels of
their type.
At its various navy yards the United
States government is building some
more big submarines amid great secrecy. They are known as the K class
afld they are the newest and moipowerful of the underwater craft t
our waters. *> Of four vessels in this
class K-l and K-2 each cost $409,000,
and K-5 and K-6 cost $478,000 each.
The commanders of these four are
Lieutenant Lucius C. Dunn. Lieutenant Radford Moses, Lieutenant Holbrook Gibson and Lieutenant Joseph
O. Fisher. There are eight K’s in

Alumni

B

a

light

cake and perhaps a
pie or two—the kind of good Jiving that makes the family smile.

Work Started

Montpelier Seminary

I;
B

To make a “batch”
old-fashioned, whole-

some, home-made bread,

seamen

of Pacific coast ports get from $40 to
$55 a month gold; Oriental seamen out
of Oriental ports receive from $7.50 to
$9 gold. It costs 55 cents a day to feed
European seamen, while the cost of feeding the Oriental seaman is 13 cents. It
is oDvious, therefore, that American
steamships will not be able to compete
with the Japanese, which not only benefit by the lower cost of operation, but
are
assisted with generous subsidies
from the Japanese government. Under
the Seamen’s Act European vessels
trading to Pacific coast ports will be
similiarly handicapped; thus the field is
virtually left open to the Japanese. The
law was passed to assist seamen to obtain higher wages, but if its effect is to
drive the American flag from the Pacific
it is difficult to see how the International
Seamen’s Union will benefit, inasmuch
as the
Japanese sailor is not affiliated
with this organization, and will probably
not be allowed to join it by the Japanese

government.—The Nautical Gazette.

*'I cannot eat this or that food, it does
not agree with me.” Our advice to
all of them is to take a

JrSSsSSm

Ready! I

factor in the opera-

out

the

developed a speed of more than twen
ty-one knots on her official speed trials.
Her high speed at her trial
trip was
in excess of twenty-two knots, and that
could be maintained for several hours
if such a thing should be
necessary.
Thus the Texas is not only the largest
and most powerful battleship in the
t'nited States navy, but also is the

for Congress.

in

American shipping by the La Follette seamen’s law. The law goes into
effect on November 4th.
The fleet of twelve steamships owned

on

“Propelled by twin screws, driven by
reciprocating engines, the Texas

i:

;

to

sels in the Pacific Ocean as the result of the intention of the directors of the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company to withdraw the company’s big
fleet of steamships from the transpacific service after November 2nd.
These ships, it is said, will be driven
from the Pacific by the burdens put
up-

ness.

A step was taken in this direction by
congress when as a result of the testimony of many officers before the bouse
naval committee the bureau of operaThe new bureau,
tions was created.
it is declared, will fit perfectly into
the better scheme of things inaugurated by the change in the method of
preparation of war games.
Much credit is given to Secretary
Daniels for his accomplishment of the
Innovation, which in some of the effects expected to result from it is contrary to what has been understood to
be his ideas.

_

FOLLETTE LAW KILLS PACIFIC
MAIL.

New York, June 11. The American
flag will practically disappear from ves-

two

completion.
continuity of

as

:

|

that extending

be co-ordinaed in time of peace; that
the coming of war would not find the
navy in a serious state of unprepared-

snnpps

rpi

interest
have been evolved to
work progressive. Thus
the boys’clubs a number
-terns have been devised,
lor example, there is a
n, in which corn is fol:. r cover crop of oats or
•. r or vetch to be turned un,i year cowpeas or soy
s are grown, tollowed by
rop which is turned unby corn the third year.
!
u'orgia there is a threenhieh consists of seed cotats, and cowpeas. In the
> fo; lowed by forage crops,
."Vt-r, and a club project in
r baby beef is added.

mounts

LA

Two Armor Bulkheads.
"From the main deck to the
protective
deck, fore and aft and running entirely across the vessel and inclosing all
the vital parts, are two armor
bulkheads fourteen Inches in
thickness.
These bulkheads join the
heavy armor
on the outside of the hull
above the
protective deck and are designed to
prevent shells from sweeping through
into the dynamo and boiler and
engine

fore is to keep in touch
:
of the club, encourage
! ncouragetnent, and to
project has been started
f;

Ves*e,!

main deck.

The names and
boys and girls included
collected and sent to the
w ill furnish organization
ructions upon request,
as shown, however, that
ot in organizing a club
llment of members, but
s< members to complete
to report on the results,
lency is not so much the
ew clubs as continuing

Ji;

j

from “‘tacks by
torpedo
boats. These guns are
mounted principally along the gun deck, though two
are located on the
bridge. They are
protected by armor.
“The Texas carries the
heaviest ar-

ness

rship.

p.

;

mor of any
battleship on the active
list in the navy, her hull
being protected by a water line belt
twelve Inches
thick amidships and
tapering to six
Inches fore and aft Above
that amidships, is a belt of armor ten Inches
thick, while a belt eight Inches In thick-

experts.

men’s clubs, etc., may

k'..

W.

Especially

Texas,

and

tarm

K„.r■, vocation enhanced by prerkllled occupation, capable
adequate rewards to the
P™;.',' Finally, the school life and
,!f;" tie of boys and girls are
Pf

|

aste are

w

*,"(7

not

their elders.

-o

handling

1

of farm and

revealed

are

;

=

3

chine would be provided for which all
elements which contribute to the
navy's functions in time of war would

^

Vinalhaven Graduation.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
BELFAST, MAINE.

Practice in ail

Courts.

Prebate practice

specialty.

2tf

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
39 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE.'

Farm For Sale

Vinalhaven, Me., June 10. A class
Consisting of 120 acres of fertile soil, not
of 17 students was graduated tonight rocky; splendid hay and potato land; timber
wcod enough to pay entire cost; beautiful
and
from Vinalhaven High School in Memorial Hall before

an

audience of 500.

The

program waB as follows:

Salutatory,Dorothy L. Brown; history,
Dorothy T. Greene; prophecy, Estelle I.
Cobb; presentation of gifts, Helen F.
Ames; essay, Joseph F. Headley; toasts,
L. Marie Bickford; valedictory, R. Arthur Burns.

The class ode

was

written

by Eugenia Carver. The diplomas were
presented by Supt. H. E. Bowman.
Members of the class 'Ot figuring in
the program were Lena L. Hamilton,
Vera N. Trefrey, James W. Sanderson,
Melville E. Smith, Manela V. Smith,
Eliza H. Foster, Vera A. Headley, Ethel
C. Black and Arthur L. Chapman.

buildings

and

an

elegant borne.

Frank Grady, caretaker; no trespassing under penalty of law. Address
tf9
F. E. ELKINS,
131 Eureka Street,
San Francisco, Californa

Farm for Sale
ON EASY TERMS.
Containing about one hundred acres, situated in Montville, nine miles from Thorndike
Station. Enquire of
lm20
DUNTON & MORSE,
"Belfast, Maine.

1-
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experiments in converting it int«|Mour,
The
with the result that both cakes and
bread are now being made of banana
BELFAST, THURSDAY. JUNE 17.1915
meal. It costs $0.96 per hundred pounds
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
to make the flour and the wholesale
is four cents a pound. This is said
The Republican Jour. Pub. Co. price a
to yield
profit so fair that the making
of banana flour may soon be a regular
CHARLES A. P1LSBURY, f
enterprise in the flour and banana world.
The meal is mixed with wheat fiour,
■Ypvertising Terms. For one square, one
about half and half, giving the best reinch length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
sults. Used by itself the meal is also
31’sscription Terms. In advance, ?2.00 a said to make excellent scones and
plain
year; $1.00 for six months: 60 cents for three
cakes.
months.

Republican Journal

to

Bu“Meager

It would be

Bryan

a

president

of

on Fiag
Day, ten WALDO CO. W. C. T. U. CONVENTION.
people at an open-air meeting
The 32nd annual convention of the Waldc
heard Senator Henry Cabot Lodge’s adCounty W. C. T. U. was held in the Jackson,
dress on the flag, in which he said:

thousand

the

United States.
In

Chicago

surface cars
is
in

walking.
an

there is

a

strike on, all the

everybody
Here nearly everybody rides
are

tied up and

auto.

The drouth in Africa must be
T he

schooner

Orleans

S ekondi from Boston with
New

England

over.

has arrived
a

cargo of

to attempt to
the repent war news in detail. It is

It is

not worth while

1
:

of Progress Grange hall,
“We cannot afford the humblest citi- June 12th, in Star
to suffer wrong or injustice; we can- which was prettily decorated for the occasion
In the aballow American lives to be taken with flowers and potted plants.
illegally or wantonly without seeking re- sence of the County President, Miss Emily F.
dress, for if the flag does not protect the Miller of North Searsmont, who was detained
citizen, the citizen will not protect the at home by the illness of her father, Mfrs. Anzen
not

flag.”

at

rum.

Rheumatism depends on an acid
in the blood, which affects the
muscles and joints, producing inflammation, stiffness and pain. This
acid gets into the blood through
some defect in the digestive process.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
It acts
treatment of rheumatism.
directly, with purifying effect, on
the blood, and improves the digesivi Pon’t suffer. Get Hood’s today.

At Lynn, Mass.,

safe bet at 16 to 1 that

will never be

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
PAINS DISAPPEAR

evening of
Flag Day service

On the
a

Unitarian church of

that

day

of Belfast, county secretary,
appointed the following officials
presided.
protem to fill vacancies: assistant secretary
Mrs. Ethel Collins of Belfast; literature table.
Mrs. Gladys Mansur of Monroe; pages, Mrs,
Minnie Cuombs and Miss Lora Maxcy of Belnie

there was

in the First Parish

Portland, and in his
address Rev. Charles R. Joy, the pastor,
said that he would rather see the flag of
Germany or Japan floating over the Capitol at Washington than have the country

M.

Frost

She

The News of Brooks.
C. A. Lane has

a

new

automobile.

■

>

■

Tilton A. Elliott had quite a sick spell last Annual Meeting Held at the Girls Home,
week but iB better now.
Belfast, June 15, 1915.
The annual meeting of the Childrens* Aid
Capt. Higgins and wife passed the weekend with friends in Bangor.
Society of Maine, adjourned from May 18th,
Hannah Curtis, the well known school teach- was held Tuesday, June 15th, at the Girls*
Home, Northport avenue. The meeting was
er, now makes her home in Brooks.
the unpleasant weather,
L. C Jones and.wife of Augusta recently well attended despite
and much interest was manifested by those
visited the family of 1, S. btaples.
present in the yrorlc of the Home.' The presiMrs. A. B. Payson, who was taken to the
dent, Mrs. E. L. B. Brackett, presided
hospital of Dr. Prince E. Luce In Bangor re- and in the absence of Mrs. Annie L. Mcbe
much
to
is
said
able
better,
to
cently,
being
Keen, Sec’y, Miss Maude M. Mathews, Ass’t
twee and digest nourishment.
Sec’y, served. Prayer was offered by Rev.
Last Sunday from, the Dow Corner, which Arthur A. Blair. The report of the preseverybody passes on a pleasure drive, we ident showed a vast amount of work done
found that more autOB than horses passed in
investigating homes, visiting, soliciting and
during the afternoon.
accompanying girls to and from the Home. A
Raymond Merritt and Hester Rose are at much larger number of girls have been cared
home from the U. of M. for the long vaca- for than in any previous year—forty in numtion, Both are pleased with the school. Miss
Rose and her sister, Mrs. Varney, are well I the Home beginning of year.
2 >
known

as

local school teachers.

John H. Gordon has been confined to the
house by sickness for two or three weeks. His
son
Harry came to see him last Saturday. Mr.
Gordon has always been a busy man and it is
hard for him to go on the invalid list.

Miss Mabel Rose was in Ulinton last week to
visit her friend, Mrs. Nellie Caine, and attendgive
fast.
ed the closing exercises of the High school.
more contradictory than usual, and onfe
Devotion® were led by Mrs. Emma H. HowMrs Caine, known here as Nellie Luce, has
which side to believe.
does not know
at war, and he declared for peace at any land of Massachusetts, National Organizer and for some
years been a teacher there and has
First the Russians are on the offensive
Lecturer. Sh& read the crusade psalm and led j
price, holding that even a war in self-deI also been superintendent of schools in that
again and have killed and captured thou- fense would
in prayer. This was followed by singing Blest
town
be wrong. He would prefer,
sands of Germans; then ditto as to the
Be the Tie that Binds. Then came the roll j
he said, to see the Stars and Stripes torn
The passenger automobile betwetn Brooks
the
Allies
j
the
Dardanelles
At
Germans.
call, after which the following committees
to shreds and scattered to the winds
and Bangor has for several weeks been reguwere appointed:
’h ave advanced and have been driven
Credentials, Ethel Collins
on time and we begin to think, and
rather than sacrifice an ideal, and he ad- and
hope,
Minnie Coombs of Belfast, Nellie Boyd of larly
back. In the west it is the same old
! that it has come to stay. It is a very handy
vocated sending all the battleships to the Jackson;
Jackson
Delia
Bartlett
of
Courtesies,
real
st ory of trench fighting. The only
means for transportation from along the line,
He expressed the hope that Evelyn Twombley of Monroe and Ida Aborn of j
definite news seems to be the torpedoing scrapheap.
and George C, Clark, who runs it, keeps everythe flag of the United States would be Belfast; Finance, Ella Dolloff of Jackson. Ad- i
of steam ar.d sail craft and fishing boats
thing nice and neat and it is worth the price of
torn down and the flag of the United dress of welcome from the W. C, T. U., Mrs.
the trip to ride through with him.
by the German submarines.
States of the World raised in its place Ella Dolloff of Jackson; welcome from the
The closing exercises of the High schooj
church, Rev. Thomas E Martin of Brooks; reFor many weeks “Ruggles of Red over the Capitol.
passed off very pleasantly and in a way that
sponse, Mrs. Elizabeth Heal of Belfast.
It is said that the members of the
was very satisfactory to the citizens of the
Gap,” by Harry Leon Wilson, has held
Mrs. Frost then, in a few graciou3 words, inits place in the list of ten best sellers in Portland Lodge of Elks present listened
town. The whole affair showed skill on the
troduced
Mrs. Howland, who gave a delightful
in
part of the teachers and interest and ability
fiction, most of the time at the head. to these remarkable statements
address on the work of the union and brought
Many of the “bestsellers” can be fitly- silence, broken only by signs of restless- many helpful suggestions, Then followed: on the part of the pupils. Union hall was
crowded each evening and complimentary comcharacterized as rot, but fortunately ness.”
song, “Some Glad Day;” report of county
ments were universal. Prof. Norwood is withas ephemeral as
mushrooms.
are
they
Bryan secured Wilson’s nomination at secretary; question box, conducted by Mrs. out doubt a brilliant man and he excels in work
But “Ruggles of Red Gap” does not
voted to express messages
Howland;
remarks;
of this kind, having an ability to make the
Baltimore,and in payment of this politiof love and sympathy to absent president
corre in that category, nor is it to be
most of the pupils for public entertainment.
cal debt, and to prevent a possible split
Miss Miller; noontide prayer, Rev. Thomas E.
classed with the “Quack Novels” of
in the Democratic party, he was made
dinner.
Martin;
which Owen Wister treats in the June
li>l RLAL tMAlt.
Secretary of State; a place for which he
1.15 the ex ecutive meeting was opened with
number of The Atlantic Monthly. There
had no qualifications and in which he
The following transfers of real estate were
prayer by Miss S. A. Mansur of Monroe. The
-must be entertaining as well as serious
has made this country a laughing stock
following superintendents were nominated: recorded in ^Valdo County Registry of Deeds
reading, and many will enjoy the por- abroad.
Bryan is responsible for the Evangelistic, Emily Twombley, Monroe; Flower for the two weeks ending. Jane 16, 1915
trayal of Ruggles, an English valet, and
Sarah A. Lowell, Winterport, to Irene C.
in the Democratic platform de- Mission and Relief Work.GenevaFreeman.Winplank
of the people with whom he was thrown
claring for a single presidential term. terport; Prisons,Jails and Alms Houses, Harriet Reeves, do.; land and buildings in Winterport.
in our western country.
Harry R, Coolidge and John W. Manson,
He was laying his corn then to suc- Riggs of Belfast; Fairs and systematic giving
of literature, Lucy A. Rhoades of Northport; Pittsfield, and Isabel Stevens, Troy, to Maude
President Wilson has been severely ceed Wilson. When the President made
Medical Temperance, Elizabeth Bartlett, Jack- E. Barker, Troy; land in Troy.
criticised and censured because of his known that he was opposed to national
Lottie A. Smart, Searsport, and
Louisa
son; Parliamentary Usage Mrs E. A. B. Smith;
“Watchful Waiting” Mexican policy, prohibition Bryan rushed into print to Narcotics, Annie M. Frost of Belfast; Purities, Bowden, Brooks, to Joseph N. Snay, Lowell
Re- declare himself in favor of it, thus mak- Mrs.
for which no defence can be made.
George Marden of Winterport; Memorial Mass.; land and buildings in Brooks.
John S. Cates, Liberty, to Burleigh Turner,
cent developments indicate, however, ing a bid for the prohibition vote. Since service, Ella Dolloff; Sunday Observance, S. A.
that it was not his policy but Bryan’s, then he "has been awaiting his opportun- Mansur; school savings bank. Lora Chase, do ; land in Liberty.
Rubie F. Meservie, Morrill, to Jennie Meand while this adds to the general re- ity to get out of the Cabinet on an issue Monroe; Scientific Temperance Instruction,
1
that would further his presidential as- CJeorgia Tyler Wood, Troy; Franchise, Papers servie, do.; land and buildings in Morrill.
a member
of
the
over
resignation
joicing
Lenity J. Frohock, Lincolnville, toGeorgie E.
He thought he had found it and Press, Miss Emily F. Miller; Sunday school
of the cabinet whose unfitness for the p;rations.
Hattie Webber, of Monroe; Mother’s Meetings Ferguson. Somerville, Mass.; land and buildin
the
second
note
to
and
has
Germany,
position is generally recognized it cannot
and W’hite Ribbon Recruits, Mary Collins, Bel- ings in Lincolnvi^e.
restore the lives and property of Ameri- followed up his theatrical exit from a fast.
Marcellus R. Knowlton, Belfast, to Wm. A.
position he should never have occupied
cans destroyed in Mexico because of the
Clark,
do.; land in Belfast.
At 2 p. m. the meeting was opened with
Lillias Staples Emery, Stockton Springs, to
unwarranted interference of this coun- by daily statements through the newsprayer by Mrs. Howland, followed by the Lord’s
Cora E. Venno, do.; land in Stockton Springs.
to embarrass the adtry to depose President Huerta and in- papers designed
prayer. Report of the forenoon session was
Charles F. and Merton L.f Fogg, Brooks, to
stal in his place the notorious cutthroat ministration in its negotiations with Ger- given by Ethel Collins and the report of the
Elizabeth B. Huff, do.; land in Brooks.
Further than that it is said that committee on nominations was
and bandit, Villa. Had this country fol- many.
and
accepted
Arietta M. Mason, Northport, to Hattie E.
he proposes to take the stump to advo- officers elected as follows: President,
Emily F. Estes, Oakland; land in Northport.
lowed the example of Great Britain and
cate
his
personal and peculiar views. It Miller of North Searsmont; Secretary, Mrs.
Tecognized Huerta, all this trouble and
Eldora J. Crabtree, Estate Northport, to ArAnnie M. Frost, Belfast; Treasurer, Sadie H.
loss of life and property would have does not seem that he can have many
ietta M. Mason, do; land in Northport.
Bates of Sandypoint.
been avoided and Mexico would not be followers; but whether few or many, all
Silas S. Beckwith, Belfast, to Hermon O.
A service for the departed members was
true American citizens, regardless of
Beckwith, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
today in a state of anarchy. We should
then held, conducted by Ella Dolloff of Jackson.
Lewis A. Brown, Belfast, to William F. Walrot have sent a fleet to Vera Cruz to de- political affiliations or past predjudices,
Following was the order of exercises; Singing,
dron, Frankfort; land and buildings in Frankmand an apology, to return without it South as well as North, will give the ad- “Nearer
My God toThee;”reading,Twenty-third fort.
after sacrificing more lives of our people. ministration loyal support in demanding Psalm; prayer; singing, “Onward Christian
Annie K. Gifford. St. Andrews, N. B., to
that
the
of
be
reneutrals
shall
rights
Soldiers: names of departed read; announceThe Mexican muddle evidently should be
Alexander R. MeCambridge, Frankfort; land
and the rules of civilized warfare ment by Mrs. Howard of the death of Nationcharged up to the ex-Secretary of State. spected
and buildings in Frankfort.
observed.
al Treasurer, Mrs. Elizabeth Hutchinson; singAdelbert E. Nickerson, Waldo, to Lottie A.
“Blest
the
Tie
The
reBe
that
Binds.”
ing,
However one may disapprove of Col.
Smart and Florence M. Nickerson, Swanville;
WINTERPORT.
of
ports
superintendents of medical temper- land and buildibgs in Swanville.
Roosevelt’s recent political activities,
ance, evangelistic, narcotics, flower mission
Fred L. Toothaker, Belfast, to Adelbert E.
Mieses Jennie Tripp and Frances Torrey are
or dissent Irom his views on legislation,
and relief work were received.
Nickerson, Waldo; land and buildings in Swanthere never has been any doubt as to his I eaving for the summer work.
An invitation to hold the next convention in
ville.
Mrs George Adeibert Nash of Rockland was
loyalty to his country or his readiness to
Belfast was accepted.
James O. Kneeland, et als, Searsport, to
was the guest of her mother. Mrs, Joshua
■deterd her under any and all circumVoted that the secretary extend messages ;
Asher A. Moody, Swanville; land and buildings
and Tuesday.
stances. It is not surprising, therefore, Treat, Monday
?f love and sympathy to members who are ill.
j in Searsport.
Newell Eaton and Norman P. Arey are
that in a signed statement received at
Mrs. F. C. Monroe sang a solo, “It was SpokMabel and Edwin P. Griffin, Searsport and
among other High school students to leave
en for the Master.”
New Orleans last Friday night from
Canton, Mass., to Ralph .Mortland, Searsport;
for the summer’s work immediately after the
In the evening an address was given by Mrs. land in
Breton Island, Louisiana, Col. Roosevelt close of school.
Searsport.
Howland. The convention was one of the
Thomas White, Winterport, to Lester C.
pledged his support to the President in
Another public supper will be served on
most successful in years.
Nickerson, do; land and buildings in Winterall steps he may take to uphold the honor T uesday evening. This will be given by the
port.
and the interests of the United States. Lend-a-Hand and we can ask no better sucNORTH WALDO POMONA.
Eli E. Ellis, Stockton Springs, to Lovina S.
After referring to the resignation of cess for them than was realized by the League
Ellis, dojland and buildings in Stockton Springs.
3upper of last week.
Bryan, Col. Roosevelt says:
The regular monthly meeting of North WalGeorge F. Bagley, Rockport, to J. C. Peavey,
Mrs. William A. Ellingwood leaves Thurs“I heartily applaud the decision of the
io Pomona Grange was held with Burnham
Montville; land and buildings in Montville.
where she will meet her husfor
Boston,
and
in
common
with
all
Amerday
President;
June
Hiram A. Bagley, Randolph, Mass., to J. C.
icans who are loyal to the traditions band,
Dr.
Ellingwood, returning for a Grange, Burnham Junction, Wednesday,
The meeting was duly opened with Peavey, Montville; land and buildiDgs in Monthanded down by the men who served month’s vacation from bis duties at John Hop- 3th.
under Washington and others who fol- kin’s Ear, Throat and Eye Institute in Balti- Worthy Master A.T. Nickerson presiding and ville,
lowed Grant and Lee in the days of LinAnnie E. Lamey, Boston,*to John C. Peavey,
six officers present. The vacant stationE were
more.
coln, I pledge him my heartiest support
E.
Montville; land and buildings in Montville.
Misses Ethel and JeBBie Baker will arrive on temporarily filled, as follows: steward, E.
in all the steps he takes to uphold the
James Libby, Troy, to E. M. Soule, Unity;
Davis; assistant stewards, Mr. and Mrs. C; C.
honor and the interests of this great re- Friday’s steamer, Miss Baker finishing her
Clements; chaplain, Blanche Allen; Flora, land in Unity.
work
as instructor in English at the Walwhich
bound
with
the
are
year’s
up
public
Henry L. Eldridge, Winterport, to Simeon
maintainance of democratic liberty and tham, Mass., Girl’s school, and Miss Jessie re- Ermine Davis; Flora, Mrs. Reynolds. Six j
with a spirit of humanity among all the turning after the year’s study and teaching of Granges of this j urisdiction were represented, B. Rich, do; land and buildings in Winterport.
Edward N. Cole, Auburn, to Frances E.
also
nations of mankind.”
Penobscot, Somerset, and Kennebec
music in Boston.
V
counties. The forenoon session was spent in Swett, Thorndike; land in Thorndike.
The graduation exercises of the High school,
Harriet C. Knowlton, Swanville. to Llew'Steam power in place of sails, and the held on Friday evening, were unusually inter- transacting routine business and conferring
of Pomona upun a class of nine ellyn W. and Cora B, Knowlton, do.; land and
general use of the donkey engine on esting and pretty. Members of the class were tne degree
candidates.
During the noon recess a bounti- buildings in Swanville and Monroe.
Jennie
Jeanette
with
the
oldhave
done
Page,
Tripp,
away
shipboard,
j Marguerite
Asbury B. Staples, Winterport to Joseph C.
ful Grange dinner was served by ladies of the
Harold
D.
Ethel
Donlin,
Taylor,
time shanty that put vim into the pulling McCormic,
Plourd. Monroe; land in Monroe.
host
Grange.
a
class
The
last
as
taeeting
and hauling. But Mr. Lincoln Colcord uf Norman P. Arey.
George W. Stoddard, Pasadena, Calif., to
was on Monday evening, when the High school
Grange was reconvened in the fifth degree Sarah
J. Nealley, Belfast; land and buildings in
Searsport, the port of deep-water com- club of the Epworth League tendered a ban- and after music
by the choir Maude Mudgett
Belfast.
manders, who is the son of a seafarer ;
greeted the visitors with pleasant words of
quet in their honor at the M. E. vestry.
Charles E. Libby, Burnham, to Abner W.
and has been aseafarer himself,has in the
The pulpit of the M. E. church was occupied welcome, and in the absence of Wilbur ReyJune issue of the American Magazine, | on Sunday morning by Rev. N. S. Sweezey of nolds of Sebasticook Grange, C. C. Clements Fletcher, do; land in Burnham.
Fred M. Harkness, Cambridge, Mass., to J.
a Shanty
apropos of the opening of the Bucksport Center in exchange with the pastor responded in an appreciative manner. A read- C. Peavey, Montville; land and buildings in
Panama Car.a), ‘‘Good-by, Cape Horn!” Sunday evening Mrs. Barbour of the New ing by Blanche Allen was followed by a paper,
Montville.
which has all the virility of the old-time England Women’s Foreign Missionary society “Flora,” by Nellie Shaw. At this time, W. J.
gave a very interesting address on Europe as Thompson of South China, the guest of the
eta songs, as witness the first verse and
MONROE.
Mrs. Barbour left Gera missionary field.
day, was introduced and held the close attenchorus:
a few days before war wan declared
only
many
in
an
address
members
dealing
the
tion
of
been very ill for the past
has
Joseph Pattee
Fifty sail o’ noble ships threahin' round the
and gave the situation throughout all EuroHorn,
mainly with the issues of the present time, few days.
from
learned
which
in
a
cannot
be
way
I.ean and handsome clipper ships, liftin’ by pe
touching upon the situation in the warring
nrpQR
Mrs. Alice Palmer has a new 6-cylinder
the fore.
countries. The topic, “How far have we a Overland car.
Swoopin’ like the albatross, ridin’ like the swan
SWANVILLE.
Well, you won’t see them no more.
right to make civic improvements and bind fuThe next meeting of the W. C. T. U. will be
ture generations to pay for the same?” was
Uh, you won’t see them no more, a-swingin’
held with Mrs. Wellman,
Mr. and Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn are at their
of the opinion
who
is
E.
E.
Davis,
south,
by
opened
summer home.
Several of our townsmen are getting new
With a white surge underneath the bow,
that civic improvements should seldom be seRacin’ through the gale, crackin’ on the sail,
Mr, Isaac Nickerson is very sick. He is atmost of them Fords.
cured by a bonded debt. He was upheld in his cars,
For to get there, never mind how.
tended by Dr. Foster C. Small of Belfast.
Joseph Plourd was called to Vassalboro last
views by-Worthy Master Nickerson, C. C.
had
an
ill
turn
last
Mrs. A. S. Damm
week,
Then it’s good-by O Cape Horn! (We lovedyou,
Clements and Mr. Hatch of Somerset Pomona. week by his father’s death.
too)
but is much better at the present writing.
With a hey-yah! And a good-by!
M. Nickerson, W. J. Thompson and Geo.
Several from here attended the W. C. T. U.
Mr. Charles Damm has completed hiB school F.
For the times are changed, and the courses laid
Plummer of West Penobscot Pomona believe Convention in Jackson June 11th.
w ork for the year at Hebron and is at home.
anew.
is right to make certain improvements
Oh! Good-by, Cape Horn!
Mrs. Annie Ryder was confined to her bed
The L. A. S. will meet with the president, that it
that will benefit all and pay for them in this last week from a cold and overwork.
M rs. A. T, Nickerson, thiB, Thursday, aftertoAs the time for closing approached*
manner.
This country has been importing
noon.
Mrs. Lora Chase has suffered for the past
the courtesies received were recognized in the
mato paste from Italy to the value of
Mrs. Flora Holt, who has been visiting her
ten days from a severe attack of shingleB.
a song by the choir
and
after
usual
manner,
made
It
is
Bradby s ister, Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson, left for
$3,000,000 annually.
Miss Nellie Littlefield is at the Paine hospithe Grange closed to meet in special Session
eliminating the skins and seeds and dry- ford June 9th.
ter port, tal in Bangor, and it is hoped she will recover
Win
with
Northern
Light
Grange,
Mr. Benj. Barker of the firm of Turnering the pulp. It would seem that this
S. Mer- from her serious illness.
called on friends in Wednesday, June 30th, with Dr. Leon
paste could be made at home. Texas Barker & Co., Portland,
Mrs. A. T. Durham has returned from Bangor
rill of the U. of M. as speaker of the day.
last
week.
town
and Mississippi are the great tomato prowhere she was under treatment for several
are reading,
Strickland and Mr. and Other features of the meeting
and
Mrs.
Samuel
Mr.
ducing States, their annual shipments
weeks. She is still quite weak but it is hoped
exercises.
Mrs. Chauncy Harderson and little son Lowell music jmd memorial
she will gain rapidly now.
amounting to thousands of car loads. An of
Mrs.
Emery
Bangor were guests of Mr. and
object lesson of how war develops new and Mr. and Mrs. Albert. Cunningham Sunday.
Most of Monday evening's papers’ stories
Irvin Cobb, who lectured in Portland on the
industries is'shown in the Island of Jawere
The friends of Mrs. Leon Merrithew gave about the Chicago street street car strike
war last winter, writes a letter to the New
maica, where the most important product her a surprise party Wednesday evening, June a column or two long. They all spoke of the York World suggesting as a proper business
one reading as
is the banana. The sales of this fruit 9th, to celebrate her birthday. The hostess effect on Chicago's business. Few of the pa- card for a certain gentleman,
follows: “Her: Wilhelm Von Bryan, permafor.
are
what
the
men
mentioned
striking
outbreak
of
hossoon
after
the
and
served
chocopers
fell off
was equal to the emergency
nent address, Lincoln, Nebraska/* and in one
Perhaps it is shorter hours and higher wages. corner, “Entertainer/*
tilities in Europe last summer, which led late and cake.
■

CHILDRENS’ AID SOCIETY OF
MAINE

rHE

Taken in.-.1
Placed out.1
Returned...

>

2!
Average number.
Largest numDer at one time.2'
Smallest number at one time.2:
Since the close of the fiscal year four hav<
gone out and the present number in the Horn,

\

Every

l

I

One

Within His Reach
'‘Travel?” retorted a clever business man. “Xot ]
sit right liere and do business by telephone
expense than the cost of hotels and car fares, and
same time keep track of affairs in mv office.
“My telephone is a part of my < dice force. \\
can reach every actual or
pr > ;ive eu.-dan
territory. Every toll call I nidi i 3 productive i
orders or in good-will.
“If the person I want is no! at hand to oncall, I don’t have to wait—I simply leave word
him call me at my expense.
“If I don’t get him at all, I am not
chargs d i
so that my toll calls are not an
expense but an

|

is 24.

for grain and supplies ha; 1
greatly increased and there is now a fin<
herd of cows and young stock, a large flock o
hens and chickens and an extensive piggery
The farm acreage

been

from which a handsome income is expected
Twenty-eight small pigs nave been on sah
recently. The work nas been somewhat handi
capped of late by the absence and serious illness of Mrs. MacNeil and the frequent anc
enforced absences of Mr. MacNeil, but with
the early return of these efficient officers much
The society has
more will be accomplished.

New England Telephone and Teleghph

been most fortunate in the emergency in having the valuable services of Mrs. Julia Wardwell as substitute matron, and Mrs. Rose as

E. A.

housekeeper.
The treasurer’s report showed receipts from
contributions and miscellaneous, including a

!

can

Company

Spear, Manager.

IT~

$500, $4,275.92. Disbursements, including the restocking of the farm and repairs, $4,175.21. There is still outstanding a
loan of $500 on the rebuilding.
Endowment
shows investments to the amount of $11,000,
with income on $3,000 from the McCIintock
loan of

CAMDEN-BELFAST
AUTO SERVICE.
I.KAVE BELFAST. Windsor
Hotel,
8 °°
m’: 1*-,a pm'; 3 00 p- *“•

j

estate.

ARRIVE IN
9 30 h Jin.; J ..TO p.

nM„K
,

LEAVE CAMDEN,
9.30 a. m.j I 30 p. m

„

|

Bay view House,
ARRIVE IN
nominating committee. Miss Caroline E
; 4.30p. m.
11.00 a.
; 3 00 p
„ „n
White, Mrs R F Dunton and Mrs E A Wilson,
reported the following list of officers and they
$1.00.
Fare,
Round
$2.00.
were unanimously
elected:
President, Mrs
SPECIAL TRIPS ON APPLICATION.
Elizabeth L B Brackett; vice presidents, Hon
Wm B Swan, Belfast; Hon Edgar B Weeks,
MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY,
Old Town; Miss Maude E
Mathews, Mrs
WILLIAM B. WIlLIAMSON. Manaoer
Moses W Rich, Belfast; Mrs Lucy D Burleigh, South Berwick; Miss M W Fair0RR1N J. DICKEY, Agent. Phone 156-3, Belfast, Maine.
field Saco; Recording Secy, Mrs Mary C Mansfield; Treasurer, C W Wescott; Auditor and
Field Supt, Mrs E L B Brackett; Advisory and
Publishing Com. Miss Maude E Mathews, Mrs
WHITE’S CORNER,
Annie L McKeen, Mrs E L B Brackett; AttorSWANVILLE CENTE
(Winterport.j
ney Hon R F Dunton; Board of Managers,
to
Mrs Ira M Cobe.
serve
three years;
Ralph Thompson of Bangor spent the week- ! Mr. and Mrs.
Elbridgt Leu
Mrs Everard A Wilson, Mr* Joseph Tyler, end at C. H. Libby's.
their home in Ma-eacnusett:
Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury, Miss Maria AnHomer
Tasker
took a party to Dover and
drews, Belfast; Mrs. A J Nickerson, Searsport,
Mrs. Grace Marr has si
Miss Caroline M Cutter, Springfield,
Mass.
Dexter in his auto Sunday.
Divol of Monroe, who
Directors to serve two years, Mrs. J W Manson,
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York were guests of Boon.
Pittsfield; Mrs. James H Howes. Mrs. Geo. E
Brackett, Mrs. R F Dunton, Miss E Maude Mrs. G. W. Ritchie in Newburg Sunday.
The Monroe Center L. A
Barker, Miss Caroline E White, Belfast; Mrs.
Virgil Linnell of Bangor visited recently at Mr. and i,.rs. Wilder I'arU
? B Porter, Old Town; to serve one year. Mrs.
the home of his mother, Mrs. A. G. Larby.
H Denio, Bangor; Mrs. A M Ferguson, Mrs.
June 23J.
M W Rich, Mrs. A I Brown, Mrs. Wm. B
Several families from this vicinity attended !
Mrs. Frank Brown and
hriwan, Miss Maude E Mathews, Mrs Amos
Element, Belfast; Real Estate Com. Alfred M the Odd Fellow's memorial in Monroe Sunday. \ Beading, of Chelsea, Mass., ar
Ferguson, Norman Staples, S G Norton.
!
Sadie
Brown.
Mrs. F. A. Lowe entertained the Jolly
Remarks were made by Rev. A. A. Blair,
!
Twelve Club of West Winterport last SaturA heavy electrical atom
Mrs. W. F. Sturtevant, Mis3 Maude E. Mathews, Mrs. F. H, Mayo and Mrs. R. F. Dunton.
day.
vicinity last Thursday morn.-;
The Home was very attractive and immacuit hailed, doing some
Miss Julia Tibbetts, who has been teaching
damage
ate in every part and each room prettily decoin town, returned to her home in Old Town 1
Mr. and Mrs Lewis Mu
•ated with flowers and ferns by the acting maThe twer.tv-four girls, Saturday.
tron and older girls.
Winterport Sunday u v^tc
dainty and we.1 dressed, were introduced at the
their grandmother, who >
Mrs. Sears Littlefield was the guest of her
dose of the meeting and gave two songs very
E. H. Littlefield is r
ireditably. Some very sweet voices were parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Baker, in Hampneard among the number. The girls range in den last
week.
provements on his barn, i.: i
ige from 3 to 16 years.
length, 4 feet in width
The Home,established twenty-two years ago,
Mrs. Julia White attended tne annual conlas had its serious trials and struggles but is
vention of the Waldo County W. C, T. U in 1 roof.
nore prosperous at the present time, and is
A Sunday school was
Jackson June 11th.
..rg.-o
doing greater w ork, than ever before. The reto be held in the school!
E. C. Clement was taken critically ill Sunmits of this long period of years, the curing
for hundreds of dependent girls whose future
Mrs. Isaac McK en
day. His many friends hope to hear of an .2
night otherwise have been vastly different,
Mrs. Thompson, vice
would give the Home the strongest possiols improvement in his condition.
fannie Brown, secretary a\
daim upon every one who loves to share in a
Miss Blanche Belches of the village was a
Bachelder. librarian
ligh and noble philanthropy.
week-end guest of the Misses Bartlett and
A vote was taken to bold the usual lawn
One night last week, Jatr.
party and sales the second week in August, the three went to Camp Etna Monday for a
lives with Allie Mo< dy,
irrangements to be made by the executive week.
committee.
for the cAws, hut couid
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Treat of Chelsea, Mass.,
so Mr. Moody went to tr.
YVLUDiiNij tSLLLS.
were guests of L. M. Treat last week and atcows and drove them h to
tended the commencement exercises at the
land he had found then.. VClement-Meservey. Walter A. Clement of U. of
M., where their daughter, Miss Gladys, turn
and as it was growing
Belfast and Miss Zola W. Mesergey of Belfast,
graduated, receiving her A, B degree.
and hunted for him unti.
formerly of Lincolnville, were married at 2 p.
unable to find him. The !.•
n. Thursday, June 10th, at the home of the ofturned after laying out
1SLESB0R0.
ill turn, became uncon&t
u
iciating clergyman, Rev. Arthur A. Blair. The
struck a rock, cutting hi.'
nngle ring service was used and they were unThe schools in town close this week.
now\
nicely
ittended.The bride was very preposessing i > a
Malcoln Yeaton of the battleship Delaware
NORTH SEARS >.
jown of white crepe-de-chene. They left immeis home for a short vacation.
their
in
a
auto,
liatelyaf ter the ceremonyon trip
Mrs.
Elona
Farrow
has
come
from
with
Rockland
Miss
home
Bessie
their
Proctor is at
ind on their return will make
;hegroom’s parents, Mr, and Mrs, Dexter T. to spend the summer with Mrs. Herman Far- vacation.
Mr. L
A. Warren
Element, 157 Main street, for the present. The row.
Ihe

I

Trip,

j

tig

\

j
j
\

1

:
1

\

>

1

sper

associated with nis father in the carpenter business and the bride is well known

Misses

jroom is

aere,having appeared publicly as a reader.They
lave many friends who extend congratulations
ind best wishes.

Annie and Leila Farnsworth have
gone to visit relatives in Boston and Brockton
Mass,

Mrs. Abbie J, Howard of
niece, Mrs. Flora Rokes.

Many of the summer people have arrived at
Dark Harbor and a number are expected this

Mr. Samuel Miller, win
cently, is convalescent.

GiLMAN-^ATTANGALL. Miss Edith Pattan- week.
The addition to the Peabody Cottage is
jall, daughter of Attorney General W. R. Pattangall of Waterville and Madison L Gilman of nearly completed and will be ready for ocAnson, son of A. M. Gilman of Portland, were cupancy July 1st.
married at 8 p. m., June 16th at the First Unitarian church, Rev. F. V. Phalen of Waterville
officiating. The maid of honor was Miss Florence Stobie of Waterville, and the four bridesmaids the Misses Blodwen Williams of Albany,
N. Y., Gertrude Adams of Worcester, and Grace
Pattangall and Lucile Foster of Waterville.
The groom was attended by Lewis Barrows of
Newport, who is a member of the same fra-

Children’s Day
Baptist church by
ing,

which

was

well

observed in the 2nd
fine concert in the even-

was
a

attended.

people are home for the
vacation—Miss Adelaide Hatch from
Millinockett, Miss Marie Coombs from Hampden, Miss Mollie Williams from Mexico, Miss

Many

Marion

Pendleton

from

Wellesley,

Bitters. On the market 35 years. $1.00 a bottle.

the present Mr. and Mrs. Lelant
Nichols residence, the former con
tinuing his work at the seminary. Miss Gilke]
was graduated from the Gorham normal schoo
.in 1910 and has been a very successful teacher
having for th*» past year taught in the publi
For

of Bucksport.

Saturday,

Cousins

;

in

i

rot

Massachusetts after

with her

parents, Mr. and V.

Friends of Mr. Aaron

Kij

saddened to learn of h

glad to learn of his
0

Itch! Itch! Itch!—Beratei
The more you scratch, ti
Doan’s Ointment. For
*. ing. 50c a box.

^

June 19th,
showing

We will be

Neckwear

!

Waists

Hussey-Cole. News of a pretty romance ha
leaked out with the arrival of Mrs. Pliny £
Hussey in town. Two months ago Mr. Hussej
a well known Cove automobile and garage mat
took Miss Rose E. Cole of Gardiner, Me., fo r
his bride, theceremony taking place at St. Joh
N. B. The wedding was kept a secret and wa
not disclosed until today, when Mrs. Husse,
arrived in town.—Beverly.Mass., paper.
Mr. Hussey was formerly of Waldo and man;

Wash Skirls

!

1

friends in this vicinity extend congratulation
and best wishes.

Miss Grace Proctor has
tion

Carle & Jones

Cousins Heath.

Rev. Oscar S. Smith. Mr. Cousins, who is c
Bangor, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Samut
Cousins of Brooksville. The single ring sen
vice was used and the couple were unattended
After a short wedding trip, Mr. and Mrs. Coue
ins will reside in Bangor.

!

Mr.

will be

attended Simmons College.

The wedding of John F
and Miss Florence M. Heath, daughte
of Mr. and Mrs. William Heath of Brooksvilh
was solemnized at the First Methodist parson
age, Bangor, Saturday forenoon, June 12th, b

R. F, Arne.-.
Marion Drinkwa'
w’ith Mr. and Mrs. M. F. llu:

are

healthy man is a king in his own right; an
unhealthy man an unhappy slave. For impure
blood and sluggish liver, use Burdock Blood

at the

schools

J

Mr. and Mrs.

and

and Ellis

A

Leland-Gilkey. The marriage of Miss
Pronell Gilkey. only daughter of Mrs. Wilfred
V. Nichols of Searsport, and Edward Leland
professor of the Bucksport Seminary, tool
place June 4th at the home of the bride’i
are

Capt. Wilder Drinkwater
daughter, Mrs. Alice Hu

his

of the young

Hatch from U. of M., Orono.

Theta Pi, and was a classmate of
ternity,
The
the groom at the University of Maine.
bride is a graduate of Coburn Classical Insti-

mother.

Mr. Theodore Thompson uf
the Millers’ for an indefinite

summer

Beta

tute and

Belfast last week.

;

Middy&
Your

inspection

k

solicited.

Very truly yours,

Carle &

Jones^J

V

Belfast.

|

muntant of the New
,as been conBned to
'ith throat trouble.

|

Friday,

?t tomorrow,

The

J. G. Aborn. A full
as this will be the

|

1

I
trading and improv- I
reBidence

of hia

>

July 3d and
iving a full week

!f

While the feet should have
«; plenty of “toe room,” it
| also should be supported
;i and held firmly at the arch.

re-

for

vacations at the same
patrons, the WeBtern
f will keep the office
7

a.

been employed

iaa

he

to 10 p.m.

m.

shoes to relieve their aching feet. These are almost
bad as tight shoes.

[ass

factory will

’a shoe

j

|

unds.
mg

people make the mistake
!; of wearing loose, sloppy
!

j ?

on

recently bought

he

\

as

The only shoe that does
this properly are the
famous
'*■

summer,

Ethel Whiting,
Ada Robbins, Mrs.
ellie Mosman attendMaine Division Enans and Auxiliary in
ilrs.

j

Ladiea’ Circle of
C. Bowker, Mrs. M.

the

Wiley

appoint-

were

id-summer fair to be

urch parlors. A

!

com-

1 assist.
'lub

was

The afternoon

rton.

the needle.

ith

t six o’clock

The

r in

j

Ladies-

June 14th:

Messrs Samuel Stevens and William Johnattended the State Encampment of the
Sons of Veterans in Bangor last week aB delegates from A. E. Clark Camp.

j

;j

j:

The steamers of the Eastern Steamship Corporation will make their first stop at Northport on Saturday, June 19th, and the seven
trips a week schedule will go into effect on
June 27th.

j

!;

The Dickey-Knowlton Land Company have
rented the E. S. Pitcher bungalow at the “Battery” to Mr. and Mrs. James Mack of East
Millinocket, who will arrive, today, Thursday,
for the season.
^
The exterior work on the new casino at Bayside built by E. R Conner has been completed
and work on the interior is being rushed. It
will be opened soon and good films will be
shown each night.
Darrell Nickerson of Farmington is
the guest of his aunt, Mrs. Edgar M. Hall. He
came to Belfast with Mr. and Mrs. Hall in
their touring car alter they had made a short
visit in Farmington.
Master

One of the handsomest cruising launches
Leroy A. Coombs shop, built for E,
D. Hatch of Islesboro, was put overboard last
week. It is 30 feet over .all, and will be used
by the owner at Islesboro.
from the

Ruth H. Payson, who graduated last
week from Mt. Holyoke College, will spend
the summer in Belfast with her aunt, Mrs. Essie P. Carle, and assist in the dry goods department of Carle & Jones during the clerks’
vacation.
Miss

Butler, Mrs. Winnie

Ordway.
Pierce’s Bakery,
Sargent.

Mrs. Anna

*■

Mrs. Dora Bridges, patriotic instructor of
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, presented a silk
flag in behalf of the Circle to the Hayford

f. U.,
guest
?ast week of Mrs.
ccupied the pulpit of
ay morning and atthe

was

irge delegation from
•sent.

■_

June

a

present.
The will of the late Mrs. Rachel B. Pratt of
Belfast probated at the June term, makes two
public bequests of $200 each, the money to be
invested and only the income used. One be-

Oscar

Congregational church
quest
and the other to Phoenix Lodge, F. & A. M
is

to the North

ing a week’s -outing in the Healey cottage at
Temple Heights. Rev. Arthur A. Blair will be for the use of needy children of members.
will be with them all the time possible and
Mr. Peter F. Welch, one of our oldest and
Mrs. Thomas W. Lothrop and Mrs. H. W.
heretofore most active citizens, has been unHealey are attending to the food proposition.
able to do any work for the past two years,
The foundation for the new Episcopal chapel and the greater part of the time has been conBangor, Portland, Rockland, BosMaoiiias. Attorney, P. B. Gardner, was completed last week and the frame is up. fined to his home, No. 60 Union street. He
The underpining is of field rock, laid in cement. rode up town to attend the 50th anniversary
The entrance will be from Court street in the of Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M., which he
A. Read, of the firm of Read &
At the Pierce Mecorner next Elm street.
greatly enjoyed, and is now able to be out of
!'-ug Store, has leased the Andermorial the brick partitions were up in the cel- doors on pleasant days and is gaining.
,m Franklin street, and with his
lar, girders laid for the first floor and brickMiss Louise
Poor’s Mills. The Sunday school will be
and

,.r,

\

S

sister,

T.,

rgc

Tuesday
r,c

from the Smith

The frame is up
laying
for the two tenement house Mr. Cross is building on Miller street.
on

house

where they had lived
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Harive occupied the Anderson house,

goods

Ruth

ter

...

J.,

street,

their

nion in

1 Mrs. Harmon and

an

visiting

are

and Mrs.

Mr.

Brewer.
Patterson, director

J. Lee

;

rts.

ist

band, hopes
give
ncerts on schoolhouse
to

two

of the

common

A'gier, clarinetist of Newrive next week and it is hoped he
for the season. The band is pracMr. Pattervv and catchy music.
le

i-ects'to give

one

Ia3t of the

:

weather

ert,

inesday,

concert

by

the

permitting,

an enjoyable tramp in the woods and
played gamea in the home Sandwiches, cake,
sherbert and fudge were Berved. The club
members are Misses Natalie Pottle, Grace
Mitchell, Mildred Randall, Helen Eilis, Ruth
Knight, Kathleen Colcord, Gladys Bradford,

ing the inclem««t weather. The
d were about $20 and will be apfund for repairs on their class
The cast

church.

was

given

-io

veek, and proved an
entertainment began with
and encore by A. H. W’elch, fol-

the

trial, whichwas mirth-provoking

start

to finish.

christ, premium books; William F. Jellison
bill boards; E. L. Colcord, poultry department;
William G. Preston, races. Every effort will
be made to have good exhibits, particularly in

ReGtal. The pianoforte
v Miss Edith M Davidson’s
pupils was
in Music hall Jfbe 11th, with a large
avidson’s

interested in jttendance. The hall

abundance of
from memory,
all were pnficient, showing the best
teaching, the Gpsy Rondo by Katherine
w-. the youngespupil, was especially well
■t-cdtreii. Misses Hope Dorman and Idris
and Lewis fannon were unable to at•end and the following program was carried
■

out:

I

buet, Alia Marcia
iih Weynjuth
nder the TrCs,
At the Chape

and Ruth

I5th Partridge.
Pan’s Shat^w Dance,
Mfgaret Rogers.

iRing

Song,

tary

Brown,

Buzzell has had letters from other avia-

Auto Accidents.

|
1

tors who wish to appear here.

Considering the large

number of cars owned here, and the many
drivers, Belfast has had surprisingly I

amateur

generally of a minor
character. Last week, however, there were
two “mix ups,"but neither of a serious nature.
Knight,
bound toPorter Friday afternoon a large touring car
wards Northport crowded a smaller car to the
extent that it ran into the public carriage
driven by Capt, Grant, throwing him out but
Ellmenreich ! not seriously injuring him. His carriage contained three passengers.and only fate saved
them from a bad spill. Saturday evening about
few accidents and those

ilice Robbins.
n
The Araian Nights,”
tuth Dinsmore.
Minuet of 36, lb. 1,
Beach
Agnes Hill.
■m!ince.
F. A. Porter
Louise Ellis.
‘Javotte ki Musette,
Turner
d umber
3ig,
Ruth Knight.
nsonln Austrian Melody,
Kuhlan
/Grace Hazeltine.

!jf/Katherine

Haydu

Kronke
| > Spier’s March,
Agneaull and Katherine Brown.

combination

mix-up of autos on Main
street caused by C. W. Wescott cranking his
car in front of The City National bank with
the brakes on. Before he could get in the car
and stop it it ran into Lewis H. Hart’$ car in
front of Mixer’s, forcing it into collision

8 o'clock

cuere wus a

head, but there was no mark on the other
one, and no damage was done to the barn. One
horse was one of a fine pair of large work
horses, and the other a family pet, once owned by Mr. Bartlett’s mother, and prized for
| family associations. Since the death of Mr.
with Ralph L. Cooper’s large touring car, in
mother he has lived alone on the
!
which Mr. Cooper was seated. The three cars Bartlett’s
I farm and the first Knowledge of the damage
were so interlocked that it took some time to
had was when he went for help
extricate them. No one was injured and there his neighbors
off his dead horses:
!
haul
to
the
cars.
to
little
but
was
damage

Tw0 Floors-

Both

Friday only

A D
WUVXHn

Limit 5 Iba.

Qc
._

O

lb.

I have

Salt Pork Western 12\
LARD John^rsequTre'8 112e,b
Salmon, “Tall Cans,” 15c value.....10c
Blue Label Ketchup, 25c value.19c

Magic Yeast,

value..

5c

Cylinder

and Disc Models.

we

sell in this

Department
Tii

im

great many items that we haven’t the space
very pleased to have you call, and whether to buy
a

Yours

very

to
or

enumerate, but

would
to look around your call

truly,

CARLE & JONES
\

we

Yellow Cling Peach, 20c value..
Honor Brand Milk, 5c value.3Aq
Kelloggs’s Corn Flakes, 10c value. 8c

BROOMS

II

Improved Method of Correctable
Impressions, with the mouth closed,
originated by Dr. Greene.

|j

Fast colors, durable materials, full
cut, attractive
patterns, &1 combine to make the (Kayne) the best
for the boy.

||

Insist

Temple,

Masonic

and

you’ll

25c. and 50c.

new ones at

“The Home of Good Values”
RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH CO.,

j
II

5, Belfast.

Room

1 abel

purchase.

SOLD EXCLUSIVELY HERE

]j
|

Dentist,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Patterson have
moved from No. 18 Franklin street to the
Small house. No. 31 Miller street.

seeing the" (Kaynee)

Dandy

|j

Dr. E. S. Webber

Perry’s Cash Market.

on

be more than satisfied with
your

Consultation solicited.

j]

blouse,

II
I

No mouth too difficult to fit.

28c.

12 Main

Street,

Belfast, Maine
___

Daniel H. Strout has succeeded Albert W.
Hassan as janitor of the G. A. R. hall in the
City building. Mr. Hassan is in ill health.

j

Miss Frances Walkley, the acting pastor of
the church in North Belfast, will give on Sunday evening next at seven o’clock the first of
a series of Travel Talks on Palestine.
Mies
Walkley spent some time there last year on a
camping trip through the country and can
therefore give the impressions of an eye wit-

j

^

Notice to the Public I

I have purchased the entire stock
fixtures, records and equipment ot the
L. Adams, Optometrist, of Belfast and have
thoroughly remodeled
the office and am prepared to do first-class
optical, work at

?

prices.

|

I

popular

graduate of the New York Institute of
Optometry, served
apprenticeship of three years and have had several years' practical
perience.
am a

Mrs. Samuel G. Norton met with quite a
serious accident last Friday at her home on the
Perkins road. In coming dowti stairs she
thought she had reached the bottom, and stepping off fell, breaking the bones in one foot

|

receiving a severe shaking up. As she
always been a very active woman even
this temporary disability will be the harder to
endure, and it is hoped she may have a speedy

| Frank

t

|

I

and
ha 8

Werfoot Retreat.

At

Bridgewater, Mass.,

E. L. Benner of

the door

one

North Belfast. The
Ladie’s Aid Society had
last

Saturday

dark

night.

members

of

the

delightful outing
They, with other

a

afternoon.

vestry Monday evening in
honor of Frances S. Walkley, our pastor for
the summer. It was a social affair and all
seemed to be in the spirit of the occasion.
Ice cream and cake were served_H. C.
Bailey, whr> spent the winter in Holyoke,
Mass., arrived Saturday for the summer_
Miss Almeda Richards of Searsmont arrived
Monday and is living with Miss Millie Mitchell
Z>adie Weymouth of Morrill is visiting Mrs.
W. S. Hatch-Mrs. Nina Stevens and daugh-

Saturday

ter Barbara went to Clinton

Graduate Optometrist,

One

I

^

well

$100

factory has moved
quarters from the Opera House 10 the Py th-

iai

block.

The

delegates

two

are

to go to

the

Charles Rogers and

Maine

e

past two months with rela-

The S. S club, which is composed of young
ladies of the city, is to have one of the Towle

DIRECT LINE

Eastern Bay Milt Co.
COMMENCING

Tuesday, June 15, 1915,
STMR. GOLDEN ROD
Will

j

J
!

!

ADVERTISEMENTS

Saturday, June
19th, Carle & Jones will show new neckwear,
waists, wash skirts and middys, and your inspection is invited... .Souvenir china, 10 and
25 cents; pennants 10 and 25 cants,at L. J. Pottle’s 5, 10 and 25 cent store, Hayford block,
....New candy, Lowney’s and Green Seal,
kept cool and fresh in a refrigerator, at the
Drug Store....See summer timetable of the steamer G >lden Rod,with railway
and steifraer connections. The boat leaves
Castine on the afternoon trip earlier than in
former seasons, giving about two hours to
.The Ground Gripvisit or shop in Belfast

Old Corner

c

each,

p.

were

lights,

turned

on

extra

are

ones

quoit, the

in front of

Tapley, Brooksvilie.

There

the hotel, the Wa-

places, and the il>
lumination caused general rejoicing.
The Universalist Sunday school, accompanied by Rev. Arthur A. Blair, pastor, and several of the teachers, went to Temple Heights
yesterday on their annual excursion and picnic. They made the trip by buckboards, leavcasino and other

ing the church

headquarters

about 8.30

at the

a.

m., and

I

had their

Healey cottage.

Cora Lord gave a very pleasant at
home Tuesday evening in honor of Miss
Gladys Bowden of Holbrook, Mass, who is
spending a few weeks with her mother, Mrs.
Anna Bowden. Music was furnished by all
present;, with Miss Edna Hopkins soloist. Ice
cream and cake were served by the hostess.
Miss

There

present at the reg
Thomas H. Marshall Circle last
Tuesday afternoon. 'After the business meet
ing a memorial service was held for Sister
ular

were

meeting

Ada

z4 members

of

Shuman.

Mrs.

Nettie

Merrithew

and

elected delegates to
the State convention in Portland, June 22d
and 23d. Mrs. Augusta Fletcher, president,
and Mrs. Mary Collins, senior vice, will also
M

rs.

Dora

Bridges

were

There will be

atte nd.

cle next Tue

sday.

no

meeting
meeting

The next

public

|

is cordially invited.

]

COOMBS. BROS. Managers.

Salads, Sandwiches, Ice Cream,

Cake, fea and Coffee Served.
Cooked Food
Telephone

always

on

LOST

sale.

A Sterling Fountain Pen, with
pocket holder. A reward will be
given on returning some to

16-4

Mrs. Ada E. Wildes
Flour

is

The Journal Office.

PATTERSON’S
MUSIC SHOP,

Cheaper

cur prices before you buy.
We are agents
Stott’s Peerless and Stott’s Fancy Patent.

47 Main Street,

PERRY’S CASH MARKET.

Osborne’s Birthday. The birthday anniversary of Mr6. Helen M. Osborne, wife of
Capt. Ge orge T. Osborne, was observed June
13th at the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. William
Staples in East Belfast. Twenty-one guests
entertained. Besides Capt. and Mrs.
were
Osborne, there were Mrs. Carrie L. Kaler, Mr.
and Mrs Joseph Darby, Mr. and Mrs. George
Darby, Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Darby, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Harvey Stinson and daughter. Miss
Maude, Mr. and Mrs. Collins McCarty of Tem-

1

Experienced

at the Windsor Hotel this, Thursday,
Iw24

j

o

really cheap

1000 “cheap” paints and

That double word “cheap” is the

two

or

a

more

cause

of

money'than good paint costs,

three times

over.

Cheap paint is good paint; there is no other;
other is cheap.
The two words |sound alike but their meanings are opposite. “Cheap” costs double. Cheap

We keep

our

candy

|

To Let
Upper High street for a small
with modern conveniences and use of
stable or garage. Applv to
COLBURN’S SHOE STORE,
81 Main Street.
2w23p
A

Devoe.

Mason

& Hall sell it.

rent

on

tamily,

Candy
in

a

refrigerator,

which

keeps

it

and Green Seal
$1 00

Old Corner

a

j
:

|

§

pound.

Drug Store

no

is

REPAIRING

PATTER'ON, Proprietor.

fresh and cool.

50c. to

dozen

ones.

New
Lowney’s

Cheap Paint
are

even-

ing.

quet of carnations.

in

demonstrators for house to

house work in the city of Belfast, to begin
work jiext Friday morning. See Miss V’rince

]

LE5

J.

WANTED

Mrs

wasting

TEACHING

RENTING

July 6th.

There

Belfast, Maine.

MUSIC MDSE.

will be

a

Belfast. They are in fast colors, durable material and attractive patterns....See notice
concerning the buying or taking anything
from the E. Newell estate.... Lost, a sterling
Fountain Pen with pocket holder. Reward to
finder on returning same to Journal office....
Flour cheaper; get prices at Perry’s Cash Market, and see prices quoted on other things you

1

Tl
The

Parties desiring a pleasant sail on Penobscot
can take stmr. Golden Rod at 8 30 a m
from Belfast and have 3 hours in Castine
Or
leave Castine at 2 00 p m for Belfast, giving
about 2 hours to shop.
leave
BelReturning,
fast at 5 CO o’clock p m. These excursions have
always been very popular in the past seasons.
Connections will be made with stmr. Sieur
DeMonts to and from Rockland at Castine for
Warren’s Landing and Dark Harbor.
First-class teams will meet boats at Warren’s
Landing to take passengers or freight to any
part of the town.—Conrad Beckett.
24
Ring up 79-14

Bay,

Corner of High and
Miller Streets, will

Get
for

of the Cir-

Optometrist, who has bought the stock, prescriptions. etc of the late Dr. F. L. Adams
and will begin practice here on or about June ple Heights, Ralph Darby and daughter Mil20th....The Maine Transportation Co. began dred, Carl Darby, Bert Darby and Mies Mildred I. Darby. In the party were three vetits new auto service between Belfast and
Camden June 14th, making three round trips terans of the Civil war,Capt,Osborne, Mr. Mcand Mr, Stinson. A very delightful day
daily. Cars will leave from the Windsor Hotel, Carty
A delicious dinner was served at 2
Belfast, and the Bayview House, Camden. Or- was spent.
the afternoon, a special feature berin J. Dickey is the local {manager.. .Experi- o’clock in
enced demonstrators wanted for house to ing a big birthday cake, and later in the afteron the shore.
housework. Apply to Miss Prince, Windsor noon a clambake was enjoyed
was presented with a lovely bouHotel, this, Thursday, evening....The Ralph Mrs. Osborne
D. Southworth Co., 12 Main street, carry the

AGENTS

number, of
the first time

Northport campground last Sunday.

day as follows:

Fred Patterson, Belfast; James Richards,
Warren’s Landing; J. M. Vogel, Castine; C. P.

38 in
for

every week

CONNECTIONS

The summer train service on the Maine
Central becomes effective next Monday morn- i
ing. We are not advised as to the changes on
the Belfast branch, but suppose the schedule
will be the same as last season, the night train
arriving an hour later than now.
The el ectric street

run

Leave Brooksvilie, 6.45 a m ; Castine, 7.03 a
m; Warren’s Landing, IslesboD, 7.2)
m; arrive in Belfast, 8 10 a m, returning leave Belfast, 8.30 am
Leave Brooksvilie, 1 45 p rn; Castine 2 00
p
m; Warren’s Landing. 2 20 p m. in time for
boat to Boston and give people about 2 hours
for shopping in Belfast. Returning leave Belfast, 5.00 p m, for Warren’s Landing, Islesboro,
Castine and Brooksvilie

Will be made with Eastern Steamboat Co. to
and from Boston. Maine Central Railroad to
and from Boston Steamer Islesboro to and
from Camden. After July 4, connection Sundays with Eastern S. S. Co. from Boston for
Warren’s Landing, Islesboro, Castine and
Brooksvilie. Sunday service veil! be discontinued if not profitable.

evenings.

listen to

Belfast, Maine.

$100

cottages in East Belfast for the first week in
Some of the party will remain during
the whole time, others will go over for the

the

Kaynee Boys Blouses, the best thing yet in
boy's garment, and have the exclusive sale

Reward

July.

A. W. Welch and

filled to

Hay ford Block,

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
Hall's Catarrh Cure is’taken intreatment.
ternally, acting directly upon the blood and
raucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure
Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

Leonard & Barrows shoe
its

at

then

j

Boot & Shoe Workers’ union of the

The

assembly

was

5, 10 AND 25 CENT STORE,
Church Street,

tives.

to assist

POTTLE’S

Successor to H. Davis’

Pulpit Harbor on a fishing trip in the
sloop last Saturday, returning Monday
morning, with a good catch

120

the main hall

I

went to

been in Knox th

of the Sons of Vet-

by

L. J.

the

on

Tuttle

fire, with flags, a large tent surrounded by evergreen trees, etc. At 7.45 the
sounded

CHINA

A T

Messrs. B. L Tuttle, A. R. Leadbetter,
Francis X. Pendleton and George E. Kittredge

fora camp

NEW

Graves,

Belfast, Maine, Odd Fellows’ Block,
Room 1.
Flight.
Telephone Connection.

en-

MacNeil is in Bangor at the EastGeneral Hospital and was accompanied there by Mr. MacNeil, and today will
undergo a very critical operation. She has

Auxiliary, assisted by several of the allied G. A. R. bodies. Tae decorations were of
digs and bunting and the stage was arranged

was

all

Mrs. W. K.

erans

call

by

be read

the court.

use

ern

A Flag Day Observance.
Flag day was
fittingly observed in Memorial hall Monday-

as

tennis court

Buffalo
Eugene L. Cook.

brother, Edward Mason, in the moving
picture business.Mrs. Addie Merriam left
Saturday to spend a mouth with relatives in
Lowell, Mass.

auspices

Monday, where it can easily
tering the harbor.

convention in

her

the

F.

PENNANTS 10 and 25 Cents

Methodist church
grounds has been put in readiness for use of
the members of the association and arrangements may be made for others who wish to

from

under

Up

“This is Belfast, the biggest little city in
Maine,” is the lettering of a large sign board
placed near the Eastern Steamship wharf

The

held in the church

evening

%

-5

10 and 25 Cents.

Belfast and Swanville to the
number of twenty, were invited to the home
of Mrs. John Cheney in Swanville, where they
were highly entertained.
Mrs. Cheney proved
to be a charming hostess and all enjoyed the
occasion in her well appointed home. Ice
cream and cake were served and music and
readings were given. Mrs. Cheney was assisted by Miss Laura Holmes of Swanville.... An
informal reception and entertainment was
friends

I

Your patronage is solicited and
your record is on file at my office,
which will be open to the public on or about
June 20, 1915.

SOUVENIR

priately named Webfoot Retreat. The name
was given by two of Capt. Perkins’ neighbors,
Capt. George T. Osborne and Drew H. L.
Chapies, who painted the name on a sign which
over

an

his

mariner, built the bungalow, which is appro-

they placed

A

+

|>

mother, Mrs. Rhoda
Benner and Mrs. Susie Norton of Liberty, are
speeding the season in Capt. James H. Perkins’
bungalow on the banks of the Passagassawaukeag river below the Perkins’ home. The
bungalow is very comfortable and the location
beautiful. Capt. Perkins, a retired master

t

ex-

f>

recovery.

X

•'

ness.

need in your housekeeping.
I

Post Graduate Course in the New

method I can furnish you a
plate that gives the life-like appearance of the Natural Teeth.

3c

Kaynee Boys’ Blouse

We are just bubbling over with enthusiasm
about these new
blouses for boys.; Because nowhere in all America
can we find
a garment that is
quite their equal.
The (Kaynee) self-adjustable
of course.

taken the Sennott

By this

Common Crackers, “Jones”. 6c

1

Mothers should ouy them
The boys should wear them

guarantee absolute satisfaction.

Rib

Beef

recently

The

If you are having any difficulty with
your present set of teeth, I can

KSfY-lc.
1 1 lb

Corned

if you want to relieve your
Buy
aching feet and remedy all foot troubles_
See notice to the public of Frank F. Graves,

m

appreciated.

BUYING
QII ft

""

i|

Plates
That Fit

Thought in Your

these shoes

China, Glass, Lamps, Silver, Nickel, Aluminum, Agate, wooaen aim
Kitchen Furnishings, 5c. and 10c. Goods, Dolls, Toys, Games, Books, Wall
Papers, Window Shades, Room Mouldings, Picture Mouldings, Alabastine,
White and
Jap-a-Lac, Paints, Johnson Wood Dyes, Dry Paste, Magic Size,
and 4-wheel
New Home Sewing Machines, Vacuum Cleaners $5.00 to $25.00, 2
Carts 25c. to $8.00, Window Screens, Baskets, Lawn Mowers, Croquet Sets,
Tennis Racquets, Oil Stoves, Oil Heaters, Ice Cream Freezers.

vill be

To Put

per shoes for men, women and children are
for sale only in Belfast at The Dinsmore Store.

PHONOGRAPHS

Some of the Items

>e

Now^Time

...

EDISON

knd

baggage

jrr—t

following program: Flag song and salute by
children’s chorus; Lesson on the Flag by eight
little girls, the solo part by Dorothy Jacks an;
piano solo, Miss Doris Clifford; recitation, “To
shore.
the Last Grand Army Man,” Stanley iUaton;
The electrical Betsey Ross exercise of making the flag, by
The Lightning Strikes.
storm early last Thursday morning, accompa- five girls and five boys; Columbia exercise, by
nied by a much-needed rainfall, did not seem five girls and five boys, Violet Dexter repreto residents in the city as very severe, and it senting Columbia; vocal solo, Wilda Savery;
original tableau, “The Blue and the Gray,”
was a surprise to most people to learn that
the lightning had struck on the farm of Fred Elwood Gay and Wesley Patterson; tableau,
L. Bartlett at the Head of the Tide, killed two “No North and South,” by the same boys;
horses ,and stunned Mr. Bartlett, so that he singing, “Flag of the Free,” the four McLeod
He was sisters, who responded to an encore with
was unconscious for nearly an hour.
in the barn caring for his three horses when
“George’s Cherry Tree;” “An Appeal for Libthe storm began and the .first thing he knew erty,” Frank Downes; vocal solo, Victor Colhe found himself on the opposite side of the son; reading, “Old Glory,” Helen Brier; tableau, “The Campfire,” by Sons of Veterans;
barn and two of his horses a short distance
One' horse was struck on the America by chorus and audience.
away were dead.

Crockery Department.

I

1600, a Pullman

George E. Macomber, Augusta. The directors
were accompanied by George S. Hobbs, second
the poultry department. An agent for a flyvice president, and Dana C. Douglass, general
ing machine was in Belfast Friday and Secre- I manairpr.
of Portland. Their stav here was

was

ry attractive with an
The pupils .11 played

'v-Ts

a

No

smoker. The directors included Edward
P. Ricker of South Poland, Ex-Gov. William
T. Cobb of Rockland, Alvah W. Sulloway of
Franklin, N. H., Samuel Hemingway of New
Haven; Joseph W. Symonds, Portland; Weston
Lewis, Gardiner; John E. Liggett, Augusta!
George A. Curran, Calais; Fred T. Richards*
Portland; T. DeWitt Cuyler, Philadelphia;
Frederick H. Appleton, Bangor; Hugh J, Chisholm, Portland; Elisha R. Brown, Dover, N. H.;

At the meeting of the directors of,the Waldo
County Fair association last Friday much routine business was transected and.the following
committees were appointed: William H. Bray
on tickets, gate and advertising; Elon B. Gil-

The

car

and

in

Journal last
ne.

president's private
car, dining car, and
the

Alice Roswell, Martha Southworth, Janet
Chalmers, Doris Cuzner and Florence Don-

1

■

Maine Central Officals Visit Belfast.
President Morris M. McDonald of the Maine
Central railroad and the board of directors of
the road, with the exception of Hon. John F.
Hyde of Bath, were in Belfast last Saturday on
their annual tour of inspection of the road
and its branches. Their special train included

had

23d.

June

June 20th....Mr, and Mrs.
Edmund Wilson, and Miss Amy Wilson were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Wilson last
The following members of Castle North K.
Sunday_Mr. and Mrs. M, B. Smith of HartO. K. A* of the North church, in charge of ford, Conn., arrived last Saturday to spend the
Messrs. Harry M. Prentiss and principal Z D. summer at their farm on account of Mr.Smith’s
Hartshorn, with Wesley Woods as camp mas- poor health_Mr. and Mrs. White from
ter, are spending the week at Mr. Hartshorn’s
Massachusetts were week-end guests of Mr.
home farm and cottage at Swan Lake: John and and Mrs, Leslie Payson.... Horace Grant and
Tolford Durham, Carroll Parker, Albert Fogg, Mrs. Delia Hallowell were guests of Mr. and
Wesley Wood,Dean Knowlton, Austin Vaughan, Mrs. F. T. Wentworth last week....Mrs.
Russell Knox,Willard Jenneys and Dana Pattee, Frank Towle spent Sunday with Mrs. Annabell
They are enjoying boating,base ball and other Underwood... .The Ladies’ Sewing Circle met
athletic games,
last week with Mrs. Nellie Carter. It will meet
Miss E. Frances Abbott entertained the this week with Mrs, Nellie Sheldon.

organized Sunday,

home

be

will

the walls begun.

Athletic club of the Universalist church at her
on Lincolnville Avenue June 9th.
They

The first

season.

■.'a Church Trial io the Methodist
:-.iay evening under the auspices of
g men’s Baraca class was well attend-

■

Monday afternoon,

review of the C. L, S. C.
21st.
lesson,
book, ((Democratic England,” and discussion of
the membership questions. Roll-call, Current
Events. All members are requested to be
The

Tommie Lothrop, Edwin Morse, Harry Jones,
Healey, Roy and Harold Bradford of the
Boys’ club of the Universalist church are hav-

bankas voluntary
week in the office of the clerk
district court was the following:
Tarmon, Waldo, laborer. Liabilities,
Assets, $205. Principal creditors listshen Milling Co., Goshen, Ind.;
VViiitney Co., Portland, and Thomas
Co., Boston. Others for small
ast

!

|

Lincolnville avenue,

change.

petitions

he

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be held with Miss Grace Walton,

I

The open season at Lake Sebasticook for
white perch will start on July 1st. A general
law was passed at the last legislature changing
the time for the opening of the season from
June 15th to the 20th, but under the special
law for Lake Sebasticook there will be no

;ounty convention in

I
!

>

Thursday.

school last

Boston, Nations

I of

11

to-day,

son

ytmamafim&A

following letthe Belfast post

opens
the advertisement.

Dr. B. L. Bryant, specialist, of Bangor was
in Belfast Friday afternoon in consultation
with Dr. Carl H. Stevens in Miss Maude M.
Milliken’s case.

|

House in

Opera

the

«

j

j’on

chicken, hot rolls,
1 coffee was served,
d

see

tlooae

I. L. Perry recently bought an Indian motor
cycle with lady’s aide seat attached. It ia new
in this vicinity and is attracting much attention.

Ground Grippers \

] For Men and Women,
sale only at

The
most

a

|

Wayaide Tee

F. S. Sherman of Rockland, Division superintendent of the Eastern Steamship Corporation, was in this city last Saturday on business.

|11

|

entertained

Thursday;

Many]

j

new

Co.

n

111
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RECENT

Court.

'.Probate

DEATHS.

The South Not

News of the death in San Diego, Cal.,
report of the W«ldo )f Noah Bartlett Dunton, was received
sadness by his many
County Probate Court held June- 8th, last week with
friends in Camden. Mr. Dunton was
Judge James Libby of Unity presiding:
born in Hope, Jan. 1, 1844, the son of
Wills were presented in the estates of the late John B. and Dellora Bartlett
of
late
Frankfort;
LyL.
Clark,
Zoway
Dunton, and was the grandson of the
dia C. Carver, late of Searsport; lohn late Abner Dunton, Maine’s famous cenA.
W. Davis, late of Northport; Ada
In 1861, Mr. Dunton enlisted
tenarian.
Hutchins, late of Freedom; Harriet E. in the 8lh Maine Volunteers, and served
ColTheodore
P.
Frost, late of Belfast;
three years, re-enlisting for two years
cord, late of San Francisco. Calif., for- and tendering his resignation upon the
merly of Searsport.
death of his father in 1865. With others,
Accounts were presented in estates of he left
May 3, 1866, for Montana, where
Judith C. Crocker, late of Winterport, he was engaged in the ranching busifirst and final; Samuel Bassett, late of ness for many years, later moving to
Winterport, first; Caroline M. Gutierrez, Nevada, where he was in the cattle and
late of Winterport, first; Susie C. Hack- horse business. His first triD to Maine
ett, late of Winterport, first and final; after moving west was in 1887. In 1908
Hattie Edgecomb Thomas, late of Bel- he was married and moved to San Diego,
fast, first and final; Mary A. Sayward, where he resided until the time of his
late of Thorndike, first and final; Wil- death.
He invested in real estate in
liam A. Monroe, late of Belfast, first and that
city, which proved very profitable.
of
Lincolnlate
B.
Isaac
Young,
final;
Beside his wife he is survived by three
ville, first and final; James L. Chase, sisters, Mrs. Frank Chapman ot Provilate of Waldo, final; Francis M. Staples, dence, R. I., Miss Carrie Dunton and
late of Stockton Springs, second and Miss Fannie Dunton of Camden, the latfinal; James Sayward, late of Burnham, ter being with him at the time of hiB
first and final; Ada C. Estes, late of death; and by two brothers, Charles of
Troy, first and final.
Cliftondale, Mass., and John of BrattlePetitions for administration were pre- boro, Vt. The deceased was a man who
sented in the estates of Caroline Dolloff, had a host of friends and was lovingly
late of Belfast; Rose J. Fogg, late of remembered by the older residents of
Winterport; Melissa D. Redma late of Camden, Hope and Lincolnville. He

Following

f

is

Belfast.

had many relatives and to them is tenThe body will arrive
dered sympathy.
in Camden the latter part of this month,
accompanied by his sister, Miss Fannie
Dunton, and the funeral will be held
from her home in Mechanic street and
the interment will be in Hope.

Petitions for license to sell real estate
were presented in estates of Leroy S.
Knight of Unity; Ellen P. Frotbingham,
late of Belfast.
Petition for allowance was presented
in estate of Charles M. Marr, late of
Swanville.

Petitions for probate of will were allowed in estates of Charles A. Moody,
late of Lincolnville; Laforest B. L'.
Adams, late of Lincolnville; Augustus
M. Clark, late ol Winterport; Charles W.
Berry, late of Montville; Rachel B. Roix,
late of Belfast; James W. Knight, late
of

A Southern Editor Takes Exception to a
Charge Made Before the Confederate Vet-

a

\

j

Northport.

for appointment of trustee
allowed in estate of Lena P. Frederick, late of Belfast.
Petitions for administration were presented in estates of Eromen R. Nelson,
late of Monroe; James Fuller, late of
Searsmor.t; Lyman Winn, late of BurnPetition

was

j

ham.
Petition for license to sell real estate
was presented in estate of Daisy M.
Berry of Unity.
Petition for allowance was presented
in estate of Ada C. Estes, late of Troy.
Petitions for collateral inheritance tax
were allowed in estates of Emily M- Hall,
late of Winterport; Hattie E. Howes,
late of Belfast.
Petition for distribution was allowed
in estate of Chester B. Stephenson, late
of Belfast.
Accounts were allowed in estates of
Hollis J. Reynolds, late of Troy, first
and final; Louisa Minturn, late of New
York, N. Y., first and final; Harriet C.
Keen, late of Thorndike, guardian’s
final; George R. Williamson, late of Belfast, final; Alanson G. Caswell, late of
Searsmont, first and final; Ansel L.
White, late of Belfast, first and final;
Eldora J. Crabtree, late of Northport,
first and final; Mary J. Hurd, late of
Liberty, first and final.
Warrants and inventories were returned in estates of James A. McClure,
late of Searsport; George McClure, late
of Searsport; Chandler Swift, late of

Belfast; Judith C.Crocker.late ofWinterport; Daisy M. Berry of Troy; Sarah B.
Nealley, late of Winterport; John B.
Lowell, late of Winterport; James Sayward, late of Thorndike; Ellen P. Frothingham, late of Belfast; West P. Jones,
late of Montville; Grover C. Gray of
Troy; Mary A. Coombs, late of Belfast.
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.

Reynolds of Twitchell’s Corner,
Burnham, waB in town on business TuesJ. E.

day.
Miss Octavia Mitchell of
for a visit with her
C. A. Stevens.

Monday

Troy
sister,

came

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Stevens, Van Stev
ens and Miss Amelia Haskell were in

Troy Sunday.

Byron C. Avery of Prospect Ferry
died very suddenly about 9.30 a. m.,
June 8th in the Herbert L. Marks’
store, Bucksport, from heart failure.
Mr. Avery had been in poor health for
some time, although able to be about.
He was a man of sterling character and
was highly respected by all who knew
He is survived by a wife, Almeda;
him.
by two sons, Herman and Albert E.,
both of Brewer; by one daughter, Mrs.
Percy Mills of Prospect Ferry; by two
brothers, George Avery of Prosppct and
Newell Avery of Hallowed, and by one
sister, Mrs. F. R. Goodwin of Ashland,
N. H. Mr. Avery was 61 years of age.
The funeral was held Thursday, June
10th, at the late home at Prospect Ferry,
Rev. Henry W. Webb of the Elm street
Congregational church of Bucksport
officiating. The bearers were Edwin
Grindle, Washington Harriman. Eugene

Barnes and Grandell Shute. The floral
offerings were many and beautiful, including set pieces from the \lt. Waldo
Granite Works, where Mr. Avery was
employed for many years, and from the
Odd Fellows and Masons,of which orders
he was a member. The interment was

Prospect.

at

Charles E. F. Stetson, one of Maine’s
most prominent engineers, died while
surveying at Richmond, N. B., June
9th. Mr. Stetson was a former County
Commissioner and from 1890 to 1914
served as principal assistant engineer of
He
the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad.
was prominent in Masonry.

GRADUATING EXERCISES AT UNITY.
Entertainment

by

the Wood

School.

The grammar school graduation exercises were held in Odd Fellows hall June
4th. The hall was prettily decorated in
the class colors, green and white. The
back of the stage was banked with
cedar, filled in with white paper roses,
while the sides were covered with green
and white crepe paper. The following
program was very creditably carr'ed out:
Music; prayer, Rev. William Snow;
music; salutatory, “The Preacher’s Vacation,” Jennie M. Mills; poem, “The
Widow’s Light,” Luella Ward; essay,

“Crossing

the

Carry,” Harold Porter;

poem, “Kate Shelley,” Myrtle Gerald;
music; poem, “The Women of Mumblers
Hedge,” Eva Jones; essay, “Old Glory,”
Wallace
Pegasus in
Fogg; poem,
Pound,” Marguerite Soule; poem, “The
Lightkeeper’s Daughter,” Marion Wiggin; music; essay, “The Boat Race,”
Edward S. Farwell; valedictory, “Philip

Barton,” Virginia Foster; presentation
diplomas, Supt. H. B. Arev; music
ner went to Burnham Wednesday to at- was furnished by Gregory’s orchestra.
tend a meeting of the North Waldo Po- The class roll is as follows: Cecil Bacon,
Edward Farwell, Virginia Foster, Walmona Grange.
lace Fogg, Myrtle Gerald, Eva C. Jones,
Attorney J. W. Manson, William Mc- Clarence Hebert, Jennie Mills, Robert
Gilvery and Master William McGilvery Farwell, Harold Porter, Marion Wiggin,
left for Skowhegan Wednesday, making
Marguerite Soule, Clyde Sherry, Walthe trip in the Manson automobile.— lace
Reynolds, Luella Ward,
Advertiser.
Pittsfield
The Wood school, Miss Abbie Giggey,
Mrs. Eva Atwell and Mrs. J. C. Con-

of

facts for farmers.

Literary News and Notes.

The foreign dried egg industry is one
the growth of which will be watched by
the farmers of this country with some
anxiety in the future, unless some steps
Witare taken to meet the situation.
nesses before the ways and means committee in 1909 stated that eggs contain
about 73 per cent water and 27 per cent
solid matter. It requires three dozen
eggs to make a pound of dried product
which is manufactured by breaking the
eggs into patented evaporating pans,
slow heat applied, and the resultant dessicated mixture placed in containers,

Tudor Jenks opens the June number
of “The Writer,” the Boston magazine
for literary workers, with an amusing
skit entitled “Writing ‘Romeo and Jushowing how Shakspere may
liet

Belgium.

a

erans.

[From the World-News, Roanoke, Va ]
One of the speakers at the session of
the Confederate veterans in Richmond
compared the. Confederacy with Belgium. He said:
“In the terrible picture Belgium stands
out in Bplendid contrast, enhallowed with
the glory of a noble martyrdom. We,
too, have tasted of the same bitter cup
that Belgium is .quaffing, and we drain it
We too, trusted to a little
to the lees.
scrap of paper, and found what a mockBut no matter how the isery it was.
sue may be determined, Belgium will
find, as we of the South have found,
truer glory and nobler recompense than
will ths victor of the Dardanelles or the

conqueror of Russia.”
Somehow thiB sentiment and the language in which it is expressed does not
impress us favorably. It fails to accord
with history as w^ understand it, and it
presents a conception of the South in its
relation to the North that is very differ-

kept

and

peratures.

at

A large

These witnesses asked for

farmers.

interrupted

while

com-

authors are often in these
modern days. Kemper SimpBon writes
on
“Leonard Merrick and the Short
Other headings are: Barry Pain
Story
on
Short-Story Writing, Qualifications
of a Journalist, Shorthand and the Newsfrom
paper Reporter, Magazine Editing
the Inside, Moving Pictures for Periodicals, Vegetarianism for Writers, The
Bible as Literature, and How Cowper
Wrote “John Gilpin.” The number has
also the usual instalmennt of enteitaining personal gossip about authors, a reference list of literary articles in current
periodicals, and the live news of the
publishing world, including announcements of a number of prize offers for
as

posing

refrigeration tern !
portion of this pro- !
duct was manufactured in Topeka, Kansas, from eggs purchased from western t
sealed,

been

have

a 1

duty of 15 cents a pound on dried eggs, !
intimating that unless such a duty was
provided the Chinese would soon begin
to take advantage of the situation and
manuscripts.
The
get into

markets.

duty

requestThe State library is in receipt of a
But the Underwood i
ed was granted.
Dramlaw cut this duty to 10 cents a pound. volume entitled “James Shirley,
Critical
and
Biographical
That this was too low, and that these atist—A
the volume is
witnesses were justified in making their Study.” The author of
I
a graduate
forecast is apparent from the statement Arthur Huntington Nason,
and Bowof U. S Commercial Agent E. G. Bab- of Cony High school, Augusta,
Mr. Nason is the son of
doin College.
ent from the conception which we be- bitt, San Francisco, California, who says:
moth"Several of the largest bakers’ supply Charles and Emma H. Nason. His
lieve is held by a vast majority of Southon the Kennehouses of the United States contem- er wrote “Old Hallowed
ern people.
her
son.
to
she dedicated
That the South tasted of the same bit- plate
erecting factories and drying bec”, which New
York City, an assistter cup that Belgium is quaffing is true plants in China to manufacture dried and He is now in
at
We experienced dessicated eggs. One plant has already ant professor of English literature
to a certain extent.
and an instructor
the' horrors of war, we felt the tragedy been established near Hankow and an- New York University
He has
of defeat, and we passed through the other is to be erected at Shanghai with a at Union Theological Seminary.
from BowIt is planned to two advanced degrees: M. A.
branch at Tien-tsin.
woes of reconstruction, but our country
Prof.
market the product in 1-pound tins and doin and Ph. D. from Columbia.
was not overrun or crushed like that of
Nason has written other books, among
the Belgians, and great sections of the several grades will be marketed.”
in
Ben
South scarcely knew, from what they
True, it is Americans and not Chinese them “Heralds and Heraldry
and Entertaincould see of it, that a war had fallen who are entering the business, but the Johnson’s Plays, Masques
"Talks on Theme Writing
eggs will be bought from China, and not ments”—1907,
upon their land.
“Short
No paper of any kind was involved in from western farmers, as formerly, and and Kindred Subjects”,-1909,
”1909, “Short Themes and
the question of secession. It was a ques- the dried product wiil come into competi- Themes
The volume which has
tion arising from a difference of opinion, tion with the eggs produced in this coun- Long”—1915.
State library is
the North taking one view and the South try. A truly protective duty would stop just been added to the
notable for its thoroughness and comanother view. The South insisted that tnis sort of thing.
pleteness and is beautifully bound, unithe right to secede was inherent and
formly with the book written by his
the
Si
in
nature
of
Frazee
of
established
Kankakee,
eternally
immier.
’Lowed he didn’t care if
the agreement to unite, but the North
The whole darned country went free trade;
would admit of no such principle or con“The quack-novel is a thing which
He didn’t need no tariff.
tention, and war resulted.
looks like a hook, and which is comFarm produce was his industry,
Belgium and Germany are separate
That needed no protection;
pounded, advertised, and marketed in
nations, living under sep irate and disAnd so he votes for Wilson
precisely the same fashion as Castoria,
and
tinct governments,
In the nineteen-twelve election.
having people
Wine of Cardui, Alcola, Mrs. Summers’s
divided in languages, ideals and aspirafree-to-you-my-sister Harmless HeadSi Frazee, sez he to me,
tions. The North and the South, prior
ache Remedy, Viavi Tablettes, and othMore than a year thereafter:
to the war, were one nation, partners in
er patent medicines, harmful and harm“I’m going to town tomorrow,
and working toa great organization
I’ve got a yearling calf to
less. As the patent medicine is made
Peddle to the butcher.
gether shoulder to shoulder for their
of perfectly well-known drugs, so the
nnmmnn trnnrl
And a wagon-load of ’taters
quack-novel of course contains perfectly
To sell to Spud & Company,
The war which resulted from their disfamiliar elements; and like the medicine,
out their freighters.”
They’re
shipping
agreement was a fight between fellow
it comes wrapped in superlative testicitizens divided for the moment, not a
Si Frazee returned 'bout three,
! monials from those who say theyhave
His
team
wet
with
nations.
and
was
between
Men
women
i swallowed it to their advantage.’’ So
hauling;
fight
His wagon still unloaded,
of the North and the South spoke the
Mr. Owen Wister, in the brilliant article
The
yearling still a-bawling.
same language, bad in large measure the
Ij on “Quack-Novels and Democracy”
Free 'taters from Bermuda
same ideals, and cherished the same aswhich opens the June Atlantic, describes
Had made the price decline a
pirations. When the surrender at Appot ie style of book manufactured by Harold
Most too much for Silas—
mattox took place, the difference that
authors.
Ditto veal from Argentina.
; Bell Wright and other popular
had divided the two sections disappearMr. Wister puts American fiction under
Si Frazee, he sez, sez he,
old
friends
renewed
their
friendship,
ed,
! the microscope, from Robert W. Cham*Tve sorta changed my notions,
and former citizens their citizenship.
! bers and Mr. Wright to Anne Douglas
A man can’t buck this foreign truck
The South took up the allegiance that
Across the Seven Oceans
j Sedgwick and Mrs. Wharton; he tosifts
»
was severed when the war began and
And so he waits impatiently
| the true from the false, and comes the
Next presidential ’lection,
warmly, enthusiastically and happily adj conclusion that the wide popularity of
For Si’s a hardshell convert
hered to that allegiance ever afterward.
j the quack-novel is due to our national
To
the
doctrine
of protection.
The South was not a conquered country,
! preference for sham, “Our
public
! oracles from Jefferson to Bryan have
quaffing the bitter dregs of defeat at the
hands of a foreign power, but a part of
Accidents will happen, but the best regulated continued to build commonwealths with
the nation that had fallen out with an- families
keep Dr. Thomas' Eclectic Oil for 'hot air, he says. “The greatest sham
other part of the nation, and had come, such
is
emergiences. Two sizes, 25c and 50c at we have, the pension of war veterans,
the
bitter
of
sorrows
to
war,
swathed in phrases of the same pious
through
all stores.
find a firmer brotherhood and a nobler
the
same
sentimentalism and
regardlessdestiny under the Stars and Stripes.
ness of reality that drenches the novels
Maine Banks Increase Resources.
No American, whether he lives in Banof Mr. Harold Bell Wright.” No such
gor, Tallahassee, or San Francisco, feels
fearless and honest indictment of our
Bank Commissioner Irving E. Vernon j
that he belongs to a conquered or a condemocracy has appeared for a long time.
in
his
annual
made
June
report
public
The Atlantic’s other articles cover a wide
quering nation. He feels that he be10th
the
resources
of
the
to
the
says
United States, that he is an
banks, range of interesting subjects.
longs
integral and most important unit in his trust and banking companies, loan and
associations
and
other
financial
and
building
that
the
country’s organization,
Worms Cause Many Children’s Ills
great and tragic struggle of the Civil institutions of Maine increased during the
War was but as a shadow between year $509,228, and the savings banks
Warms,
by thousands, rob the child of nourfriends, long since dispelled by the warm showed an increase of $318,780.
ishment, Btunt its growth, cause Constipation,
sunshine of good understanding.
Indigestion, Nervousness, Irregular Appetite,
No, the South is not a Belgium. It
Vinalhaven Has $3500 Fire.
Fever and sometimes Spasms. Kickapoo Worm
j did not have to adjust itself to the yoke
of a foreign ruler.
It was a part ol the
Killer gives relief from all these. One-fourth
Fire
Vinal Haven, Me., June 11.
United States, that nation whkh we of
to one of these pleasant candy lozenges, taken
the South loved and honored many long this morning destroyed the wooden block as
directed, kill and remove the Worms, reguA. L. Dutch, who had a poolyears before the war began and which owned by
late your child’s bowels and restore its health
room in the upper story. The lower floor
we love today with all our hearts, which
and vitality. Get an original 26c box from
was occupied by A. T. Thurston & Co of
we defend with profound devotion, and
which we honor as the radiant star Rockland as a storeroom. The losses ag- your Druggist. Don’t endanger your child's
a
among nations leading to world-wide gregated $3500, and were partly covered health and future when bo Bure and simple
by insurance,
peace and world-wide justice.
remedy can be had.
our

|

Graduation exercises of the ThomasHigh school were held Wednesday
night, June 9th, in the Baptist church.
About 600 persons were present. The
program: Salutatory, Mary D. Whitney;
orations, Grace L. Morton and Adella M.
Bradford; address to undergraduates,
Edward B. Newcomb; prophecy, Raymond M. Spear; history. Fred Burnham;
presentation of gifts, Mildred 0. Kirkpatrick; valedictory, William W. Putnam.
Diplomas were conferred by Supt.
B. E. Packard. The class trie was written by Mildred N. Newbert. Other members of the class were Fred R. Linnell,
Agnes R. Murphy, Letitia M. Creighton,
Harold C. Robinson, Ada L. Mank, Lucy
Jones, Harrison T. MacAlmon, Leola J.
Wellman, Marguerita Hahn and Harry
S. Stewart.
ton

Eagle

Prize Reading at Freedom

Academy.

The Junior prize reading of Freedom
Academy was held in the Congregational church Monday evening, June 7th.
The good attendance showed the inter-

readings.

felt in these

est

The first

VIII; reading,

at

|

I

in
ways. The judges
many
Mrs. Boulter, Miss Gove and Miss

Greeley.
Record

Crop In Sight.

Wheat

Washington, June 8. The greatest
wheat crop the country ever has known
is in prospect for the corning harvest. In
its forecast today, on the condition of
Winter and Spring wheat on June 1, the
Federal Crop Reporting Board placed
the prospective wheat crop at 950,000,000
bushels, which would exceed last year’s
record crop by 59,000,000 bushels. With
continued good growing conditions the
crop might reach a billion bpshels.

Dept. Commander

G. A. R.

Resigns.

Major Ray P. Eaton, Commander oi
the Department of Maine, G. A. R., hai
resigned. He has been in feeble health
for some time and did not feel able t(
preside at the annual session of the de
partment, June 23, and that duty will devolve on Thomas S. Benson, the senioi
commander, who is now, by the re
signation of Maj Eaton, the department

vice

king in hia own right; ai 1
unhealthy man an unhappy slave. Forimpur •
blood and aluggiah liver, use Burdock Bloo I
Bitters. On the market >6 years. $1.00 a bottU
man

is

a

pull-off

Box

and Half Gross in

I-irS,; ■
,*

ft

---

,,

^B

Frankfort acted a3 best man. On their
Lynn,Mass. Your letter will in
return amid a shower of confetti to the
read and answered l>y a woman
home of the groom’s mother, Mrs. Emma I held in strict confidence.
Young, dinner and dainty refreshments
were served to the immediate friends
Notice ot bherift s
and relatives.
Mrs. Young is a young
lady of very pleasing manner. She was
of Real
a former student at
Hampden Academy.
Mr. Young, a carpenter by trade, is one STATE OF MAINE.
of the town’s most highly respected !
COUNTY:OF WALDO, SS.|
young men. While their new home is ;
this eleventh day of May, A
being completed they will reside at the ! onTaken
execution dated April 23, 1915.
home of the groom’s mother. The young
judgment rendered ny the Supr.
couple have received many beautiful and Court, f >r the County of Somers.
costly gifts.
Maine, at a term thereof begi;i. a-

His

home,”

;

!

HUMPHREYS'

m

or

Yellow Finish, with Gilt

Superior Quality of Pencil
exceedingly smooth and durable.

a

|

|
!

>

Diarrhea, of Children and Auults.
Cough*, Colds, Bronchitis. 2
Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.
V.
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo..
Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak !•. -mach.
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis
Salt liheuni. Eruptions.
Uheumutisin, Lumbago.
Fever ami Ague, Malaria.
I’ll 9. Blind or Bleeding, External, Intern
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Head.
V. hooping Cough.
I
Asthum,Oppressed,Difficult Breathing.
Kidney Disease.
i.(.
Nervous Debility, Vital Woaknc s
.2
Urinary Incontinence, Wet ting. Led
fcore Throat, Quinsy.

4
7
8
9
lO
13
1 ft
15
16
17
19
20
21
27
28
SO
31

77 La Grippe—Grip.
Sold by druggists, or sent on. receipt

f pr.

HUMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.
William and Ann Streets. New York.

in and

the same on tbe ninth cav
vember, 1914, at one o’clock in the
the time when the same was attin.
original writ in the same suit, t w
lot or parcel of land situate in l,
in said Unity, bounded and descril.
lows: easterly by land of Olive M
late Annie S. Morse: northerly and
land of Fred A. Whitten; southerly
James R. Tabor; containing one a
acres, more or less; being the ,, m
conveyed to sa:d Minnie M. Cliff r
F. Libby by warranty deed dated A
recorded in Wailo Registry .if l
312, Page 130.
W 1 (
3w22
Deputy
unto

j

j

|i
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'or:

Eye-Sight Specialist
BOYINUTON OPTICAL in
Republican Journal
Magazine one year

and McCall s

OFFICE PAYS.

$2.10, paid in advance.
Subscriptions

be

new or

call

at

this office

Ring, fitted

and Red

lead, which

is

MONDAYS

AND

No. 24 Medium Hard

TL'KSi

FRANK A. NYE

renewal

may

or

Undertaker and Licensed

50c. per Dozen.
Tip

44 Souths Main Street Wintemort, V

each for

Embalner.

with

specially prepared

SEARSPORT, and

C0UNv

60 MAIt ST

Tleephone connections
All calls

No. 3 Hard

at bot j
answered prompt 1"

No. 4 Extra Hard for Bookkeepers
CCNCEIED TO EE THE FINEST PENCIL MADE FOR GENERAL USE

EAGLE

PENCIL

COMPANY
100

g

NEW YORK

377 BROADWAY

big

pag,

SEARSPORT, MAM

Only because of a very special arrangement with the publishers of Met ALL'S

MAC AZIN L can we give you the benefit »>f
tli is money-saving club offer. Met'ALL'S
is the Fashion Authority anil Housekeeping Helper of more women than auy other
magazine in the world.
Come in or write to see a sample copy.
All Hie latest styles ami fancy work
every month ; also delightful stories and
articles, besides regular departments in
cooking, home dressmaking and housekeeping that lighten housework and save
money. Loved by women everywhere.

ESTABLISHED 1829.

Land Surveying,
Valuation of iimcrlar

Topographic and
Hydrographic

Don’t Miss This Offer
kT
Each

TreeTm^calT pattern”

for

1915

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
S

past. It has
been and will be a home paper in the fullest acceptance fo
the term. It is the work of home people and devoted

11 Will

continue the

policy

it has followed in the

to home interests.

I

OUR CLUBBING OFFERS,
The Journal and Farm and Home,
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine,
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine,
The publications included in our clubbing offer

$2.00
2.10
2.25

may be sent to different addresses.

Terms: One year,
three months, 50 cents.

Subscription

$2.00; six months, $1.00;

subscription now.
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Belfast, Maine.
Send in your

m==s=========^=================ii
*

FOR SALE

A

subscriber for this Great “Family Har-

^^k f.'ain" m?y choose from her first copy of
McCall S received, one of the cele^Qk
^Bk brated McCall Dress Patterns, t REE,
^^k lvalue 15c> bv sending a postal card
request direct to Th.- McCall
^^k Co.. New York. givingNum* _^Br
ber and S'se desired,

The Journal

uru.-'

General Engineering /ork
lyrll

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

£

strengthens the Cabinet it will be Ion
before Americans forgive the man wt °
sulked and ran away when honor ar
patriotism should have kept him at h s
post..

do not relieve you, see a physician,
because no other home remedy wilL
Bold only by us, 10 cents.
City Drug Store.'

I

ized

■

Carton.

and contains the very finest

No. 2 Medium

l

Our Advice Is:

]

the first Tuesday of April, A. i
the sixteenth day of April, 191.,.

on

CORONER FOR WAUO

The Mikado is a

No. 1 Soft

tion.
He deliberately does all that lies in hi
power to create a- prejudice against th e
note to be sent to Germany today, a not
whose contents are still unknown to th
public. His remarkably tender sense o
duty makes him forget that he owes a
duty to the United States.
Instead, and here is the injury that h B
a semblance of d
can do by creating
vided counsels in the Cabinet, where h e
stands alone, he gives aid and comfort t 0
the opponents in Germany and here c
the firm assertion of the rights of Amei
icans upon the seas. Germany.not know
ing him as his countrymen do, may t
encouraged in the illusion that a majo:
ity of Americans will not hold up tk e
hands of Woodrow Wilson to every issui

When you feel out of sorts from constipation, let us say that if

m

Pittsfield National Bank, a corp
by the laws of the United
Free Medical Book—in celehaving iis office and place of bus;i
field, in the County of Somerset
bration of sixty years we have
Maine, against James O. Clifford ai
published a revised edition of Clifford, each of Unity, in the County
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all j and State of Maine, fur $165 30,
age, and $15 87, co6ts of sun, ami w
diseases, giving in minute detail
at public auction at the postoffice
and
treatment
care
of ;
the
Junction at Burnham, in the
the sick with
Humphreys’ to the highest bidder, on the County
first
Remedies.
1915, at nine o’clock in the totem
No.
Price j lowing described real estate and all
FOR
title and interest that the said Mr,.,
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.25
ford and James O Clifford have in
*».'
2 Worm*. Worm Fever.
of
Infants.2
and
Wakefulness
3 Colic, Crying
same, and that the said Minnie M.

ACCURATELY GRADED IN FIVE DEGREES

Stay.”

Germany could make no greater erro:
Though Mr. Bryan’s resignatic

l

Sale

bRYAN’S RESIGNATION.
as

lift
R

,i

Estate,

Write

For Sale at Your Dealer 5c. each

commander.
A healthy

r^B
■§<

i The

Hexagon Shape Highly Polished

[New York Sun. |
prize was
Dexter Belgard, the second to Walter
In almost any other circumstances thi
Stevens. The class sustained the high country would have lejoiced to hear tiia
excellence always shown, the judges Mr. Bryan had given up a place fo r
explaining that the prizes were awarded which his fantastic unfitness has loni
only after careful consideration of been but too apparent. He has chose
points. The church was beautifully to make his leaving as unpleasant as hi
decorated in the class colors by I. P. staying.
He deserts the President at
Griffies, who has so Kindly aided the stu- moment of grave international complies
dents

'—

best Erasive Rubber.

Mava Blanchard; reading, “Why People
Go to Church,” Eva Nickless; dialogue,
“The County Paper”; essay, “What
Makes an Automobile Go,” Frank Nick'
less; reading, “Clair Waning:” reading,
Nellie’s Prayer,” Freeman Elkins
essay, “Why Whispering Should Not be
Allowed in School,” Mava Blanchard
dialogue, “Oh, You Teacher;” reading.
Elwood Waning; essay, “What Make!
the Ocean Salt?” Annie Walton; dia
logue, “Two Gossipers,” Miss Gigge;
and Walton; reading, “Why I Like the
Second Table Best,” John Hamlin; essay
“Why We Should Go to School,” Clay
ton Webb; reading, Norman Bridges
poem, “The Day is Done,” Grade V
dialogue, “The Lost Dog;” recitation
“Good Night,” Wendall Blanchard.

“Leaving Unpleasant

H«f
Hcf

pj^
Vegetable
Compound.

“Mikado” Pencil No. 174

Packed One Dozen in an attractive

awarded by the judges to

were

MBATNnK;

I

ing address, Clayton Webb; recitation,
Warren Bridges; recitation, Perley Nickless; poem, "Nobility,” Grades VII and
School

|

OF THE

gave an interesting entertainment at the school house, Saturday evening, June 5th. Much credit is due the
teacher for the following program: Open-

“A

"I

HOW WOMEN
AVOID

The 23d annual encampment of the
Maine Division, Sons of Veterans, opened in City Hall Bangor, Wednesday
June 9th, also the 24th encampment of
Maine Division, Sons of Veterans Auxiliary, with nearly 600 members present.
Division Commander, W. O. Cobb of
Gardiner, reported 47 camps in good
standing, a gain of six camps in the past
A reception
year, with 1,962 members.
By Taking Lydia E.
and ball was held in City Hall at night.
ham’s
The meetings closed iate Thursday afternoon, June 10th. It was decided to
■
hold the 1916 meeting in Auburn, next
June. Officers of the Ladies’ Auxiliary
Jj
■
were elected as follows: Miss Ida Rokes,
Cleveland, Ohio—“My 1F,f,
me
so
for
I
several
Rockland, division president; Ethel pained
..ar,
Toward, Waterville, vice president; diexpe.le ,
vision council, Mrs. Marion Cobb, Gardiundergo an
ner; Nina Cook, Belfast; Annie Rokes,
tion, but th.
Warren; Grace Webster.Portland, treasbottle I
urer; Alice McGlauflin, Portland, chaplain; Lugardie Kingsbury, Bangor, inVegetabi,
structor; Auwelda Bowker, Rockland, I
Hp J
pound relic-,..4
and I officer; Rose Kelley, Oakland, patthe pains in
riotic instructor; Mabel Beaton, Rock■
and 1
land, secretary; Edith Wallace, chief of
continue! ih ^^B]
use until I i*,.®
staff, Portland; Mary Fletcher, Augusta;
Hi
E. K. Gould, Rockland, judge advocate.
regular and h, ^B
The Maine division, Sons of Veterans,
from pains, j
^
elected the following officers: Olin P.
asked severai £
H,
Ayer, Auburn, commander; John C. tors if there was
®
;
anything
Howes of Augusta, senior vice comtake to help me and they said
■
mander; W. E. Southard of Bangor,
H
junior vice commander; E. K. Gould of | was nothing that they knew f
Rockland, secretary and treasurer. W. ! thankful for such a good medicir;. ,5 1
O. Cobb of Gardiner, the retiring comj will always give it the highest p :,. ", ft
mander, was elected chairman of the —Mrs. C. H. Griffith, 156b r,,nitl,
Division council.
B
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Pa. —“I suffered fr-,m
Hanover,
»
WEDDING BELLS.
male trouble and the pains v.. re
ft
I
Young-Knowles.
Host of friends at times that I could not sit die,
doctor advised a severe oper:m,i:l
are extending congratulations to Mr. and
■
Mrs. Ashley D. Young, whose marriage my husband got me Lydia F. 1
I
took place Sunday morning, June 6th, at Vegetable Compound and I,
B
9 o’clock at the home of Rev. and Mrs.
fl
great relief in a short time.
T. P. Humphrey in Hampden Highlands. like a new
B
person and can <■
The single ring service was impressively
work and not mind it.
What",
used. Mrs. Young, formerly Miss Zelma day’s
and happiness it is to be well oi
H
._
Mae Knowles, only daughter of Mrs.
1 am always ready and willing
R
Alma F.
(
Knowles, was daintily and a
\ r",' R
good word for the Compound
prettily attired in white and pale blue
R
and carried a large bouquet of white i Ada Wilt, 303 Walnut St., H.:
carnations, while Miss Margaret Brown,
If there are any complication*
T..a ■
the maid of honor, carried a mixed bou- do not understand
■
write t >
of
choice
Parker
of
flowers.
Carle
quet
I’inkliani Medicine Co. (coniid
m

■

teacher,

Graduation at Thomaston.

ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT S. OF V. AND I
AUXILIARY.

The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is

A

12-room

boarding and

lorig

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
In their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
It Is “worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. EOc. large box, or by mail.
The Paxton Toilet Co.. Boston, Mass.
a-bang
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything tc
sell drop me
posta card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. cOOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Struts. Belfast,
Be

con

'3

new

NOTICE
Guaranteed work In Chiropody.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

'i

and up-to-date. Tl
is the best in the city, within thre*
walk of postoffice, railroad station i
ries. This is a bargain. Come earl;:
it over and get price.
For terms enquire at 6 Miiler strM. R. Knowlton’s real estate office!
3w9
block. Main street.

everything

1

nq and Shampooing. Also Facl.Vv
Full line ct all kinds of Hair Worst
parlors over Shiro’s Store, Phoenix *
MISS EVIE HO E>

32tt

Orders Soliciltl
For

fitted stove

wood,|building'

gravel, andja small quantity
lumber.

si sol

of he wool

GILES G. ABBO

Lincolnville A

Tel 137-a
26tf

Freedom Noth
tjjP*J

I hereby notify all persons that I
* Abno bills contracted by my son, JACK
NER, after this date.
Searsport. Maine, June 7. 191b.
THOMAS L. WA«-R
3w23

w

V ■

AVAv
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^County Correspondence.
MOHlViLJ.fi.
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F. Bean.

is improvingand
J Bean’s condition
„.;,ier»d out of danger.
is the guest
Penney of Freedom

\

W. B. Jaquith.

Mrs.

Jackson and children
W. Jaquith’s June 6th.
Morseis caring for Mrs. B. C.
Lauren

v rs.

P.

at

-v

ai,.;0

Center, who has

s

a

Fphraim Thompson
relatives

son.

young
and

here the

family
week.

past

WilliB Crosby of Vassalboro
of Mr. and Mrs. J. J.

Mrs.

guests

,,v

I'ifioeil.

Charles Bagley and Arthur
were at G. A, Gordon's

Mrs

ndike,

e

Thompson of South oiontville
for
r,j the Waldo County Hospital

1

LAMS ON ^HUBBARDl

APPLETON.

Thompson of Knox is visiting
H ,rtcnse

_I

Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Wentworth, Elmer
Sprague and Bernard Pitman took an auto ride
Memorial Day to Togus, where they attended

D. P. PALMER

the services at the National Home.

_!_

Rev. L. F. Cook, pastor of the Baptist
church extended an invitation to Golden Rod
Rebekah lodge and Appleton I. O. O. F. lodge
to attend services at his church, Sunday, May
30th. I^arge delegations from both lodges responded, and listened to a fine sermon. Mr.
Cook and his estimable wife are making many
friends in the parish and among our people.
Appropriate music was given by the W’adsworth sisters and Frank Meservey, with Bernard A. Pitman as organist.

s

Page.

The G. A. R. Post had a Sunday, May 24th,
service at Union church, with a sermon by Mr.
j
n, and Mr. and Mrs.
Burleigh , Elbridge Davis, who gave utterance to his
in his usual
1 views
energetic and forcible
ok land, were Sunday guests of
manner.
Mr. Davis is a ready speaker and it
D. C, Cain.
is needless to say his remarks were along
.rounds has sold his farm to his
patriotic lines. Music was by the Memorial
yr;, Belle Wentworth, who will move J Day
quartet. W’e think this meeting was not
His mother and aunt, Emily
very well advertised, as the attendance was
to
live.
Morrill
to
to
are
go
small and but three veterans were present
ir Bean has been suffering severeOf course there are but few of the “Boys in
Dr. Pearson 1 Blue’’ left to attend these Memorial services,
an abscess in her throat.
-.er and called Dr. Tapley of Belfast
and many are living a long distance from the
on it May 29th and she was someplace of meeting.
: rfranklin

..

Sherer, Mr. and Mrs.

abscess

another

Since then

Hved.

...

...

opposite side of her throat
sick at the present time.
>enior class of Brooks High school
atic entertainment at Grange hall
,v evening, June 2nd, “The Fruits of
ed

v

accompanied

orchestra

Lane’s

to have been

mere was

a

dance but

insufficient notice the audience
Those present sail it was the best

f
x-.

of Boston is in town for

eed

been organized and prom-

Club has

_•

popular through

very

few

a

the

summer

Fsonibs.
H. Kelley, who has been at the

im

Hospital,

General

is very much

ic;' '-'ed,

Kt£c

Clifford Stevens has returned to Chicago,
where he is employed by Swift & Co.

111.,

and family of Frankfort spent
May 30th at the home of his mother, Mrs.
Clara Morton.
Wilbert Morton

Fred

Harold Morton, accompanied by his mother,
Mis. Everett Morton, went to Unity recently.
Mrs. John Larrabee returned with them.

drs

and

and

Alton Lockhart

Y.,

N

son

expected this

are

Jack

week,

be the

guests of Rev. and Mrs. A.
Lockhart is called back
school at Columbia College,

until Mr.
-i.G.

r

instructor in

chemistry.

EdwTin Morton of Waterville,
accompanied by Mr. Morton’s sister, Mrs. Loweli Zwicker of ThorndiKe, and her little children, spentj May 31st at the home of their
parents, Mr, and Mrs. Everett Morton.
Mrs.

Mrs. Mahlon Hatch spent one week at the
home of her brother, Harrison Morton, in Unity
at the time of his liitle son Everett’s serious
illness.
Since Mrs. Hatch’s return home she
has been suffering from a severe attack of
rheumatism.

vent of commencement week for

the High school was the
ye address given Sunday evening,
Rev. A. J. Lockhart. The graduate took place at Union Hall,Friday,

KNOX.

of

es

Monday, June 14th, the gradubanquet in the M. E. vestry
School Club of the Epworth

ami

vi-n a

Blake of
-■T

ens

farm.

Mrs.

Edward

Clark and son Thomas of Bethel,
Mr, and Mrs. L. C. Dow recently.
I. M. Cunningham visited Mrs.
m’s moiher, Mrs. John Sprague, in

Mrs.

June 6th.

•-

Killman,

y

with

his

mother, Mrs.

man, left tor his home in LiverJune 3d.

a;is

Mrs.

Mrs. F. L. Ward attended the Odd
Rebekah Memorial exercises in
in ter port June 6th.
K
Mrs. Warren Benson, accompanied
laughter, Mrs. Lindley Dickey, have
^r- Hickey in Bethel, Vermont.
i

Mrs.

attended the fuservices of Mrs. Elden Emerson of
Sympathy is extended to Mr.
•on •il his
bereavement.

is the

guest

of

relatives.

Harry Higgins

Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn attended a very
pleasant and social meeting of Happy Valley
Chapter, O. E. S., in Brooks, June 2nd.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Taylor and Master
Donald of Washington, D. C., have arrived to
spend the summer with Mrs. Taylor’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leonard.

James Cole and son Austin of
Mrs. W. P. Wentworth,
Mrs. Maude Boulter, Mr. and Mrs B. L. Aborn
were Sunday callers at the Cross farm.
Mr. and Mrs.

Thorndike, Mr. and

Several from here attended Pomona Grange
The day was perLincolnville, June 1st
fect, travelling good, and everybody enjoyed
the splendid address of our Worthy State
Master, C. S. Stetson.
in

LINCOLN VILLE.
Carrie Hall returned Thursday from
Rockland.
Mrs.

Young returned Tuesday from
Northport.
There will be a dance Thursday evening,
Miss Laura

OAK

Mary Bowen
family.

J

a

HILL, (Swanvilie.)
has

employment

in

F. O.

wis of

Oxford, Mass., is visiting
Cunningham.

on

her

■Os Kmma

Oamm
f*

r

home from
the summer vacation,
is

at

Hebron

Prenle and niece of Enfield were
Or. Preble’s sister, Mrs. A. W.
-me 5th and 6th.

j

|

Mrs. L. 0. Hanley and Mr. and
f South Thomaston were Suuday
Mrs. Hanley’s mother, Mrs. W. F.

|
M»V- ;

visit in

June

Ur‘

rt

if

oil

her,

I

>

ii,

s

who has been very

returned borne,

BURN HAM.

/’hn

is

Hhic-r.

visiting

in

Fairfield with his

^

Vera Conant has been the guest for
Vet“l days of Mrs. Clarence McAllister.

J

AMce Dickey has gone
has employment.

to

I.

V. Miller returned Thursday from Belfast,
bought a Maxwell car.

where he

Robert Russ of Belfast were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Russ.
Fred Lermond and wife of Camden were
gtyests oi Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lermond last
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Sunday.
Dr. and Mrs. T. H. Stevens of Boothbay
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevens

Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Heal of Belfast and Mr.
and Mrs. P. G. Hurd of Northport visited in
town

Sunday.

EAST

SEARSMONT.

'Kechnie.
at

^

and Mrs. Earle Nealley of Monroe
Nealley’s June 6th.

Mr.

were

Mrs. C. B. Jewett visited her cousin, Mrs.
Ida Littlefield, in Hampden, June 1st.

M. A.

Haley

and

R. L. Clement and

son

Frank

S-

Many
People
'w

Mrs. Sarah

In This Town

really enjoyed a meal until
advised them to take a

we

and after each meal.

“y Js—25c
a box.

City Drug Stor*.

Sold only,
I

Northport

Mr. and Mrs. Willard Whitney of Newport
recent visitors at the home of C. O.

were

her son, Arad Mahoney.

Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Wilband and Mr. 'and
Mrs. Allen motored from West Kennebunk,
May 80th and were the guests of Mr, and Mrs.
Ansel Lothrop.

just as sensible for the Government to soak the Metropolitan Opera
Sembnch,
sical instrument importation, based on
her contract requirements, as to enforce
this ruling; or to assess Harry Lauder
a

duty

on

for his Scotch burr
the
to

as

mu-

a

A reproduction of

nightingale's lament must now add
the Treasury revenues an amount
the expenditures required to put salt
the tail of the bird and inducing her

to lament at

so much per.
It is all very ridiculous to the layman,
but to Secretary McAdoo anything that

will

help out

the miserable financial situation into which the hodge-podge Demo-

cratic tariff law has
comed.

SMITHTON, (Freedom.)

All is

revenue net

Mrs. Bertha Knowlton went to Brooks Saturday for a few days’ visit.

at-

vicinity
annual meeting of the Winterport
Farmers’ Union at the Grange hall, Cole’s

tended the

plunged

the United

Mrs. Eliza

Jacquith,

Penney is visiting

her

sister.

Montvilie.

fish that comes to

these

his

days.

CONSTIPATION CAUSES

MOST

ILLS

Accumulated waste in your thirty feet of
bowels causes absorption of poisons, tends to

Mrs.

Mrs. Glenice Littlefield Arey of Thorndike
spent several days recently with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Littlefield, and expected

Mrs. Ralph Overlock visited Mr. and i produce fevers, upsets digestion. You belch
gas, feel stuffy, irritable, almost cranky.
It
Mrs. Eugene Adams June 6th.
isn’t you—it’s your condition. Eliminate this
Mrs. Emma Busher was called to Benton
poisonous waste by taking one or two Dr.
May 30th by the death of Mrs. Charles Buzzeil,
New Life Pills tonight. Enjoy a full,
who died at the Sister’s hospital in Waterville King’s
free bowel movement in the morning—you feel
May 29th. Mrs. Buzzeil was formerly Leona so
grateful. Get an original bottle, containing
Russell and lived for nine years with Mr and
36 pills, from your Druggist today for 25c.
Mrs. Busher. She had many friends in this
place who will be grieved to hear of her pass- MAINE CROP REPORT
JUNE 8, 1915.

housekeeping immediately

upon her

Thorndike
SWANVILLE.

Mrs.

Sarah Crockett is gaining.

Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips went to Unity Saturday to spend stveral days.
Emery Cunningham, a student at BucksDort spent the week-end at home.
Chase of Waldo was
guest of his uncle, Mr. H. M. Chase.
Mr. Woodman

a

recent

S. will meet with Mrs. A. T. NickThursday afternoon, June 17th.

The L. A.
erson

in

Mr. and

J

J

ing

away.

HALLDALE.
Mrs.

V. B. Ells is visiting Mrs. Ethel Thomp-

son.

Rev. D. Brackett of Belfast
McCorison’s May 31st.

was a

guest at

Mrs. Myra Bryant of Freedom is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Edith Vose.

W. Nickerson and Leon Merrithew attended the K. of P, Memorial services
in Searsport June 6th.

her

Mrs. Flora M. Holt of Princeton, Mass., has
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Mary F.
Nickerson, leaving Wednescay en route for
Bradford to visit relatives.

Mrs. Rose Wilson of Lisbon Falls was at
Mrs. M. W. White's for a short stay last week.

Messrs.

J.

been

Dr. Laura Preble and her niece, Miss Bernice
Damm of Enfield, were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Damm. They made the
trip in Dr. Preble’s Ford runabout.
Mr. and Mrs. C K, Nickerson, who have
been living with their daughter, Mrs. A. T.
Nickerson, recently bought the Fred Smart
place and have moved there.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
Mrs.
gor

Charles Hustus is in

a

hospital

at

Ban-

for surgical treatment.

Mrs.
same

Hannah Morrill has remained about the
the past few weeks.

for

Mrs.

Elbridge

Lewis of

Oxford, Mass.,

is

visiting her mother, Mrs, Emma Cunningham.
Mrs. E. B. Fleet and daughter of
Lynn.
Mass., are guests of her father, Mr. Otis Patterson.

Mrs. David Moody, who had been in Searsport for a week with her daughter, Mrs. E. E.
Clements, returned home Sunday.
The grouad froze and ice formed as thick as
window glass June 3d and 4tfc, doing a great
deal of damage to crops and blossoms.

Charles Grant in
Frankfort, The guests of honor were Mr. and
Mrs. James Knowlton of this
town, parents of
Mrs. Grant, and the occasion was the 67th anniversary of their wedding day. Their many
friends wish them many happy returns of the

Mr. Felkeris
painting his house and W. D.
Harriman is helping do the work.

Several from this place attended
the funeral
of Mrs. Elden Emerson la
Frankfort, June Sd.
Mr*. Ed. Clifford and
daughter Grace of
Stockton Springe were
week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Gerry

Herding.

many of its

Buying Booze in
League Forming.

Young Men

u

At

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Miles of Portland visited
Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Vose last week.

CONCERNING

SOME RECORD HENS.

To the Editor of The Journal: In your isof May 27th, page 6, you have a paragraph
captioned “World’s Record Hen,” quoted from
some source, and speaking of the English record of 300 eggs a year as 18 more than previously recorded. May I suggest that this is an
error? One of our experiment stations, in Oregon, I think, has exploited a trapnested champion 303 egg hen,'while R.Sanborn of Attleboro,
Mass., claims a 309 egg Rhode Island Red (trap
nested) and Wm. T. Sahler & Son of Harlingen, N* J., also claim a 309 egg Sicilian Buttercup, trapnested; not to speak of a “secondbest,” 302 egg hen. As Mr. Sahler is posted
as a “Rev.” we will not make him hold up his
right hand on these two records. The “world’s
record” would seem io be 309 eggs in the 12
months.
By the way it remains for a Maine man
(Dexter, Maine), I think, to claim that he set 13
eggs and got 18 chicks. Now! Now! It looks
like a world record and traveled out in the pasue

pers to this Exposition State. (The hen was
either not so isolated as he thought, and other

hens laid after setting, or she laid, as they
often do, after being 6et. Twins from double
yolks would be deformed some way.) Anyway
it is a good story, nearly as good as that of the
hens which were fed sawdust by mistake for
dry mash and when their eggs were hatched
out 12 had wooden legs and one was a woodpecker. It is due myself to say that 1 do not
vouch for either the record hens—nor the
woodpecker, though a man told me personally
once that he had just made a new kind of incubator “out of bis own head.” No one doubted it, as there was plenty of timber.
Yours very truly,
Robert G. Harbutt.
Kenwood, Calif., June 1, 1916.
A MEDICINE

CHEST FOR 26c

In this chest you have an excellent remedy
for Toothache, Bruises, Sprains, Stiff Neck,
Backache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism and for
most emergencies. One 26c. bottle of Sloan's
Liniment does it all—this because these ailments are symptoms, not diseases, and are
caused by congestion and inflammation. If you
doubt, ask those who use Sloan's Liniment, or
better still, buy a 26c bottle and prove it. All

druggists.
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When your children “get on your
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by causing a copy of this
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noon, and slio« cause,
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JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
s

true copy. Attest:
artht r w.

Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
Belfast, within and
for the lonnty of
Waldo, on the 8ih day1 of
June, A. 1). 1916

nerves,”

not with the children.
You find yourself scolding them when
you should be reasoning with them and
if you are wise you will realize that your
nervous system needs attention.
You observe, doubtless, that you wake
up in the morning unrefreshed by your
night's sleep, that you often feel better
at night than you do in the morning.
You realize that you are getting irritable,
things worry you that didn't formerly
and you have headaches more frequently
than you used to.
Let this condition go on nncorrected
and you invite a nervous breakdown.
The proper treatment is to take more
rest, stop worrying and build tip your
blood and nerves with Dr. Williams’

PRENTISS of Bangor, Maine, admin.
istrstor ne boi is non. with the will a nexeu, O" th,. estaie of Ellen P. Kmthingh nil. late
ol Belfast, in said County of
Waldo, deceased
hayuig presented a petition praying fora license
to sell and convey certain real
estate, heiongitig
to said deceased’s estate and described
in'said
petition and for lhe purposes therein set forth.

HEMiY

Ordered, That ttie said petitioner gives notice to
all persons interested by causing a
cony of this
aider to be published three weeks
successively in
lhe Republtcan Journal, a
newspaper pubh-hed
at Belfast, tli.tt
they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at relfast,.wiUiiii and tor said
County, on tlie 13th day ol July. A. 1). lirifi.
a_t ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
ii any they have, why Hie prayer >f said
petitioner should not be granted.
A true copy.

JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Attest:

_AKTiit

u

w.

Leonard, Register.

At a Probate Court, belli at Belfast, ivttotti
and
for the
of Waldo, on Hie sth
day of

Coomy^

P.
pLIFFORH
\J heir at law of

NICHOLS of Dlxlield. Maine
IVleg h. Nichols, late of Searsport, ill said County ot Waldo, deceased having
a
presented
petition praying that George IT.
.Merrill ot Searsport may be appointed administrator de bonis non ol toe estate of said
Peleg
It. Nlcliols, late of Searspoit, in said

i’ountv

deceased.;
Ordered, That tlie said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a
copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively
in Tlie Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Beltast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within ami for said
County, on the istn day of July. a. i>. 1916,

at ten of tlie clock bet ore noon, and show,
cause, if any they have, why t.ie prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, judge.
A true copy. Attest:
AHTHI 11 W. Leonard, Register.

PROBATE NOTICES.
Belfast, within and
the second Tues-

i
1

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, «m t he >econd Tuesday of June, a. 1). 1916.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the las'
/i will and testament oi John W. l»avis, late
of Northport, in said County »t Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
At a

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons ;
by causing a copy of this order to be j
published three weeks successively in The ReJoin
mil, published at Bellast, that they
publican

Lvdi.iC. Carver, hue

should not be granted
JAM Ex LIBBY, Judge.
K
copy. Attest:
Arthtr W. Leonard. Register.
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Probate Court, held at Belfast, within aim
lor the County of Waluo, on the second l ues
day of June, A. I>. 1916.
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the las;

M.

h!l^’r»UV‘

(„urt.

A true

Unitarian Minuter, Lincolnville.
P* S. So many of our fellows
spend
their money in Camden we
are compelled ^
to act in the matter.

At a

Waldo, deceased

thal Daniel
Brat,nK
8“mlnl,,ra or °<

petitioner

war is

may appear at a Probate < ourt.to he held at Belfast, within ami for said ( ounty, on the second
of July next, at ten ot
die clock
beiore noon, and snow cause if any they have,
should not be proved, aj proved
the
same
why
and allowed.
JAMKS LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ain Hi R W. 1
<>> ai i). Legisit i.

«bV3

day of July. a. 1).
lulV?i".ny' 0 ,ou, ,1,e 13;bbel"1*'
noon, and show
Vf'r,1,
,,he,c]ock
any they
have, why the 1waver ol said

are'being

Tuesday

within

cause
cause, if

is now on the stocks in
Camden
Petitions in the form of
pledges
circulated among the citizens
and manv
are
subscribing thereto, many who as
voters constitute some of the best
timber
in the town,good old
spruce.clear pine and
American oak.
General notice of the
undertaking is here given, and to all
who have backbones as well as
hearts
and brains request is made to line
up- for

4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Ada A. Hutchins,
late of Freedom, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered. That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a copy of this order to lu
published three weeks successively in The lie
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County.on the second
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock
before noon, ami show cause, if any they have
why the same should not bo proven, approved
and allowed.
JAMKS LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur W. 1 oNAHD, Register.
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U^Th^K^n.SIlHin116?
thre? weeks successively
Republican Journal,
nuh-

* an
Anti-Liquor League which
launchedbefore the summer is end-

At ix Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo
day of June, A. 1). It 16

-

P^'tloner pve notice to
Interesteda1’!'1
by causing a coov of thin

an
all persons
uersons

(Through

declared.
Yours for God and
hnmnnity,
H. S. Baker,
XT
..
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est55?eofI^ald*deeeased!ed

1

ed,

at
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b|)encer matdheSet,tliOIJ

Rockland
this
ttme ) The current issue escapes
of the Camden Herald contains this
interesting
s communication:
u

Probate Court held

a

lerport, in said

miracle

will be

^

M

E<::;sis:;sr
County
bar'-

Camden-Anti-Liquor

Dear Mr. Editor:-

--rj-jj-rj-.

SLHl°ffSSl

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.]
Lincolnville folks are up in arms because so many of their
young men are
buying booze in Camden.
some

— —

At
are

interested

Corner June 7th.

to go to
return to

so

would be

States Treasury will be seriously wel-

the home of
his brother, A. G. Larby, recently on a brief
business visit.

son Harry of East
J. F. Shut, of Bangor visited
relatives here
recently, guests of several
days last week.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Piper and Mrs. Albert
Marriner of Belfast were in town recently
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Marriner.

F.

at

of the farmers in this

industry, but the arch-protectionist never existed who would justify
a well nigh prohibitive
duty on song. It

on

W. V. Thompson, who was working in Knox,
was obliged to come home, as he has a
very
bad abscess on his hand.

was

is

American

on

Mrs. Walter Bickford visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Hopkins in Monroe
June 6th.
of Perham

the disks made from the master record.
“Canned music,” as it is popularly

Mrs. Val Ells is Estopping with Mrs. Thomas
Thompson for u while.
E.

Mr. and

Larby

Will the dealers in these records pay
Just for a minute, and then
they will add it to the selling price of

White the past week,

Whitney.

and

in town

Diantha Steverson, who has been sick,
gaining slowly.
Sewall Staples has been working for Newell

Banton went to Waterville recently
for treatment on his ear.

Ed.

Plancon as

the tax?

Company

Mrs.

is

his barn.

PROSPECT FERRY.

'Mahoney

were

summer.

Mr. and Mrs. George Miles visited at W. M.
Vo3e’s June 6th.

Putnam in raising

Ernest Mahoney of Boston was in town reHunter of Fairfield, who came for a cently looking after his interests here.
L. Goodwin’s, had the misfortune to
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Donnell spent May 30th day.
walking out of doors and break her in Appleton, guests of their relatives Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Grant.

for the

NORTH MONTVILLE.

in Mon-

were

of her

Wyman Warren and little daughter
Mansfield, Mass., are visiting Mr. and
Mrs. D. C. Warren at Point Comfort.

were guests of Mr,
Dixmont, June 6th.

June 3d to assist F. H.

that

Unity girl herself.

Mrs.

Mrs. C. W. Nealley has been ill for the past
week with a severe attack of acute indiges-

roe

especially
was a

Doris of

family

and Mrs. Fred Bean in

company, and
for she

Ryder’s Cove

hostess for

was

is

West Somerville, Mass., have arrived at

of

the Ladies'
Club Wednesday afternoon, June 2nd.
Julia White

Pol

Because

the poor man’s music. The !
NORTH ISLbSBORO,
in
opera
phonograph has done more than Pink Pills. You will soon find that you
Mrs. Jason Greenlaw left June 5th to spend
all other things combined to bring the
sleep better and are more refreshed by it,
the summer at her home in Deer Isle.
public to an appreciation of the world’s that your appetite and digestion improve,
headaches are less frequent and that litMiss Lena Rose attended the Commence- great harmonies. The rich man swathes
do not annoy you as they did.
tle
ment exercises at the University of Maine.
himself in a dress suit and conventional- Youthings
can begin the treatment today for
Mrs. J. B. Dunlap and children and Miss ity and attends the opera. The workingyour own druggist sella Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills.
Agnes Cowan arrived June 4th for the sum* man loads his pipe, cranks up his phonoThe Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenmer.
graph, leans back in his chair and listens
ectady, N. Y., will send free on request
Mrs. Charles Williams and daughter have to a pretty good imitation for which he
two helpful books, “Nervous Disorders,
returned from Roxbury, Mass, where they 1 will now
A Method of Home Treatment,” and
pay considerably more, if this
spent the winter.
"What to Eat and How to Eat.”
Mrs. M. C. Niles and daughter, Miss Mary, I
Republicans believe in protection to

callers at C. W.

Mrs

Mrs. Higgins

called,

(Winterport.)

The families of V. A. Woodbridge and BurMrs. Horace Marden, who was called here
leigh Ordway have moved from Searsmont to by the illness of her father, Mr.
Joshua Littlethe Woodbridge farm.
field, has returned home as he is up and able to
Mrs. Carrie Hall, Miss Georgia Hall, Messrs be out of doors now.
S. A. Nutt and A. G. Mahoney enjoyed an auto
There was a family gathering June 6th at
ride to Togus last Sunday.
the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Mrs. Clyde Allen visited over Sunairfield, guests at the home of O. B.

‘rs

WHITE’S CORNER

afternoon.

Unity friends,

Seventy of them

Camden,

Mr. and Mrs. John Dailey of Camden visited
at E. T. Churchill's Sunday.

and
L

exercises.
from Belfast.

where she

last

ill
gaining slowly, and Mrs.
f ^earsnort, who has been

ns,

1

17th at Thomas’ Hall.

Miss

ebb was in Brooks and Thorndike
■''the first of the week.

their

County Veteran association met
The day was fine, and one of

to the

Althea Warren of Lowell, Mass., is
at her brother’s, Willis Richardson’s.

from this town

:vVtr*l*

Bangor

of Waterville
guests of relatives in town.

recent

visiting

h

1

of

Shibles and other

Mr. and

Sandypoint is visiting

Mrs. C. H, Gray spent June 6th at
Me at Swan Lake.

t

Ophelia Rich

Mrs. Lulu Higgins visited her parents, Mr.
and Mrs, F. O. Kenney, Sunday afternoon.

Dockham.

Me

3d.

the most successful and enjoyable meetings
ever held passed too
quickly away. Seventy
veterans were present, several of them past
four score years. More than two hundred
took dinner at the Grange hall, and in the afternoon the church was “packed” with people

Several

John Emerson has bought the Will Stev-

Mr.

were

PROSPEC T.

lne Waldo

Higgins, Saturday

unable to get out among her friends and when
they come to see her she fully appreciates

pair of moose, a bull and cow moose, were tion.
seen recently in the pasture owned by Weston
Mrs. Russell Nealley of Roxbury, Mass.,
Jewett. They were feeding with the cows
i owned by Charles Page and came down near spent several days recently with Mrs. C. W.
Nealley.
the buildings with them at night.
A

Mr and

Garfield Lodge, I. O. O.
th ir annual Memorial Day on
M- 6th.
State Sec’y Cutler deliverdress.

!,udge

The funeral of Mrs. Hattie Wing Smith was
held at the church May 31st, Rev. W. H. Abbott of Palermo officiating. There was a beautiful display of flowers and the singing was exceptionally fine.

on

Edwards went to Brooks last
Thursday, where she is caring for her niece,
Mrs. Roy Roberts, who has a little daughter.

WINTERPORT.

hour, time it will sprout 150 bushels. Mr.
Moulton has a large traction engine with
which he does a large part of his farm work.

Mr, Delbert Paul has rented the Frank Adfarm and Mr. Oxcon and family will move
onto the Wilber Brown place.

here June

strains of

reproduced
on the phonograph, and then chirking up
like a robin after a rainstorm upon being
Through the courtesy of Dr. H. L. Truworthy reminded that the reproduction had conMrs. Mary Cook and Miss Ruth Berry of tributed to the Treasury a material offUnity called on their cousin, Mrs. Joseph set to his economic iniquity.

sister, Mrs. Fred Smith.

came

James Tarbell is helping Wilbur Barker
his farm.

Mrs.

given here.

his

to listen

JACKSON.

the

on

very

j

ams

iuesday.

j;;

!

•Superior-

Harry Pease and Harry Gushee held a well
attended dance Wednesday night at Riverside
hall, with music by Overlock’s orchestra.

Prof. Franklin F. Phillips of Boston was the
C. B. Cushman attended the, Memorial
Day orator before David Esancy
services at the churc.i at Free- Post G. A. R. The exercises were held in
.aday.
Union church, the largest auditorium in the
and wife and Perley Nash and village, which was well filled with an audience
,:id passed June 6th with rela- that gave strict attention to the fine, scholarly address, and gave evidence of their appreciith of Montville, formerly ot ation by frequent and hearty applause. PatriFuneral services were otic selections were rendered by a quartet
.c 2Jih.
li.e interment was in Morrill
consisting of Mrs. Helen Gushee, Mrs. Martha
Keller and Messrs. Frank Meservey and G. H.
Page, with Mrs. Frank Berry as organist. Mr.
prowl and Miss Nancy Sprowl
Phillips was tho guest while in town of G. H.
n «pent a few days with Mrs.

LINCOLNVILLE is kicking

New York, Jane 9, 1915. Customs
duties on the human voice is the latest
scheme of the Classification Board at
to themrit
New York to succor a dwindling Treasury balance.
Under the ruling of the board we can
expect that the lower the bass the higher the duty, and importers of phonoFor SaleE(/
graph records who wish to reproduce
the divine notes of Caruso will find it the
part of economy to bring the great Italian tenor to America, cabin-de-luxe, and
i pay him to warble a year’s supply into
the phonograph here.
MORRILL.
THORNDIKE.
This results from a recent determinaRay Cross spent the week-end with Harry
Austin Cole has bought a new Metz Runabout tion on the
part of Secretary McAdoo’s
Wing in Jackson.
of Mr. McCorrison of Montville.
revenue ferrets to include in the market
The Ladies' Aid met Thursday, June 10th,
Miss Carrie A. Ferguson and Mrs. Richard value of the wax master disks the comwith Mrs. Emma Woodbury.
C. Higgins passed June 1st in Belfast.
pensation paid the artists or organizaHugh Simmons of Boston is at home with
Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins, accompanied tions singing or playing into the records.
his mother, Mrs. Annie Simmons, for the sum- by Miss Carrie
A. Ferguson, were Sunday These disks have heretofore
paid a duty
mer.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. H Higgins.
of 25 per cent of their market value as
Mr. and Mrs. Patterson of Belfast spent a
Mr, and Mrs. Will Hunt of Harpswell and parts of phonographs, an amount varypart of last week with their daughter, Mrs. R.B. Mr. and Mrs. Milton Hunt of Waterville were
ing from 25 cents to three or four dolSmith.
guests of their mother, Mrs. Hannah Hunt,
lars.
Inasmuch
as
Signer Caruso
Mrs. A. B. Hatch recently spent a few days June 6th.
charges $5,000 a song, and royalties, the
in Houlton visiting her friend, Miss Mildred
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Prentiss, who sold their
duty collected on a few of these disks
Wentworth.
home here in the early spring, have bought a
with this fee added, will make quite a
Mrs. Ida Ellis, who had been visiting her small farm in Augusta and shipped their housesnug sum.
daughter in Connecticut the past two weeks, h Id goods there last week.
Imagine Senator Simmons, co-author
returned last week.
Our townsman, Will Moulton, will plant 40
with Mr. Underwood of the Democratic
Mr. and Mr3. Harry Wing of Jackson were
acres of potatoes this
year. He has made a
tariff atrocity, Bobbing at the soulful
in town last week, called here by the death of
machine for taking off the sprouts, and in three

STRAW HATS

Mrs. Minnie Wentworth, who was in Portland during the winter, is now at her home
here.

rfStioeDt

--.rriving May 29th and return-

New York Letter.

AIT AI.1K) ss.—In court ot Probate, held at HelM
fast, on the Stbday of June. 1916. Walter
Say warn, executor of tlie last will ot Mary
a. sayward. late ot Thorndike, in said
County,
deeeased, having presented his first and final
account of administration of said estate for allowance.
!■

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, In The Republican Journal,
I newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
at ah persons interested mav attend at a Probale Court 10 be held at Bellas!, on the 13th
of
day
July next, and show cause, if any
they have, why tlie said account should not he
allowed.
JAMES I.IBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
A m m it w. Lkonari>. Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelfJTALDO
M
fast, on the 8th day of June. !‘J16. Ethel
E. Luce and Edith H. Mahoney, executrices of
the will of llattle Kdgeeotnb Thomas, late of
Belfast, m said I’ountv. deeeased, having presented their first and llnal account ot administration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said
County,
that all persons interested may attend .it a Probate Court, to be lie lit at Belfast, or. the 13th day
of
July next, and show cause, if any they
have, why the said account should not tie allowed.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
.Mmu u \Y. Lfon ani>. Register, j
P
•' 1 HO
conn 01 probate. held at Mcl\Y
>» fast, on ilio stli day of .1
15Hf>. Charles
It. Hill, administrator on tin cst;.to of s moiet
Pussett. lale of Winterpoit, in said Onunlv, deceased, having presented his first nce< mt of administration of said estate for adowauee.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in The Republic.;e Journal,
a newspaper published in Pel fast, m aid (
enty,
that all persons inlt tested may altei'u at
Probate Court, to be he»d at Pelfa-t.on the I3tn day
of
and
show
Inly next,
cause, if any
they
have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES I.IPPY, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest:
Alum h \V. LkonAkd. Register.

of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons |
interested by causing a copy of tins order to be
[U, S. Bureau of Crop Estimates. J
published three weeks successively in The Re
All Wheat —June 1 forecast.Dus...
98,000 publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
at a Probate Court, to be held at |
Final, 1914.bus...
81.000 may appear
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
Oats—June 1 forecast.bus. .6,860,000
11? A 1.1)0 SS— 111 Court of Probate, held at Melsecond Tuesday of July next, at ten of tlie
Final, 1914.bus...5,781,000 clock befoie noon, and show cause, if any they
fast, on ilie Hth day of June.
Charles
;
Barley—June 1 forecast.bus... 142,000 have, why tile same should not be proved, ap
R Hill, administrator on tin* estate of Judith C.
Crocker, late of \\ Intel poi t, in said County, deFinal, 1914.bus... 150,000 proved and allowed.
JAMKS LIBBY, Judge.
ceased, having presented Ids first and final ac94
Hay—Condition June 1, 1915..
A true copy. Attest:
count of administration of said estate for alCondition June 1, 7-year average.
96
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
lowance.
Pastures—Condition June 1, 1915.
93
Condition June 1,1915,10-year averOrdered, That notice thereof Ire given, three
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
94
age.
for the County ot Waldo, on the 2ml Tuesday
a newspaper published in Pelfast, in said
June
95
1915.
1,
Comity,
Cabbages—Condition
of June, A. 1). 1915.
that all uerstvis interested may attend at a ProCondition June 1, 9-year average.
94
bate Court, to be held at Pelfast, .in the 13th
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
Onions—Condition June 1, 1916.
92
will and testament of Zoway 1.. Clark, late
day “of July next, and show cause, if any they
Condition June 1, 9-year average.
91 of Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceashave, why the said account should not In* al75 ed, having been presented for probate,
lowed.
Apples—Condition June 1, 1916.
Condition June 1,10-year average...
JAMES El PPY, Judge.
90
Oidered, That notice be given to all persons inA true copy. Attest:
Pears—Condition June 1, 1915.
80
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
a
|
Condition June 1,1 -year average.
92
published three weeks successively in The ReBlackberries and raspberries—Condipublican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
\V ALPO SS.— In Court ot Probate, held at Belmay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
tion June 1, 1915.
89
▼T
fast,on the 8M1 dav of June, 1015. Charles
Bellast, within and for said County, on the secCondition June 1, 9-year average....
92
A. Levat. seller,executor of the last will ot James
ond Tuesday of July next, at ten .of the
L. Chase, late ot WaMo, in said County, deceasPRICES TO PRODUCERS.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, ap- ed, having presented his first and tiual account
Wheat—Per bushel, June I,l9i5...cts...
jf administration of said estate tor allowance.
proved and allowed.
Per bushel, June 1, 1914.cts...
100
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
Corn—Per bushel. June 1, 1915...cts...
89
A true copy. Attest:
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
Per bushel, June 1, 1914.cts...
84
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
a newspaper published in Belfast, In said County,
Oats—Per bushel, June 1, 1915....cts...
64
that all persons interested may attend at a proPer bushel, June 1, 1914.cts...
bate Court, to be held at Heltast, on the 13th day
57
At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
i»f July next, and show cause, it any they
Potatoes—Per bushel, June 1, 1915
for the County of Waldo, oil the second Tues
have, why the said account shouid not be allowday of June. a. 1), 1915.
25
.cts...
ed.
Per bushel, June 1, 1914.cts...
6U
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
K
testament
of
Harriet
will
and
late
Frost,
13 40
Hay—Per ton, June 1, 1916 ..dols...
A true copy. Attest:
Per ton, June 1, 1914.dols...
13 60 of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
been
presentedjfor
probate.
Eggs—Per dozen, June, 1, 1915.. cts...
j having
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons ITT a poss—In Court of
Per dozen, June 1, 1914.cts...
22
Probate, held at delinterested by causing a copy of this older io be
V? fast, on the 8:1. day of June, H»I5. Inez M.
published three weeks successively in The Re- Decrow,
adtninistran ix, with the will
nnexed’
at
Journal,
that
published
Belfast,
publican
they on the estate of Francis M.
Harsh physics react, weaken the bowels, will
staples, late of
at a Probate court, to be held at
Stockton Springs, in said County, deceased
lead to chronic constipation. Doan’s Regulets may appear
Belfast, within and for said County, on the ! having presented
her second and final account of
aperate easily. 25c a box at all stores.
second Tuesday of July next, at ten of tlie
administration of said estate for allowance.
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they |
same
should
the
not
be
ani
have, why
proved,
Ordered, that notice there >f be given, three
weeks successively, in II- Republican Journal
proved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
| a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County
A true copy.
Attest
that all persons interested may attend at a IToArthur W Leonard, Register.
Date Court,l to be held at Heltast,on the 13th day
>t July next, and show cause, it any
they
Tax the Women of Belfast the Same as At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and have, why the said account should not be allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
for the County of Waldo, on the second TuesElsewhere.
A true copy. Attest:
day of June. a. 1). 1915.
aiitiii u W. Leonard, Register.
P
Hard to attend to household duties
certain instrument, purporting to he a copy
will
and
testament of Theodore
of the last
u A l.l a • sn.—Hi < mill Oi
With a constantly aching back.
inhale. u.-..i at lielfast, on the 8tli dav of June, 11)15. Aniie
*t
P. Colcord. late of San Francisco, California,
A woman should not have a bad back,
II. Monroe, executrix on the estate of William
deceased, having been presented for probate.
A. Monroe, late of Belfast, in said County, deAnd she seldom would if the kidneys were
Ordered, that notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be ceased, having presented her hist and final
well.
account
oi administration ot said estate for
published three weeks successively in The ReAllowance.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are endorsed by thou- publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court,to be heldat Belsands.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
fast, within and for said County, on the second
weeks successively, in The Republican
Have been used in kidney trouble over 50 Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock
Journal,
a newspaper published in Heltast, in said Comibefore noon, and show cause, If any they have
years.
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
same should not be
the
proved, approved Probate Court, to be held at
why allowed.
Belfast, on the
Read what this Belfast woman says:
and
L3th day of July next, and show cause it any
JAMES LIBBY. Judge.
Mrs. Mary M. Smith, 54 Union street, Belthe said account should not be
they
have,
why
A true copy. Attest:
Allowed,
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
fast, says: aaI had backache and pains across
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
my loins, often so severe that it was hard for
A in ii n W. Lfonard. Register.
a Probate court field at Belfast, within and
me to do my housework.
My bladder was in- Atfor
the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
flamed and I had trouble from the kidney
June. A. 1). 1916.
lecretions. Although I was constantly using
DOLLOP# of Belfast, in said County,
son of Caroline Dolloff, late of Belfast, in
medicine, I was unable to get rid of the trouble. said County of Waldo,
deceased, having pre[ finally got Doan’s Kidney Pills at the City sented a petition praying that Benjamin H.
Mudgett of Belfast, in said County, may be apDrug Store and the benefit I had was gratify- pointed
of
the estate of said deadministrator
Clerk's Office,
*
ing. They relieved tbe pains and aches and ceased.
Belfast, June 8, 1916. (
restored my Kidneys to a normal condition.”
Ordered,That the said petitioner give notice to
Notice
is hereby gitren that the annual meetall persons interested by causing a copy of this
OVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mrs. Smith order
ing of this corporation will be held at the Court
to be published three wreelis successively
House in Belfast. WEDNESDAY, JULY 7,1915,
laid: **I still use Doan’s Kidney Pills whenever in The Republican Journal, a newspaper pubit 10 o’clock a. m., for the following
lished at Belfast, that they may appear at a Propurposes,
[ need a kidney medicine and always get irnme- bate Court, to be held at
Belfast, vvitbtn and for viz:
said County, on tlie 13th day of July, a. d.
iiate relief,”
1st—To hear and act upon the reports of the
1916, at ten of tlie clock before noon, and showf Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
Price 60c at all dealers. Don’t simply ask cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
2nd—To elect three Directors.
for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Kidney Pills petitioner should not be granted.
3rd—To act on any other business that may
JAME8 LIBBY, Judge.
-the same that Mrs. Smith had. Foster-MilA true copy. Attest:
egally come before said meeting.
ton Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
3w23
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
W. H. QUIMBY, Clerk.

A

if'iii ■-1-

i,.

A

Household Cares

A

MARK

Belfast & Moosehead
Lake R. R. Co.

*

‘1 schools in town will cloBe Friday. June

Arthur B. Smith of Brewer
week on business.

wss

I

Rev. O. G. Barnard moved his household

goods

to

Orrington Wednesday.

B. Parse had a new Dodge tourarrive Saturd: y from Bangor.
J. P. WTalker and daughter. Miss Alice Walker of Bangor, were in town Thursday.
Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser of New London

Capt. James
car

Ct., arrived

last

week for the

summer.

Dr. E. B. Sanger of Bangor was in town
Cram.
Sunday the guest of Mr, and Mrs, W. F.
SunCapt. Andrew M. Ross returned home
from
Fla,, where he spent the win-

*

ter.

Charles S. Shute went to the Waldo County
at Belfast Friday for medical treat-

hospital
ment.

Bessie E. Weymouth of Belfast ia visitMrs. JoSteph Kalloch on Reservoir

ing Mr. and

Mr. and Mrs. L. Albert Gardner, Middle
street, motored to Vassalboro last Sunday to
join hia brother and bride, Mr. and Mrs. Russell 0. Gardner of Boston, and bring them to
the home of their mother, Mrs. Carrie A.
Gardner, Middle street. The party arrived in
Stoceton early in the evening. Congratulations and best wishes are extended to bride
and groom by the friends of the gentleman in
town, hoping the lady may be 'jfieased with
her first impression of the home of her moth-

The laws of most States compel
food manufacturers to print the
ingredients of their products
on the label, and this enables
consumers to distinguish healthful foods from those which may be
deleterious.

street.

Ralph S. Meyers left last week for Malden,
Mass., where he will visit his sister, Mrs. Clifton Snell.
Mrs. E. A. Sargent left last week to visit
her son, Dr. Sidney B. Sargent, in West Newton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sambrook are receivof
ing congratulations on the birth, June 11th,
a

daughter.

We are indebted to B. M. Packard of the
Sebec Lake House for a copy of the “Maine
Woods” for 1915.
L. D. Crook and family of Brewer arrived

Thursday

for

a

week's stay at their cottage at

CENTER MONIVILLE
G. A. Gordon is building

Mrs. J. W. Wentworth has bought the G. L.
Edmunds farm.
Mrs. Gertrude Hamm of
guest of Mrs. A. M. Ricker.

made of pure cream of tartar,
derived from grapes.
Royal Baking Powder is a type of the highest
It is healthful beyond a
grade.
doubt and the safest and best
to’use.

June 8th,sch.Abbie McFadden sailed with lumber for New York and sch. Chas.H.Trickey sailed with lumber for Boston. June 10th, steamer Millinocket sailed
with paper for New
York^and Philadelphia. June 12th, sch Nat F
Meader arrived, light, to load lumber, and
sch. Gilbert Stanclitf sailed with lumber for
Boston. June 13th, sch. Lizzie D. Small sailed
with lumber for New York, and sch. Northern
Light arrived, light for lumber.

The low-grade baking powders
made from alum, a mineral
acid salt, or phosphate of lime.

are

Consumers

The Current Events Club, aft er greatly enjoying its session at the Park on June 9th, adjourned to Ward well's for ice cream before
dispersing. The last meeting of this associa-

can learn the char-

acter of the baking powder by
referring to the label, which
must state whether the contents
include cream of tartar, alum or

tion of

ladies previous to the

will be held

summer

vacation

Wednesday afternoon, June 23d,

Park, with ‘’Current Events” as the
topic for reading and study. It is hoped all
members may be present, since final arrangements must be made for the spending of the
club’s field day with Mrs. G. M. Houghton in
Bangor, by her special invitation.

at the

phosphate.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

———!

Mrs. Edith F. Ginn, West Main street, returned Sunday from the cottage, Camp Skipiki, of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford N.
Fletcher, at Sandypoint, on the Fort Point
Cove, where Bhe had been since the previous
Thursday. Friday, she entertained the Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist parish for the
day. A picnic lunch was provided, and with

work

smoothly, quickly,

SPRINGS.

**

j^R
|^E
‘^E

tachments afford the utmost

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Higgins returned Suna visit with Waterville friends.

convenience. When you buy
a Clarion
you find permanent

Clement Weather has moved from the Emery
& Rose lumber camp to the Ansel Bradstieet
house in South Freedom.

solution of your cooking
problems. It takes right ex-

^E

perience to make Clarion

IH

Miss Alice Lowell and Miss Gracia C. Luce
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Brann in
Vassalboro from Friday to Sunday.

Ranges—the experience gained from almost eighty years

Sj

V

Joseph Jackson, who sustained
week ago at the reside'
not

seem

ce

to be

shock about
of his son, A. T#
a

making

any pro-

Hj

of effort to produce the best.

A WORD FOR MOTHERS

■

MODERN clariqn

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me.

Established 163,

Mrs. F. A. Cushman and Miss Emma Blood
of Belfast were Sunday guests of Mr. and j
Mrs. C, B. Cushman. Miss Helen Cushman re- ^
turned with them for a visit.
Charles E. Thompson of South Montville is
very ill at the Waldo County Hospital. His
wife and nieces, Mrs. Ralph Reynolds of Freedom, and Miss Hazel Oxton, are in Belfast to
be with him as much as possible.

STATION

[

Mr. Warren Johnson is much better than in
the winter although quite lame.

I

^

W. A. HALL, Belfast, Maine.
WALDO

till

|

recovery.

Notice of Foreclos

e

Phcebe H. Harm ,,
*W the
County of Waldo and M
,
The summer schedule of trains on the M. C. kuardianof Doris Lillian
Ham,,., |"K
R. R. goes into effect Monday, June 21st.
^ fcrve Harmon, James Whitney 1!
krt Gardner Harmon of said U
m /':
Mr. Lverard Bryant, former station agent children of Kay K Harmon
and 1'•
Loren P. Stewart, who graduated from the
«■
here, is now employed in the office of the mon of said Waldo, by her morn-7
University of Maine last week, came home i
the tenth day of June, A. D
*1
M. C, R. R., Portland.
MU
ed in the Waldo
Thursday. He took the civil engineering I
County Registry
The friends of Jennie G. Levensellar and Book 318, Page 3, conveyed to
course.
He was captain of company E, in
nie ,,
signed, three certain lots or pare',
-'•*
the cadet battalion. His company won the Everard A Bryant have received the an- | with
the buildings thereon,
shu t,'L H
nouncement of their engagement.
banner iu the competitive drill.
Walgo.
^
The first parcel
Mrs. Horace Marden was at home for a
being the north 0...
No. 60 in the 15,000 acre tract
week
to
I
visit
her
LIBERTY.
father, Mr. J. C. Littlefield, that part of the lot
“■
between ot’N
during his illness the first of the m^nth.
main road and hounded as
f,,:i
W. D. Sanford spent last week in Boston on
,:3I
The friends of Pliny E. Hussey formerly of at a stake and stones the northeast
said lot No. 60; thence south
business.
tweWaldo will be interested to know that he has one-half
degrees east in the east
C. ,M. Hurd was a business caller in West taken unto himself a wife Miss.
Rose E. Cole lot forty rods and three links
1
a
^
stones in the division line of
Appleton Saturday.
of Gardiner, Maine.
,
south sixty-nine and three -f,
uWriter Bailey of Portland was an auto calSome of the elderly people in the place have west two hundred and
twenty-fir,',
ler at C. M. Hurd's last Thursday.
east side of the
been very ill during the past winter, but are
county road;"t! -,,,,,.
said county road to land u’f S
is
Dr. and Mrs. Hoit and Miss Higgins took an now, we are glad to say, better and able to be by
easterly by said Kullen's land
.,"
out of doors—Mr Allen Simmons, J. C. Littleauto ride to Camden one evening last week.
and three links to the old Swa y
north twenty-four
field
and E. G. Cummings.
tits'
degrees
;■
Mrs. Ned Taylor and mother, Mrs. Alfred
the north line of said lot No
do;
The schools in town closed June 11th. Miss
Pusifer, of New Haven, Ct., arrived last week
sixty-six degrees cast in the rth
Flora Johnson, teacher of Station school, I lot No. 60 one hundred anti
and opened their cuttage for the season.
tet
bounds begun at,
containing
Mrs. Sadie Hibbard, who passed the winter planned a picnic for her pupils in the grove I acres,
together with the tuii
and spring with her sister. Mrs. B. B. Went- just back of the schoolhouse, but as the
Also the north half of the
lar,
land of George W. Eaton.
worth, left last week for Augusta for a few weather was rather cool all remained ind^prs
The second parcel
A very pleasing feature of the afternoon w’as
the
being
weeks’tstay.
conveyed to Mrs. Margaret Bui:,
the prompt responses by the pupils in their
deed from Samuel Gordon on ti
Miss Cora Bradstreet, who has been passing
recitations. A nice treat of ice cream, cake, of July, A. D. It-,S3, and
1
desctu. c
a two weeks' vacation at the home of her sissandwiches, etc. were enjoyed by all present. wit: Beginning at a stake an,
ter, Mrs. Walter Young, returned to her duties
east side of the Brooks road i„
Ivan L. Bartlett, a young farmer of this place
at the hospital in Augusta last Saturday.
len’s house; thence north
sixty-■
had a very unusual experience at the time of east twenty-one reds to the
Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S., entertained at its
lot No. 60; 'hence north 36 i, a
the electric
last Friday morning.
He
shower
No. 60 twenty-nine rods to land
regular meeting Monday evening, June 7th,
was in the barn attending to his horses when
thence west twenty four rods t,
quite a good-sized delegation from Rosewood the lightning struck the barn splintering som e of
Brooks
Chapter of Searsmont. There was work, after of the timbers and killing two horses. Mr. roatl to the road; thence seuti.wa
place begun at.
which refreshments were served in the ban- Bartlett was unconscious for some time.
The third parcel
being a certau
No. 61 in the 15,000 acre tract.
quet room and a very delightful evening was
Two persons died from heat and six were
described
Swanville,
and heun,
all
in
New York on Monday. Come to
passed by
present.
prostrated
viz: Beginning at a stake
Maine. We’ll guarantee that any such fate as
Mrs. Rhoda Benner and Mrs, Susie Norton
northwest corner of lot No t;,
that can be avoided.
sixty-six degrees east one hunor,
left last week for a visit with friends in Belpoles to land conveyed by said A
fast.
Mrs. Benner will pass the remainder of
Peter West to Peter Ay er and ti>
In
the season there with her son, Lester Benner,
north twenty-four degrees and tli
never really
enjoyed a meal until
west by said Ayer's land to a
at the Perkins cottage. Mr. B. has been given
sink,
,we advised them to take a
said first described line that a line
i
a
leave of absence on account of ill health,
from and running south sixty -six
from an institution in Massachusetts.
and parallel with said first d’escr
it strikes the town line and then,
Saturday evening was made a very enjoyty-four degrees east to place oil.
before and after each meal. Sold only
include within said boundaries
able one for St. Georges Royal Arch Chapter
1
by us—25c a box.
acres and eighty-six
poles, men,
the
visitation
of
by
thirty-six members of CorCity Drug Store.
hereby the part of said lot inclu
rinthian Chapter of Belfast. Most Excellent
lines above given.
BELFAST PRICE CURRNET.
High Priest Curtis.with his full staff of officer?,
Being the same real estate com
Doris Lillian Harmon, Edw in M,
occupied the chairs and performed the work
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
James \Vhitney Harmon and t,.
in a very creditable manner. Supper was served
Harmon by William A. Windiest.,,
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
at 7:30 o’clock by the O. E. S. ladies, the menu
deed dated November 3L.
10 001a400 ranty
Apples,per bbl.l.OO:\2.90f Hay.
in Waluo Registry of
Deeds, I.
consisting of cold boiled ham, chicken, beans,
7 Hides,
dried, per lb.,
13
and
whereas the condition of sc
89;
3 25a3 50 I.amb,
salads, all kinds of cakes and coffee, and after Beans, pea,
t3 has been broken:
3 751 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
75
supper cigars were passed and a large cake
Now, therefore, by reason „f
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
8
the condition thereof 1 claim a i,
with Corinthian No 7 marked in the
frosting Beef, sides,
8.$al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
42
said mortgage.
was presented to Most Excellent
8l Potatoes,
35a4G
High Priest Beet, forequarters,
Dated at Belfast, Maine, tins tit
60 Round llog,
10
Curtis by High Priest Ripley in behalf of St. Barley, bu,
June, A. D 1915.
24 Straw,
Cheese,
7.00
George’s, Chapter. Mr. Curtis responded in a Chicken,
WILLIAM A. WiM
18 Turkey,
26a30
U. c. B.
tew well chosen words and was followed by Calf Skins,
18 Tallow,
2
20 Veal,
Duck.
12al3
Mr. Morris L. Slugg and others.
22 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs,
3
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
5.00
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Geese,
3.50
18'|Wood, soft,

W^KEAS.

1

Many People

*

>^E

easily, saving time, labor and
Their special atexpense.

are children in your neighborhood not already
STOCKTON
connected with some other church, you wil
Eastthe
to
went
Closson
Charles
M.
Capt.
greatly aid the growth of the Cradle Roll by
ern Maine General hospital in Bangor Monday
Next Suiday evening Eupeit Derr will rennotifying one of the officers of the Childrens
for medical treatment. ;
der an appropriate violin solo at the UniversalI Department. Giving the babies a definite conBarge Herndon arrived June 11th from Phila- nection with the Sunday school insures their ist church.
weather and delightful scenery a
delphia with 3,COO tons of coal to the P. C. & early attendance. Upon enrollment, each
Mrs. Williem Parker of East Milton, Mass., ! charming
most ei joyable time was reported by all parW. Co., at Mack’s Point.
i
child is given a pretty certificate of memberafter a week’s stay with Mr. ard Mrs. Simeon
j ticipants. A few friends remained over night
Miss Kate Dow, of the M. C. I., Pittsfield, is ship, J, suitable for fismirg and is remembered F.
Ellis, Church street, left June 8th for home. ai d in the
Mrs.
on
each
evening the party adjourned to the
and
in
her
some
little
summer
with
the
mother,
birthday
holiday
spending
g?The Ladies’Aid Society of the Universalist cottage of Mr. and Mrs, Albert M. Ames,
Cora E. Dow, East Main street.
way.Cradle Babies and parents are at all times j
will
meet
this, Thursday, afternoon, where
parish
dancing,with music by a Victrola.was inMrs. B. F. Colcord ana Mrs. W. R. Gilkey welcome as visitors in the Primary Departwith Mrs. Simeon F. Ellis, Church street, tor
dulged in by the happy company until a late
left Saturday for New York, where they will ment. Also please remember that there will
needlework.
bed-time.
be an opportunity at this service for the
visit Capt, ar.d Mrs. P. B. Blanchard.
g Miss Annie Callahan of Boston is the guest
of infants and children.
baptism
Mrs. Larpher, widow of the late Mr. ChamGeorge B. Philip ps of Hermon, tonsorial arof Mr. ard Mrs, Everett Staples, Church
plin Lanpher, ard lorg an invalid, confined for
tist, is in the employ of M. F. Parker at his
the
w
street,
present eek. She arrived Monday
PROSPECT FERRY.
years to her ho. pine away from uremic
rooms on Main street for the summer.
for a week’s visit.
last Saturday at the home of her
poisoning
Charles Sambrook, cook of the steamer L.
Mrs. Charles Barks has gene to Bethel, Vt.
Jan es A. Flanders, Jr., with wife and two
devoted daughter, Mis. Simeon B.
tenderly
V. Stoddard, made a short call on his family to spend the summer with her husband.
children frtm Albany, N. Y., arrived Monday Merrithew, with whim she had lorg made her
Thursday, returning to Bangor Friday.
to visit his jaicr-ts, Mr. ire Mis. J. A. FlanMr. and Mrs. Cleve Beeper and two children
home, Mr. Merrithew b« it gr. sy mi pat he tic sonLeon W. Cobbett of Springfield was the of btockton Sprirgs visited Mr. and Mrs. J.
ders, East Main street.
in-law in every particular. The deceased was
guest of Mr. ar.d Mrs. F. B. Smith on Church D. Holbrook last Sunday.
Mrs. Hein an G. Hickboin and friend, Mrs. 84 years of age, and will be greatly missed in
street last week, returning home Monday.
Evans, took the Boston boat June 9th en route the household of which she has so long been a
Mrs. Ralph Ladd ard children of Brewer are
Lieut. Frederick F. Black of the United
stopping for a while with Mrs. Lada’s parents, to their respective hemes in Cambridge,Mass., carefully cared for member. The funeral took
States army left last week for New York to Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Grindle.
after a week’s visit in Stockton.
place Monday afternoon from the Merrithew
attend commencement at his Alma Mater,
residence, Chuich street, Kev. A. A, Blair
Mrs. Hattie Grant of Sandypoint and two
; Mis. Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, spent
West Point.
Universalist pastor at Belfast and Stockton,
sons, Harold and Buford, visited Mr. and Mrs. last Friday in Bangor, by request of her
most acceptably to the mourning
Dr. and Mrs. S. L. Fairchild returned Thurs- W. D. Harriman last Sunday.
youigestscn, Elden H. Shute, who accompa- officiating
children ^ar.d other relatives. The interment
nied her heme by the afternoon train.
day from Poland Spring, where Dr. Fairchild
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Pierce and little daughter
was in the private cemetery on the Lanpher
attended the meeting of the Maine Medical
Mr. Elden H. Shute arrived Friday from
Minerva of Sandypoint were week-end guests
farm in the upper section of the town. SymAssociation.
South Sebec (where he is the station agent)
of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman.
pathy is offered all mcurnerB, although all
Mrs. Mortimer Stevens, who has been visitto spend a lew cays with bis mother, Mrs.
The many friends and relatives of B. C.
realize that death brought release from weary
ing her grandmother, Mrs. B. F. Pendleton, at Avery were^shocked on the morning of June Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, before bis marsuffering to this aged woman.
Park, returned Monday to her home in Mil- 8th to bear that he had dropped dead in riage, June 16th.
waukee, Wis.
Dr. ti d Mis. H. Eveiett hiebborn and little
BURNHAM.
Bucksport in the store of Herbert Marks. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert A. Kneeland and Avery had been in poor health for several son Edwaid left last Saturday for their home
daughter Viola of Dorchester, Mass., are years and the doctor’s had told the family that in Can.biidge, Mass., after a fortnight’s stay f The second annual exhibition of the schools
guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kneeland *on he was liable to die at any time; but for the at the summer place of their father, Dr. Her- | afBijrnhain took place Friday, June 11th. The
Mount Ephraim road.
man G. Hichborn of Cambridge, Mass.
program was as follows: ^Wirnecock school:
past few weeks he hid seemed better,and was
the Sparrow,” Ernest Wood; The
Steamer .Meteor arrived June ICth from
Mrs. Milton J. Goodere, West Main street, ‘The Boy and
feeling unusually well on the morning of the
All Things Beautiful*
Newport News with 3,300 tons of coal for the 8th, when he went across the river. He was left Thursday morning for dentistry in Ban- Dead Bird,Blanche Cook;
P. C. & W’. Co., finished discharging Satuiday talking and laughing with Mr. Marks when he gor, leaving mere by night train for Boston Velma Braley; A. Late Spring, Glyndon Braley,
Clifton Wood; “East has Something Good,’*
and sailed for Norfolk.
for a week-end visit with her sister and famfell to the floor dead. He was one of the few
Cook; song, Velma Braley, Glyndon
Doris
who
no enemies.
had
She
men
wbo
returned
here
Everybody
afternoon.
ily.
Monday
Capt. Isaac Carver of the steamer L. V.
Why Some Birds Hop and Other Birds
Braley;
was
him.
He
genial,and genMr. Frank H. Moulton and Miss Adelaide
Stoddard was in town Thursday. His steamer knew him liked
Walk, Guy Wood. Mount school: Story of
in early life Al- Johnson of
Roslindale, Mass., have been the
discharged a cargo of coal at Banger and sail- erous to a fault. He married
the Pilgrims, Vera Cookson; Landing of the
meda Harriman, who survives him, with three guests of bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ed Friday for Sewall’s Point..
Henry S.
RETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
j
Pease; Pilgrim Fathers,
children, Herman and Albert of Brewer and Moulton, Cross street, for the past week. They Pilgrims, Stanley
Mrs C. F. Thompson is in Belfast to visit
18 Lime,
W'm. F. Runnells of Newbury port, Mass,
Beef, « orned,
1 10
school; recitation, Leora Blaisdell. Village her husband at the Waldo
Mrs. Percy Mills of this place. He is also
left for home last Satuid?y by Boston steamer.
County hospital for Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22jOat Meal,
6
who has been visiting his parents, Mr. and
school;The Butterfly Song; Facts About Maine, a few days.
survived by two brothers, Rev. N. A. Avery
89
Corn,
Onions,
3
Next Sunday being St. John’s Day, Rev. A.
Mrs. W’.T. C. Runnells, on Mt. Ephraim road,
three pupils; song, Round and Round We’re
Cracked Corn,
84 Oil, kerosene,
12al3
of Ashland, N. H., and G. A. Avery of this
A. Blair, pastor of the Universalist Society,
To Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Berry has been born a Corn Meal.
returned home Saturday by train.
84; Pollock,
7
Boing, school; song, State of Maine, my State
place; by a sister, Mrs. Fred Goodwin of Hal- invites Pownal Lodge, E. & A. M., and
24 Pork,
14
Bethauy af Maine, school. Eelweir school: The First son. Mrs. B. is at the home of her parents, Cheese,
Charles O. Sawyer had the misfortune to loweil. Me., and by several grandchildren.
180'Plaster,
1.13
CottonSeed,
O.
E.
to
attend
the
and
Mrs.
M.
Howes.
C.
S.,
Chapter,
special ser- Stars and Stripes, Etta Emery; recitation, Earle Mr.
stick a nail in his foot Thursday which caused The funeral services were held at his late
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
4
vices in a body at the evening meeting at the
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Prescott have gone to
8 Shorts,
1 50
a painful wound and confined him to his home
Cranberries,
Reynolds; wand drill, Arlene Twitched, Thelma
home June 10th and were largely attended bv
Clover Seed,
19 Sugar,
to
visit
his
7i
.sister
and
receive
Etta
Lowell,
Mass.,
rwitched, Margaret Drummond,
Emery;
on Water street for a few days.
relatives, friends. Masons and Odd Fellows,
7 50af* 75 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
40
Mrs. John N. Levine and little son, John Jr„
recitation, The Red White and Blue. Marion treatment for a nerve trouble.
H. G. Seed,
375 >weet Potatoes,
Lieut. Frederick F. Black of the United Mr. Avery being a member of both orders.
arrived
June 8th from Boston to visit her par- Norris. Etta Emery, Arlene Twitched; song,
The Montville F. B. quarterly meeting will
Wheat
Lard
14.
of
Webb
W.
spoke
Meal,
Rev.
Bucksport
Henry
States Army was a passenger on the steamer
ents, Mr, and Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main
Emblem of Peace, school; flag drill and flag be held in Rockland June 18th and 20th. It is
Bunker Hill which was in collision with the words of comfort to the sorrowing family.
for the summer. Mr. Levine will, if salute, school; recitation, Merle Wood. Dodge the annual meeting and it is hoped that many
street,
beautiful.
Burial
and
were
flowers
The
many
steam yacht Vanadis off Eaton’s Neck, Long
BORN.
may attend.
possible to leave business, join his wife later school; Song, Irma Davis; Indian Heroism,
at Prospect. Undertaker Nye of Bucksport
Island Sound, Sunday night.
for a brief stay in town.
Hiawatha’s
Velione
drama,
will
be
Chandler;
of
Mr.
the funeral.
Fasting
had charge
Havener. In Parkersburg, W. Va., June 8,
Avery
Mrs. Ellen L. Leib, who spent the winter in
to Mr. and Mrs. Vere O Havener, a daughter,
SHIP NEWS.
Mrs. Lj dia Emery of Bangor, after a winter school. Reynold’s Corner school, “Do Your
missed by all the people in this comSouth Berwick with Mr. and Mrs. John H. Bur- greatly
Marion Louise; weight 10 pounds.
Curtain
Tresa
Lecture,
munity. He was in the grocery business with spent with relatives in Minnesota, arrived Best,” Arlene Hunt;
Jellijon
In North Sullivan, May 31, to Mr.
leigh, and her daughter of the National Park
cord pDsitio:', Louisiana Purchase,
AMERICAN PORTS.
his son- in-law, Percy Mills, at the Ferry. The June 5th for a visit with her son and wife, Mr.
Braley;
and Mrs. Everett Jellieon, twin daughters.
Seminary, Washington, D. C., arrived Friday
Leach. In Blwehill, May 31, to Mr, and Mrs.
family have the sympathy of the whole com- and Mrs. Charles H. Emery, Maple street, Dlive Jones.
New York, June 9. Sld, schs C B Clark,
for the summer.
The program was well carried out by ad the Bangor; F C Pendleton (from Perth Amboy) Irving L. Leach, a son.
munity. Those from out of town to attend Many acquaintances gladly greet this genial
In rlouiton, June 10, to Mr. and
Stantial
LODGE s corner. Roswell B. Lowe died
schools and showed the result of much hard St John, N B; John S Beacham (from South M rs. M. L. Stantial, a daughter, Dorothy
the funeral were Rev. N. A. Avery of Ashland, lady once more in our village.
Amboy) Swans Island; N E, Ayer (from do) M aude.
very suddenly at his home in North Searsport N. H.r Mr. and Mrs. Fred Goodwin of Halon the part of both pupils and teachers,
work
Miss Grace Calkin, School street, kindly reStonington; Metinic (from Eliznbethporl)
Tewksbury. In Camden, June 7, to Mr. and
Saturday morning, June 12th, after an illness lowell, Me.; Mrs. Flora Files of Fairfield, Me.,
rhe had was wed filled and all were very en- Southwest Harbor, Me; Annie P Chase, Bowmembered many Stockton friends with the
Mrs. J. L. Tewksbury, a daughter.
of six days with pneumonia. Mr. Lowe was a
the
over
and
exdoinham;
Wawenock, Jacksonville; 11, ar, schs
the
Misses Isabel ai d Emroy Ginn of Belfast and
program
thusiastic, both
Weed. In Stonington, May 31, to Mr. and
invitation
to
attend
the
following
graduation
kind and obliging man and will be
Augustus H Babcock, Port Tampa; M V B
greatly a large number frem Bucksport, Stockton and
hibits. Each -school had a table and section of
Mrs. O. B. Weed, a son,
of her class: "The Senior class of East Maine
Chase, Norfolk, Clara D«»vis; 12, ar, schs
missed. Mrs. Lowe has the sympathy of
wad space and the school work, consisting of Longfellow, Stockton; Tarratine,
every Frankfort.
Conference seminaly requests your presence
Stonington;
one.
By his death she is left entirely alone,
arithmetic papers, specimens
writing, spell- ship Timandra, Rio Janeiro, via NewMARRIED.
at the Commencement exercises at Bucksport,
schs R Bowers, Bridgehaving buried her four children.
maps, raffia work, illustra- port News; 13. ar,
blanks,
drawing
ing
APPLETON.
Maine, June the 14th, 15th, and 16th.”
water, N S; William D Marvel, St George, N
was very tastefully
of
nature
etc.,
tions
work,
The remains of Irving S, Rose, who was
Bridges Harriman
In Bucksport (’enter,
B. via Norwalk; Kennebec, Calais via Fall
Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg, West Main street, is
arranged and showed that the schools had made River; Mary E Bennell, Bangor, via Bridge- June 1, by Rev. Newton S. Sweezey, Warren
Mrs. V. O. Keller visited her daughter, Mrs,
drowned in the Androscoggin river at Lewissomewhat anxious because of the unfeeling
and Miss Laura E. Harriman. both
E.
the
News
and
cld,
Bridges
port;
ship
Timandra,
Newport
creditable
during
year.
progress
ton Monday evening, June 7th, arrived Thurs- Clarence Simmons, in Searsmont Sunday.
Rio Janeiro; 15, ar, schs Irene E Meservey, of Bucksport.
favorable reports from her mother, Mrs, Ralph
Carroll-Butler. In Rockland, June 8, by
day and funeral services were held at the
Mrs. Minnie Wentworth is at home from
Bangor; Lizzie Lane, Stockton.
Morse, who is receiving Osteopathic treatment
SAN DYPOINT.
home of his uncle, Henry F. Patridge, on Portland, where she passed the winter.
Boston, June 9. Cld, sch Charles Whitte- Anna C. Gay, N. P., Weston Carroll and Gerin Bangor. We trust symptoms may soon betrude
Butler, both of Union.
more, Sekondi, W C A; 10, sld, schs Charlie and
Norris street Thursday afternoon. Interment
Almond Gushee and siBter, Miss Marguerite
Clement-Meservey. In Belfast, June 10,
Frank Shute spent several days of last week Willie, Rockport, Me; Seth M Todd, Bangor;
The entire community is
come encouraging.
was in the Village Cemetery.
He was the son who have been
Ida B Gibson, do; James Slater (from New by Rev. Arthur A. Blair. Walter A. Clement
attending school in Brownville, earnestly hoping for an improvement in this in Rockland.
of the late Frank F. and Lillian Patridge Rose
Lubec; Willis & Guy, Portland; Win- and Miss Zola W. Meservey, both of Belfast.
arrived home Saturday.
F. S. Harnman was ia Bangor one day last York),
neighbor’s health.
Cook-Small. In Deer Isle, June 7, B. E.
chester, Sullivan; Princess, Rockland;, Fannie
and was born in Searsport in
FeDruary 1900.
week on business.
and Fay, Liverpool, N S; William E Downes, Cook and Miss E. M. Small, both of Deer Isle.
Miss Evelyn Berry, who has been at Oak
He was at work in a printing office in Lewiston
Mr. Elden H. Shute and
Hussey-Cole. In St. John, N. B., April 17,
Monday
evening,
Baltimore
and
Porto
Rico; Helen, Vineyard
Mr. and Mrs. John Graffam have gone to
Grove Seminary attending school, returned
when he came to his sad end.
Haven; James Young, New York; Annie and by Rev. Ralph Houghton, Church ot England,
fiancee, Mies Lucretia H. Flanders, gave a
for
the
summer.
and
will
the
vacation with her
Friday
Bayside
spend
Reuben, Stonington; 11, ar, s<*hs W D Man- Pliny E. Hussey ot Beverly, Mass., and Rose
dancing party to a large company of invited
Cards have been received from friends ol parents, Mr ar,d Mrs. Frank Berry.
do for New York; stm E. Cole of Gardiner, Maine.
Mrs. Alston Ellis has been ill several days gam, Bangor; Telumah,
friends in Denslow Hall, tl eir last public apMcClure-Herrick. In Bucl.sport. May 29,
William Chisholm Sewali's Point for Bangor;
Malcom Henry Cook, formerly ol this town,
Dr. B. H. Keller and Mrs. Keller attended pearance before their marriage on Wednes- with blood poisoning in her hands.
12, ar, schs Storm Petrel, Stockton; Fannie F by Rev, A. B. McAlister, Harry H, McClure of
announcing his coming marriage, the cards I the meeting of the Maine Medical Association,
Criehaven
and Miss Mabel E. derrick of Orland.
sch
Itaska, Bangor; 14, ar,
Mr. and Mrs George Mansur of Bangor were Hall, Bangor; 13, ar,
day morning at the Flanders home, Rev. AshMcLoud-Hyler. In Rockland. June 5, by
sch Grace Davis, Maurer, N J; sld, sch Annie
reading as follows: “Mr. and Mrs. George at the Poland Spring House last week. They
ley A. Smith, Universalist pastor at Bangor at their cottage over Sunday.
Rev.
Janies H.Gray. Daniel McLoud and Hattie
& Reuben, Stonington.
Marrs Patterson re quest the pleasure of youi
I say' it? wasta very enjoyable occasion.
(formerly of Belfast and Stockton) (fficiating
Philadelphia, June 11. Ar, stm Millinocket, B. Hyler. both of Rockland.
Mr. Charles Black arrived Saturday from
presence at the marriage reception of their
Robinson-Cox. In Clinton, June 5. by Rev. j
sch Wiiiiam Booth, Long Cove; 12,
Mrs. [ Alvina Gushee is having extensive re- very impressively.
Massachusetts and will spend the summer here* Stockton;
daughter, Esther May, and Malcom Henrj
ar, sch Annie P Chase, West Sullivan; 13, ar, A. M, Cox, George L. Robinson of Pittsfield |
pairs made on her buildings, including raising
and
Miss Beulah Cox of Clinton.
Hartson
have
to
sch
Rio
and
Fred
Janeiro.
Ames
June
from
8
Morris
Fairfield,
to
gone
at
27
22nd,
Bankt
Cook,
9.30,
Last Friday afternoon, in honor of the third
the
stable about two feet, new foundation,
Rowell-Choate. In Montville, June 6, by
Baltimore, June 13. Ar, sch Elisha Atkins,
Great Works, when they have employment.
Street, West Somerville, Mass.” Mr. and Mrs
of
John
of
the
birth
her
anniversary
grandson,
Rev.
T. R Pentecost, Elden N. Rowell of Lib! wails and new floor timbers. William Wood of
Tampa. Newport News,
Cook will be at home at 47 West Adams street
N. Levine, Jr., Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main
Mr. John Perkins and Mrs. Bert Pineo and
Norfolk, June 10. Ar, sch Emma S Lord, rty and vliss Le >la Cnoate of Montville.
Searsmont is doing the work.
West Somerville after Sept. 1st.
street, gave an informal party for his pleasure, children of Milo are the Kittredge bungalow a Jacksonville for Portland (in tow.)
A large number of the members of Golden
Bangor, June 9. Sld, sch Andrew Nebinger, I
fourteen “mingled girls and boys” marching visit.
DIED.
New York; 10, ar, stm L V Stoddard, Nor
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., fron Rod Rebekah Ledge, I. O. O. F., attended the
into the dining-room to piano music for resld, sch Florence & Lillian, Boston; 12,
folk;
Mrs. B. M. Eames arrived last Tues
and
which Harold R. Smart of Searsport will grad
Mr.
district meeting of the order held with Bethel
freshments, their bright,expectant faces aglow dayfrom California and opened their home here ar, stm Black Rock, Norfolk; sld, ship L N ^Bowden. In Caatine, June 1, Mrs. Lizzie H. I
uate in the class of 1915, will have several new
Lodge, Union, and were royally entertained. with childish
Stoddard, Norfolk; 15, ar, schs Francis Good- Bowden aged 58 years, 5 months and 16 days, j
mirth, presenting a fascinating for an indefinite stay.
features included in the program for this year’i The
Bragg. In the Knox County General Hosnow, New York; Ida B Gibson, Boston; stmr
degree was conferred upon four candito all lovers of “little folks.”
picture
of Lincolncommencement festivities which open June
Children’s day was absolved here June 13th William Chrisholm, Norfolk; sld, stmr A F pital, June 6, William A. Braggfc
dates by the degree staff of Golden Red Lodge.
I
ville. aged 71 years, 9 months and 12 days.
Kindberg, New York; Catherine, Boston.
18tb, having been changed to a week-end even'
an appropriate sermon in the morning by
Mr.
and
with
Mrs.
Lee
D.
W’entworth
arrived
PhilaJune
8.
Sld, barge Spring,
A large number of Appleton Odd Fellows
Searsport,
Colson. In Norfolk, Va.. June 4. lost at sea.
for the greater convenience of alumni who defrom
and were the pastor and a concert in the evening by the delphia; 9, ar, stm Massasoit, Boston (and proR.
last
Providence,
I„
40
4
Friday
Frank
Colson
of
G.
Rockland, aged
years,
j
visited Warren Lodge Monday, June 5th, and
sire to return. A novelty will be the presentaof her father, Frank V. Davis, School children. Both services were largely attended. ceeded eastward;) 11, ar, stm Meteor, Norfolk; months and 19 days.
the hospitality of that lodge and wit- guests
barge Herndon, Philadelphia; sld, barge PaxCooper. In Roxbury, Mass., June 13, Charles j
tion of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream” on the enjoyed
until
when
Mr.
Wentworth
Tuesday,
of the third degree on a street,
tang, Philadelphia; 12, ar. stm Mohawk, Bos- F. Cooper, formerly of Belfast, Maine.
j nessed the conferring
college campus by the Ben Greet players.
ton; sld, stm Meteor, Norfolk; 13, sld, stm MoEaton. In Rockland, June 8, Naomi, widow
class of seven candidates. Six of the number joined the Listen steamer,on which he beeastward.
hawk,
of Samuel J. Eaton, a native of South Deer |
Congregational Church Notes. A pari ! were members of Appleton Lodge. The work longs to the engineer corps, Mrs. Wentworth
June 8.
schs Addie P McFadStockton,
Sld,
for
Isle,
mothers
It
is
a
mistake
to
aged 75 years, 9 months and 28 days. (
grave
renainkg with her father for a few days
negwas exemplified in fine style by the degree
of the morning service, Childrens’ Day, June
den, New Haven; Charles H Trickey, Boston; Burial at South Deer Isle.
wishes to lect their aches and pains and suffer in
and
best
longer.
Congratulations
and
New
stm
Millinocket,
9,
sld,
of
Rockland.
Philadelphia
Gray. In Stonington, June 1, Mrs. Comfort
27th, will be devoted to the Cradle Department staff of Knox Lodge
silence—this only leads to chroiiic sickthis yourg couple from Stockton friends.
York; 11, ar, sch Nat Meader, to load lumber; Sellers Gray, aged 36 years, 5 months. 5 days.
the little people of the parish too young to atness and often shortens life.
sch
Gilbert
12, sld,
Stancliffe; Boston; 13, sld,
Lowe. In Searsport, June 12, Roswell W.
tend Sunday school. In preparation for this
1 ORTH ISLESBORO
If your work is tiring; if your nerves are
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames, Church street,
sch Lizzie D Small, Boston; 14, ar, sch NorthLowe, aged 58 years.
ern Light, to load lumber.
the children of the Juvenile Department are
their Fort-Point-Cove cottage— excitable; if you feel languid, weary or
Milliken.
In Belfast June 15, Miss Mary
were
at
Mrs. Alice Haynes has returned from Roslinknow that Scott's
Maude Milliken, aged 54 years, 8 months and
FOREIGN PORTS.
busily engaged in adding new Cradle meraben
“BirkenSee”—during the most of last week and depressed, you should such
18
days.
Emulsion overcomes just
dale. Mass., where she spent the winter.
conditions.
Rio Janeiro, June 11. Sld, sch Dorothy
to the Roll. Two captains were appointed anc
e ntertained his mother, Mrs. John M. Ames,
Rose. In Camden, June 6, Mary L. Rose, :
It possesses in concentrated form the
Palmer, Baltimore; 12, ar, sch Rebecca Palmer,
Miss Gertrude Warren has arrived to spend School street, there on Sunday—the seventy“aides chosen” for the contest. The captair
aged
80.years.
Norfolk.
the
to
elements
invigorate
blood,
Roundy. In Benton, June 11, Eraptus P.
the summer with her mother, Mrs. Artha fourth anniversary of her birthday. They all very
of the aide bringing in the greater number ol
Barbados, June 9. Sld, sch Jacob M Haskell,
the tissues, nourish the nerves
strengthen
Roundy,
aged 65 years.
Warren.
Cradle Roll members before Childrens’ Daj
Tampa.
returned to the village during the after- and build strength.
7, Irving
Hantsport, N S, June 1. Ar, sch Caroline S. Rose. Drownedofin Lewiston, June 15
will bave the honor of calling the Roll at thii
This so-called “Camp" is attractively
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Redman of Dedham, noon.
Scott’s is strengthening thousands of
Rose,
years.
formerly
Searsport. aged
Gray, Rockland.
Phoebe
In
June
Staples.
time. All parents and Cradle Babies are cor
Belfast,
14JMiss
Maas., made a brief visit with his sister, Mrs, located just on the water’s bank, fringed here, mothers—and will help yon. No alcohol.
sch
N
June
2.
S,
Windsor,
Cld,
Mary Weaver, A.
84
Staples,*aged
years.
Scott & Bennie. Btoomleld.N. I.
Portland.
If then Charles Williams, list week
by lovely birches and ferns.
Plcaeant Pnint

^1j^R

CLARION COOKING

a

day from

(Jape Jellison piers, the following snipJackson, does
ping report was telephoned Monday evening: gress toward
From

are

Houlton is the

Mrs. Amanda M. Ricker is at home from
visit with Mrs. A. S. Daniels, in Belfast.

a

High-grade baking powders

garage.

Mrs. F. B. Jackson is slowly gaining strength.

er-in-law.

street.

William Kerr, tonsorial artist, has opened a
barber shop in the Monroe building on Main

Last Sunday Ur. and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat,
accompanied by Dr. and Urs. George A.
Stevens, motored through Prospect, Winterport and Hampden, making a pleasant call on
|dr. and Mra. Warren F. Loud in their very
lovely home in the latter village. The homeward ride was through swanville and Searsport, thus completing a charming outing in
the Treat’s new Overland automobile.

Domestic science teachers and
food authorities are urging the
housewife to carefully read the
labels on all food articles.

Tampa,

day

Miss

Do You Read Labels?

in town last

The heavy shower last Thursday morning
greatly helped out the gardens.

ing

i

_

SEARSPORT.

■

..

This Town

■

Notice of Foreclosure j
Clarence F. Flagg

WHEREAS,
in the County

of Waldo

1

u

i

c....

|

Maine, by hia mortgage deed da;
sixth day of November, A. 1). 1913

ed in tne Waldo County Registry
Book 305, Rage 302, conveyed to i.-,.
signed, two certain lots or pare*
ated in said Belmont, together w
ings thereon, described as foil, wThe first parcel of land being 0
estate conveyed by Mary E Chun
Elvira Flagg by her warranty do.
tember 10, A. L), 1902. recorded
County Registry of Deeds. Book ;t
The second parcel of land boo
real estate conveyed to Ennly
Herbert M. Flagg by his wart at
January 17, A. D 1898, recorded it
County Registry of Deeds, in ok :
Both of said parcels being tt..
tate conveyed to said Clare
Emily E. Fh.gg, by her deed
26, A D. 1913. and whereas t
said mortgage has been b.oker

Now, therefore, by

rea..

i.

rdt
:•

!

l
!

j
j

)

i

u

the condition thereof 1 claim
said mortgage.
Dated tliis fifteenth day of

WILLIAM

D.

£

M.

Notice of foi •eiio.Mlir. I
Emily
WHEREAS,
Belfast, formerly

E. I'.hut
of l
of Waldo and Stabdeed
mortgage
by tier sign.
name of Emily E. Flagg, dab
sixth day of November, A. I> I
ed in the Waldo County ib-go-Book 305, Page 805, conveyed t>>
signed, a certain parcel of la:
the buildings thereon, situate
ville and described as follow
same real estate conveyed bFlagg by Herbert M. Flagg by n
February 13, A. I). 1913, and
Waldo County Registry of Ik
Page 875, to which reference n.

County

■

..

more

particular description;

condition of said mortgage In.

Now. therefore, by reason
the condition thereof 1 claim
said mortgage.
Dated this fifteenth day
D.

£

WILLIAM
3

M.

ADMINISTRATOR'S
Whereas, license having be
Hon. James

Libby, Judge

of tb

in and for the County of Wah
said court begun and held -t
County, on the 8th day of JunE. Bangs, Administrator of the
ly toote, late of Searsport, i>
by public sale the following
tate belonging to the said Mai
Lying on the westerly side oi
Seursport village and bound<

<

..

land of

or

in possessi

n

erly and southtrly by

of Mid
land ot

and easterly by said Leach s:
one-sixteeiith of an acre, more
Now therefore, notice is In
the above real estate wi'l be s
ises in said be ar 'port, to t lithe lGth day of July, A. I). U
clock in the forenoon.
24
HA Kin
Administrator of the estate

notiu:
All persons are hereby forbid
penalty of law purchasing nr | ,k'ni,t
thing from the E. Newell estate lha ^
offered for sale by Mrs. O. E. *- la>'
2w24
R. T. Newell.

j

!

